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“Pain is temporary, quitting is forever.”
- Lance Armstrong
Abstract
Rail track asset sighting distance must be checked regularly to ensure the continued
and safe operation of rolling stock. Methods currently used to check asset line-of-
sight involve manual labour or laser systems. Video cameras and computer vision
techniques provide one possible route for cheaper, automated systems.
Three categories of computer vision method are identified for possible appli-
cation: two-dimensional object recognition, two-dimensional object tracking and
three-dimensional scene recovery. However, presented experimentation shows re-
cognition and tracking methods produce less accurate asset line-of-sight results for
increasing asset-camera distance.
Regarding three-dimensional scene recovery, evidence is presented suggesting
a relationship between image feature and recovered scene information. A novel
framework which learns these relationships is proposed. Learnt relationships from
recovered image features probabilistically limit the search space of future features,
improving efficiency. This framework is applied to several scene recovery methods
and is shown (on average) to decrease computation by two-thirds for a possible,
small decrease in accuracy of recovered scenes. Asset line-of-sight results computed
from recovered three-dimensional terrain data are shown to be more accurate than
two-dimensional methods, not effected by increasing asset-camera distance.
Finally, the analysis of terrain in terms of effect on asset line-of-sight is consi-
dered. Terrain elements, segmented using semantic information, are ranked with a
metric combining a minimum line-of-sight blocking distance and the growth requi-
red to achieve this minimum distance. Since this ranking measure is relative, it is
shown how an approximation of the terrain data can be applied, decreasing com-
putation time. Further efficiency increases are found by decomposing the problem
into a set of two-dimensional problems and applying binary search techniques.
The combination of the research elements presented in this thesis provide ef-
ficient methods for automatically analysing asset line-of-sight and the impact of
the surrounding terrain, from captured monocular video.
Keywords: Rail track asset sighting distance, Line-of-sight analysis, Monocu-
lar video, Three-dimensional scene recovery, Unsupervised learning, Feature search
space reduction.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides the context and motivation for the research presented in the
following thesis. This discussion leads to a description of proposed research and
associated challenges. The chapter concludes with a summary of thesis structure
and a description of the novelties and contributions proposed by this work.
1.1 Problem Statement
Railways rely on critical trackside assets (such as those in Figure 1.1) for safe and
continued use. Large braking distances caused by the combination of high speeds
and heavy train carriages mean it is important train drivers have an unobstruc-
ted view of assets from a given distance (the asset sighting distance) ensuring
appropriate reaction time. Further, these assets are part of an outdoor, dynamic
environment. Thus, over time environmental elements may change altering asset
sighting distance in an unwanted or unanticipated way. Asset sighting distances
must therefore be checked regularly.
With the prevalence of cheap, high quality video cameras one solution to perfor-
ming regular checks mounts forward-facing video cameras onto trains, capturing
visual data relating to trackside assets. This data is then processed, providing
information with regard to asset sighting distances. This represents the main
focus of this thesis - determining asset sighting distances and reasons for sigh-
ting distance interference from monocular forward-facing video captured from a
rail-bound vehicle.
Such automation should provide useful, actionable information. As such, the
output of any asset analysed will comprise of three parts. First, a route map
detailing positions for which asset line-of-sight (LoS) is obstructed and providing
asset sighting distance (Figure 1.2(a)). Second, analysis of terrain surrounding
an asset regarding it’s affect on asset LoS. Such information allows action to be
1
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(a) Speed restriction signs (b) Signals
(c) Level crossings
Figure 1.1: Example railway assets which are required for the safe use of trains in
a railway environment.
taken on the terrain (in an efficient manner) to improve asset sighting distance if
required (Figure 1.2(b)). Finally, for visual verification and locating troublesome
terrain elements, the terrain analysis data should be linked to captured image data
(Figure 1.2(b)). The work presented in the main body of this thesis is divided
into two parts: asset LoS analysis refers to the computation of sighting distances
and LoS obstructions between simulated driver and asset positions (i.e. Figure
1.2(a)), terrain LoS analysis refers to the measurement of the effect terrain has
on lines-of-sight between simulated driver and asset positions (i.e. Figure 1.2(b)).
It should be noted that in the following work, two assumptions are held. First,
assets considered can be of any shape or size. Secondly, analysis is assumed to
take place on a clear day - no provision for weather conditions (such as fog) are
made.
1.2 Context
1.2.1 Asset Management
Railway infrastructure is composed of a collection of assets. In the UK, Network
Rail owns and maintains most of the rail infrastructure. To provide an example of
how vast the UK rail network is, it comprises of approximately 16,000 Km of rail
track, 38,017 signals and 8,612 level crossings (Network Rail [2004]). As highligh-
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Asset location
- red points = position from
which asset can be seen
- blue points = position from
which asset cannot be seen
- blue rectangles = trackside
terrain slices
Asset sighting distance
= 133.87 metres
(a) Example asset sighting distance profile for a top-down view of the
track.
(b) Terrain analysis with respect to asset LoS, the trackside terrain elements are coloured
according to effect on asset LoS - white means the terrain element has more effect on asset
LoS, black means less.
Figure 1.2: Example output providing analysis of asset sighting distances.
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ted by Guler et al. [2004], traditionally documentation relating to railway assets
is paper-based, old, infrequently updated, inconsistent and hence unreliable. This
is compounded by railway infrastructure being hundreds of years old, undergoing
changes which are not always documented and retiring engineers often the only
ones who know about changes (Guler et al. [2004]). Organisations are therefore
keen to create centralised data stores containing data relating to the assets they
own. However the vastness of railways presents several issues for creating such a
data store. Chief among which is data capture. The scale (both geography and
number of assets) involved means data collection would be very time consuming
and laborious. Further problems include how to efficiently store large amounts of
data and how to present this data in a meaningful way. The technologies which
provide a solution to these problems fall under the umbrella of Asset Management
Systems (AMSs). Figure 1.3 shows the components of a typical AMS, (inspired
by the description given by Li [1997]).
Figure 1.3: Example Asset Management System structure.
1.2.2 Maintenance
In 2008, Network Rail spent £1.15 billion on maintenance (Network Rail [2008]).
For Network rail, part of this maintenance involves maintaining vegetation, which
in their own words: “Left unchecked, trees and other plants can obscure signals,
damage trains and encroach on shelters for track workers”, (Network Rail [2005]).
If vegetation does grow to obscure critical assets’ sighting distance, this can have
a major impact on rolling stock, reducing traffic flow or causing accidents. All of
which costs money.
AMSs provide the tools to handle asset maintenance in a structured manner.
Allowing assets to be observed for signs of failure or degradation, scheduling main-
tenance intervention before critical failure occurs (Fiaz and Edirisinghe [2009]).
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More importantly, predictive maintenance systems can be integrated with the
data stored in AMSs (Fiaz and Edirisinghe [2009]). Predictive maintenance in
this context, predicts the failure of an asset before it happens. Avoiding the ex-
cessive normally incurred by corrective maintenance - i.e. fixing a problem after
it has occurred (Fiaz and Edirisinghe [2009]).
1.2.3 Relation to Presented Work
Ultimately, AMSs allow companies to store, analyse and review information re-
garding assets they own. Providing useful information for maintenance schedules,
helping the asset owners increase operational uptime and avoid excessive costs.
The work presented in this thesis can be considered as part of this larger asset
management strategy employed by rail track companies, the results of which pro-
vides a source of information for AMSs. Specifically with regard asset sighting
distances, which must be maintained. In this context, failure of an asset is caused
by it’s sighting distance becoming unacceptably short.
1.3 Motivation
1.3.1 Why are Asset Sighting Distances Important?
It is was briefly suggested earlier that asset sighting distances must be maintained
to allow sufficient driver and train reaction to any event. The following clarifies
further the need for maintenance of asset sighting distances.
1.3.1.1 Legal Requirements
For certain rail track assets, for example signals, there are legal requirements
governing the distance from which they must be seen. For signal sighting distance,
Railway Group Standards [2003] defined the assessed minimum reading time as
the sum of the times for a driver approaching a signal to: detect the presence
of the signal, identify the signal as being applicable to the driver, observe the
information presented by the signal and interpret the information to determine
what action, if any, is required. Further, Railway Group Standards [2003] stated
this assessed minimum reading time shall be no less than eight seconds travelling
time before the signal and shall be greater where there is an increased likelihood
of misread or failure to observe the signal. Figure 1.4 provides example distances
required for different reading times at different speeds.
Not only are signal sighting distances a legal requirement, so are the mainte-
nance of such distances. Railway Group Standards [2001] stated that:
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Figure 1.4: Distance required for signal reading time for different train speeds,
Rail Safety and Standards Board [2005].
“The infrastructure controller shall ensure that every signal is regularly
inspected (see section B5.2) to verify that the visibility and alignment
have not been adversely affected. This includes consideration of factors
which require action to prevent them adversely affecting visibility in the
future.
Inspections shall include checks of: a) the alignment of elements b) the
visibility of the signal throughout the required reading time...”
1.3.1.2 Railway Accidents
Unfortunately, there are occasionally accidents on the railways resulting in injury
or worse. Table 1.1 summarises some past accidents, some of which were caused
by a Signal Passed At Danger (SPAD) - a signal is passed when it should not.
Two accidents of note with regard to SPADs are Ladbroke Grove in 1999, for
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which an obscured signal was a contributing factor (The Rt Hon Lord Cullen PC
[2000]) and the 2005 Lidcombe accident. The main reason for this accident was a
large peppercorn tree which obstructed visibility of a crucial signal at a distance
of 93 metres (Office of Transport Safety Investigations [2005]). Figure 1.5 shows
the obstructed signal from the report.
For reference, Figure 1.6 (taken from Rail Safety Standards Board [2010])
shows the number of SPADs which occur every year. There can, obviously, be
many reasons for SPADs. However, the previous accidents demonstrate that obs-
tructed assets are a contributing cause (Wright et al. [2006], Rail Group Standards
[2010]). These incidents also highlight not only the importance of asset sighting
distances, but also the need of regular checks, ensuring sighting distances are
maintained.
Figure 1.5: Obscured signal resulting in the 2005 Lidcombe accident, Office of
Transport Safety Investigations [2005].
1.3.1.3 Cost
Not only can railway accidents cost lives, they cost money. This cost manifests
itself in different ways. For large accidents, there can be fines. For example, Net-
work Rail were fined £4 million for the Ladbroke Grove accident (BBC [2007a]).
Trains delayed by accidents or other such issues cost the public. For example, in
2006/2007 14 million minutes were lost by late running trains costing the public £1
billion in time (BBC [2008a] and National Audit Office [2008]). Further, when a
delay is caused by Network Rail, they must pay the Train Operating Companies.
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Figure 1.6: SPAD risk statistics from Rail Safety Standards Board [2010].
This payment can be anywhere between £20/minute and £400/minute (Wheal
[2010]).
1.3.2 Measuring Asset Sighting Distances
The following provides a brief introduction to approaches for measuring asset
sighting distances, providing further motivation for the proposed research. Ap-
proaches are categorised by data collection method and are discussed in more
detail in Chapter 2.
1.3.2.1 Manual Measurement
It is possible for an engineer to physically go trackside and collect measurements
regarding assets and the surrounding environment to determine asset sighting dis-
tance. Possible methods include the use of laser range finder technology integrated
into Total Stations (Ghilani and Wolf [2008]) such as the services provided by Se-
vern Partnership Ltd. (Severn Partnership Ltd [2010b]). Or the use of experts to
measure specific terrain features such as vegetation and their impact (current and
future) on asset sighting distance. Such an analysis has been performed by ADAS
UK Ltd ([email: Buckland10], for email references please see Appendix E). One
of the main advantages of collecting manual measurements is that any discovered
problems can be dealt with immediately. However, these methods require access
to the rail track area which can be unsafe (for the engineers) and costly in both
money (CAD User [2007]) and time - full surveys such as those performed by
ADAS UK Ltd can require upto 2 years (Buckland [2009].
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1.3.2.2 Two-Dimensional Photogrammetry
Vehicles with specially designed camera systems such as Network Rail’s New Mea-
surement Train (Figure 1.7) collect image data as they travel along rail track.
Image data can then be analysed by a user through specially created software.
Such a system is provided by Omnicom Engineering Ltd. ([email: Richardson10]),
see Figure 1.8 for an example screenshot of the developed software. This type of
system has the distinct advantages that no personnel are required in the rail track
area, moving platforms on which cameras are mounted can move with current rail
traffic and camera equipment is cheap. However, manual analysis of the captu-
red data is still required - these methods move the trackside engineer to a safer
environment.
Figure 1.7: Network Rail’s New Measurement Train (NMT) uses many different
sensors including lasers and cameras to gather information about rail track and
the surrounding environment through which it travels.
Figure 1.8: Example user interface used to interrogate video data captured from
vehicle-mounted cameras regarding assets (Omnicom Engineering Ltd [2011]).
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1.3.2.3 Three-Dimensional Measurement
Laser scanners use laser range finder technology in such a way that 3D point
clouds of the scanned environment can be captured (Schofield and Breach [2007]).
Figure 1.9 demonstrates an example point cloud. Scanning railway corridors at
multiple positions and combining the captured data enables entire sections of
railway environments to be modelled. Once the asset position and rail track
position have been identified in captured data, specialist software (such as that
provided by Bentley Civil, Bentley Civil [2010]) or LoS analysis methods (such
as those presented by Seixas et al. [1999] and Duvenhage [2009]) can be used to
identify sighting distances. As with vehicle mounted camera systems, using laser
scanning is safer than manual methods as no engineers are required trackside -
scans can be performed from moving platforms. These methods also have the
added bonus of being fully automated. However, laser scanning equipment is
expensive in comparison to camera technology.
Figure 1.9: Example laser point cloud captured (Severn Partnership Ltd [2010a]).
1.3.2.4 Summary of Asset Sighting Distance Measurement Methods
To summarise the discussion of sighting distance measuring methods: manual
methods are slow, costly and unsafe, 3D data collection methods are safer and
fully automated but expensive and 2D photogrammetry methods are safe and
cheap, but only data collection is automated.
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1.4 Proposed Research
The proposed research, reported in the following thesis, therefore investigates the
automation of asset and terrain LoS analysis from video-based data. Specifically,
monocular video data as such hardware configurations are cheaper and easier
to install and maintain than multi-camera systems. The research presented is
concerned with only the software of such a system.
There are three key advantages of the research reported in this thesis. First,
the cost of such a system is low. In terms of both hardware and personnel, since
automation means fewer trained experts are required. Secondly, it is safe - data
can be collected from rail-bound vehicles and processed later in an oﬄine capacity.
Finally, any results can be validated very quickly by an end user because video
data is used.
1.4.1 Research Challenges
The following lists the main challenges associated with this work.
What are the specific data difficulties and advantages? The data used in
this work, for the specified task (as with any data and task) will have it’s
own difficulties and advantages. These must be identified to enable the
appropriate selection, analysis and possible extension of applicable methods
to the given task of LoS analysis.
Which computer vision methods are appropriate to this task? There has
been decades of research within the field of computer vision, producing many
and varied methods. However, it must be determined which of these methods
are applicable to the described task, given any difficulties and/or advantages
identified with the data used.
How robust are selected methods? Even if computer vision methods are se-
lected for this task which are tolerant of specific effects captured in the data,
their robustness to these effects must be investigated and verified/refuted.
As lack of robustness will lead to inaccurate data analysis.
If methods are not robust, can they be improved? If any methods investi-
gated are not robust to the specific difficulties of the data, investigation will
need to proceed to identify reasons for lack of robustness. Such investigation
will identify if method’s robustness can be improved.
Are methods efficient? Can they be made more efficient? The UK has ap-
proximately 16,000 Km of track. Further analysis shows that a train travel-
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ling 100mph using a camera with a 30Hz frame rate will collect 30 frames ×
60 seconds in a minute × 60 minutes in an hour = 108, 000 frames for 100
miles ≈ 160 Km of track. Thus, methods applied need to be efficient, so
results can be produced in an amount of time which makes processing large
areas of track feasible. It may also be the case that methods can be made
more efficient by exploiting any advantages present in the data used.
How can terrain be analysed, in an objective manner? Firstly, a measure
needs to be identified which can objectively calculate the amount of inter-
ference a terrain element causes the LoS of an asset. Secondly, the results
of such a measure need to be presented to an end user in a meaningful way,
allowing for appropriate action to be easily identified.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The literature review presented in this work is divided into two parts. First,
Chapter 2 provides a more detailed analysis of the corridor mapping techniques
tentatively introduced in Section 1.3.2, in terms of asset LoS analysis. This pro-
vides a more detailed argument extolling the virtues of automated, camera-based
systems. Also, current methods are concerned with the intervisibility of points
and not necessarily the analysis of terrain’s effect on LoS, as required in this work.
Secondly, Chapter 3 discusses applicable computer vision techniques to the posed
problem of asset/terrain LoS analysis from monocular video data. Three types of
applicable method are identified: object recognition, object tracking and 3D scene
recovery (paired with geometric analysis). Further, the review of relevant litera-
ture shows a lack of investigation into the effects of extreme scale change (observed
as assets appear further from the camera) on recognition and tracking methods.
The literature review in this chapter also highlights that current 3D scene recovery
methods do not take advantage of a possible relationship between image and scene
information, which could be used to improve efficiency when recovering features
in video sequences.
Before the main content of the proposed work in this thesis is presented, Chap-
ter 4 presents a more detailed outline of the work components identified necessary
from discussions in the literature review. Details of experimentation to be perfor-
med, including: data, performance measures and generalisation to other data sets
are discussed.
Chapter 5 presents a description of useful semantic information computed from
raw image data. Specifically, the detection of rail tracks in individual images (using
a novel rail pairing method) and camera ego-motion in image sequences.
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Suitable 2D object recognition and tracking methods are identified and ap-
plied to the given problem of asset LoS analysis in Chapter 6. A contribution
made by this work, reported in this chapter, is the analysis of these object re-
cognition/tracking methods and the data used in terms extreme changes in asset-
camera distance. Presented experimental results show the degradation of all me-
thod’s performance with increasing asset-camera distance. Further investigation
also indicates that such methods would be difficult to alter to provide tolerance to
the effects captured under increasing asset distance. Specifically, as assets appear
further from the camera, they lose internal edge contrast and their colour distri-
butions become similar to the surrounding background - making assets harder to
discern from the surrounding image data.
For these reasons, the rest of the thesis focuses on 3D-based methods. Fi-
gure 1.10 provides an initial architecture for such a system, which also drives the
remainder of the thesis structure.
Raw data Compute semanticinformation
Rail track detection
Ego-motion
3D scene
reconstruction
Terrain data post processing and
asset sighting distance computation
Terrain
analysis
1 2 3
Figure 1.10: Initial architecture of a system which recovers 3D scene information
for determining asset sighting distance and analysing terrain in terms of asset LoS.
Chapter 7 discusses the 3D scene recovery element of this architecture (box
1 of Figure 1.10). A contribution made by this chapter comes as experimental
results indicating the presence of a link between image and recovered scene infor-
mation, which could be used throughout the processing of a video to decrease the
search space traversed during feature matching, increasing efficiency. This leads
to the main novelty of the work - a generic framework, and the comparison of se-
veral implementations of this framework, which exploits this relationship (named,
TSR or Temporal Search space Reduction). This chapter further demonstrates
the application of this framework to several scene recovery methods, providing
experimental evidence with regard to the performance advantage gained by it’s
inclusion.
Chapter 8 discusses the terrain data recovered in the previous chapter and
presents asset LoS results regarding this data (box 2 of Figure 1.10). This chapter
also contributes a discussion of recovered data in terms of how a useful represen-
tation combining ideas from literature can be created for both asset LoS analysis
and subsequent terrain analysis. It is also shown how this representation can help
overcome inaccuracies in the previously recovered terrain data in terms of asset
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LoS analysis.
Chapter 9 presents work regarding the analysis of terrain structures in terms
of effect on asset LoS (box 3 of Figure 1.10). For a sequence of images containing a
single asset, this is posed as a problem of ranking terrain elements. An exhaustive
and objective method is presented for such a task and it is demonstrated how
results of such a method can be replicated with a proposed, novel metric. Experi-
mentation reveals that an approximate form of the terrain data computed in the
previous chapter can be used with this metric, decreasing required computation.
A further contribution of this chapter presents a method, increasing the computa-
tional efficiency of this terrain ranking procedure. Achieved by decomposing the
presented problem into a series of 2D problems, to which binary search techniques
can be applied.
Finally, Chapter 10 concludes this thesis, summarising and analysing the work
performed and suggesting areas of possible future work.
Chapter 2
Current Surveying and LoS
Techniques
2.1 Introduction
The following chapter provides a more detailed discussion of the methods used
for determining asset sighting distance/LoS introduced in Section 1.3.2. Provi-
ding more detailed analysis of motivation for this work. The methods considered
provide a representation of services currently offered by companies. These LoS
analysis methods are explicitly linked to the surveying methods and technology
used to capture the corresponding terrain data. A process referred to as corridor
mapping (Uff [2008]). Thus, the surveying methods themselves must also be taken
into account. The objective of this chapter is to discuss the different methods in
terms of the following criteria:
Safety What are the safety concerns related to the different methods in terms
of both data collection and analysis (i.e. are people collecting the data in a
hazardous environment)?
Disturbance To what degree do the methods impact other users of the railway
environment?
Accuracy To what degree of accuracy can the data be collected? Further, are
there any factors of the data processing which would reduce the accuracy of
results?
Cost The cost of applying any method (or set of methods) can be divided into
three sub-costs: equipment, data collection and analysis. As with any busi-
ness, cost should be minimised.
16
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Time What are the temporal costs involved for both data collection and proces-
sing? Importantly, data collection and processing must be achievable in a
time frame to allow the detection and correction of problems before accidents
occur.
Automation What level of automation do both the data collection and proces-
sing allow?
The criteria of safety, disturbance and accuracy were identified by Uff [2008]
as important for corridor mapping survey techniques and hence are included in
the following discussion. The criteria of cost and time are included because these
are both of interest to businesses in terms of minimisation. Finally, this work
is concerned with the automation of asset and terrain LoS analysis. Therefore,
current methods will be discussed in terms of their ability to provide automation.
An analysis of automating manual procedures will also be given.
2.2 Manual Measurement
2.2.1 Summary of Methods
Manual surveying methods involve a qualified engineer walking trackside, collec-
ting physical measurements regarding features. Once, such a traditional approach
used a tape measure or similar measuring device, Schofield and Breach [2007]. If
the origin of the tape measure is located at a known point, distances measured
are taken as offset to this originating position. However, with advances in tech-
nology came Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) instruments for manual
surveying, Ghilani and Wolf [2008]. EDMs automatically determine the distance
between two end points of a line by determining the number of full and partial
waves of transmitted electromagnetic energy. Current devices combine EDMs with
microprocessors and automated data collectors, providing what are termed, Total
Station instruments. These type of devices and their use represent services of-
fered by land surveyors such as Severn Partnership Ltd (Severn Partnership Ltd
[2010b]). Other land surveying companies in the UK include: Plowman Craven
[2011a] and Malcolm Hughes [2011]. Figure 2.1 shows an example Total Station
and examples of it in use.
As well as measuring the asset LoS directly, it is also possible to indirectly mea-
sure asset LoS by analysing vegetation surrounding the assets. Such an analysis
has been performed in the past by Network Rail (Network Rail [2007]), analy-
sing trackside vegetation in terms of risk analysis criteria. Current services are
offered by companies such as ADAS UK Ltd [email: Buckland10]. Specifically, a
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(a) Leica Builder 200
Total Station
(b) Example Total Station usage 1 (c) Example Total Station usage 2
Figure 2.1: Example total stations in use (Severn Partnership Ltd [2010c]).
survey has been conducted assessing the risk posed by vegetation to the sighting
of signals and level crossings. To achieve this, patches of vegetation were assigned
a risk category, calculated in terms of trees reducing sighting distance, dropping
leaves on the rail track, obstructing drainage and damaging infrastructure. Typi-
cally, trained surveyors walk the length of a line, allocating a risk score to each
quarter mile section of vegetation (web4water [2011], see Figure 2.2). Resulting
information is uploaded to a database and tree growth models are used to change
the risk classification as time progresses. Providing end users with the ability to
identify specific areas of troublesome vegetation (Buckland [2009]).
Figure 2.2: Trackside analysis of vegetation.
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2.2.2 Safety
Performing manual measurements can place engineers/surveyors in dangerous en-
vironments. Hunter et al. [2003] and Zhang and Frey [2005] provide two such
examples. Typical railway environments also provide hazards for engineers. Fi-
gure 2.3 provides a summary of workforce fatalities on the track per year, the
figure of interest here is Track Workers. These statistics show that even though
the number of fatalities is small, they still occur.Workforce fatalities by type of worker
8
9
Other workforce
7 Train driversTrack workers
5 55
6
ies
4 4
3 3
4Fa
tal
i
2 22
1
2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10
Figure 2.3: Summary of workforce fatalities per year, from Rail Safety Standards
Board [2010].
2.2.3 Disturbance
Manual measurement requires access to the land around and within rail tracks.
Given the previous safety concerns, when engineers/land surveyors are taking
measurements, it may be necessary to slow (or in extreme cases, re-route) trains
passing through the effected area. Causing disruption to other users of the rail
track.
2.2.4 Cost
In terms of equipment cost, the Leica Builder 200 Total Station (pictured in Figure
2.1(a)) is available for £3200 from Discount Building Supplies Ltd [2010] as of 15th
September 2010.
Manual methods also require a workforce to collect measurements. CAD User
[2007] reported on a case where a team of 8 engineers of a signal sighting com-
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mittee1 assessed 80 signals. A conservative cost of £600,000 was given for this
venture. Further possible costs incurred by these methods include the slowing or
re-routing of trains passing through areas under observation (see Section 1.3.1.3
for a discussion of associated costs).
As a further example, ADAS UK Ltd surveyed the UK rail network in terms
of vegetation for £2.4 million - approximately £150 per mile (Buckland [2009]).
2.2.5 Time
One of the advantages of manual methods is that data collection is quick for
small areas (Lavine et al. [2003] and Schofield and Breach [2007]). However, data
collection is also very slow for large areas (Hunter et al. [2003]). For example, the
previously mentioned ADAS UK Ltd survey of the UK rail network is expected to
take 2 years (Buckland [2009]). Thus, approximately 21Km of track was analysed
a day.
2.2.6 Accuracy
Lavine et al. [2003] and Schofield and Breach [2007] both suggested that manual
measurements collected in the manner described previously are of high accuracy.
Schofield and Breach [2007] provided one key advantage of manual methods in
terms of accuracy as the straight forward calibration of equipment and correction
of errors. This could be, as suggested by Lavine et al. [2003], because it is easy
to check the quality of results gathered in the field. For reference to the reader,
the Leica Builder 200 Total Station provides results with an accuracy of 1.5mm
at 100m (Leica [2011]).
2.2.7 Automation
As the name suggests, manual methods comprise no automation. However, this
does have some benefits. Firstly, as pointed by Lavine et al. [2003], equipment
used for manual methods requires only simple operation. Secondly, any problems
found can be dealt with immediately. For example, in the application presented
in this work, if the asset sighting distance for a signal is reduced severely by a tree
branch, the branch can be removed.
1A signal sighting committee convenes to consider and decide the most suitable and safe form
and position of each signal (Genner et al. [1997]) considering the driver’s approach view. Signal
sighting committees can also be convened at the request of a Train Operator to consider problems
arising from the position or sighting of a current signal, or to investigate SPADs (Genner et al.
[1997]).
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2.3 Two-Dimensional Photogrammetry
2.3.1 Summary of Methods
Photogrammetry is the method of determining the shape, size and position of
objects using photographs (Bannister et al. [1992]). Thus making this an indirect
method of measurement since photographic images are scrutinised rather than
the objects themselves (Bannister et al. [1992]). These types of method have the
disadvantage that object size is reduced to the scale of the photograph. But, as
highlighted by Bannister et al. [1992], when direct measurement is impracticable,
impossible or uneconomical, photogrammetry might be the only choice.
Such image data can be collected by specially adapted survey vehicles, such as
that provided by Omnicom Engineering Ltd (Omnicom Engineering Ltd [2010a])
as shown in Figure 2.4. The image data collected by this surveying vehicle is
combined with GPS information, relating images captured to physical, real world
locations. Other data collection systems include Network Rails’ NMT (previously
mentioned in Figure 1.7).
Figure 2.4: Omnicom surveying train.
Captured data can then be scrutinised using specially developed software. An
example of this can be seen in OmniSurveyor3D provided by Omnicom Engineering
Ltd ([email: Richardson10]). Within this software product, users are presented
with GPS linked video data. The user is able to make in video measurements.
Importantly, LoS checks of assets can be made, identifying any obscuring object,
i.e. vegetation or infrastructure. This is performed manually, the user playing
the video through to identify where potential areas of concern could be, [email:
Richardson10].
Other systems which provide similar capability include the Rail View Digital
Video Surveying data collection and software product provided by Ausscot Sys-
tems (Asscot Systems [2011]) which allows visibility surveys (i.e. of signals) to be
performed from the collected video data.
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2.3.2 Safety
This type of photogrammetry method provides an improvement over manual mea-
surement methods in terms of safety as engineers/surveyors are able to interrogate
a virtual version of the environment. That is, the engineer has been abstracted
away from the actual environment in which measurements are made. The advan-
tage of this is best summarised by Uff [2008] - the need for possibly dangerous site
visits has been removed.
2.3.3 Disturbance
The camera systems used to capture the photogrammetry data used in these
methods can be mounted on rail-bound vehicles, as in the case of the Omnicom
survey vehicle (Figure 2.4) and the NMT (Figure 1.7). The NMT is capable of
travelling at 125mph, allowing it to slot in between timetables without disruption
to services (UNESC [2004]). Providing a further advantage over manual methods,
minimising disruption to other rail track users. Although, Uff [2008] highlighted
that on a busy rail line, such a vehicle will inevitably disrupt other operations.
2.3.4 Cost
As an example piece of hardware, a High-Definition camera capable of capturing 30
frames-per-second, namely the AVT GE1910 (pictured in Figure 2.5) is available
from Grafek Imaging Inc. [2010] for the price of £2,500. Further costs incurred
include the operating costs of the vehicle itself and access to the section of track
to be surveyed, costing approximately £7.54 per Km (computed from information
provided in Shaoul [2005] for the year 2003). However, note that if the camera
system was mounted onto trains which use the track anyway (i.e. passenger loco-
motives) these costs are considerably reduced. Also, the data reviewing software
must be purchased (£5000 for OmiSurveyor3D [email: Richardson10]).
Figure 2.5: Example hardware used for capturing 2D photogrammetry data.
One of the advantages vehicle-mounted data collection systems present over
manual methods is that rail tracks do not need to be closed as the vehicle can be
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scheduled to fit in with ordinary rail traffic (except for very busy rail lines, Uff
[2008]). Mitigating the associated cost with manual methods of disrupting rail
traffic.
2.3.5 Time
Train mounted camera systems can collect large amounts of data much quicker
than manual methods, because the data collection equipment is vehicle mounted.
For example, the rail surveying service provided by Asscot Systems [2011] can
collect video data regarding 200Km in a single day, contrasting with the approxi-
mate 21Km achieved by manual survey of the vegetation. The increased data flow
obtained from such a measurement vehicle also provides the advantage of allo-
wing engineers to operate in a predictive manner, rather than a reactive manner
(UNESC [2004]). However, the analysis of the collected data is still performed
manually, oﬄine. Thus, analysis can be slow, this is discussed later.
2.3.6 Accuracy
Figure 2.6 presents example image data used in this work and the data accuracy in
terms of the number of pixels used to represent one metre. This information was
computed using rail track position and 3D scene recovery information discussed
later in this work, in combination with the information presented in Appendix D.
Clearly, visual information appearing further from the camera is represented with
fewer pixels and so will be less accurate. Even the closest image elements are less
accurately captured than with previously mentioned total stations - providing an
accuracy of approximately 5mm. Further, Uff [2008] commented, in relation to
this type of data collection system that only assets visible “...from a train mounted
point of view can be captured.”. Suggesting this is a drawback, as assets may be
missed if completely obscured. It should also be mentioned that an advantage
of the manual and laser-based 3D methods (discussed later) is that direct 3D
measurements are made directly (Lavine et al. [2003]), however this is not the
case for 2D photogrammetry. Providing a possible source for decreased accuracy.
2.3.7 Automation
These methods automate data collection but require manual data analysis, as with
manual measurement methods. Performing manual measurements, in both cases,
can present multiple problems, as discussed in the following.
Marino et al. [2007] highlighted that inspection of rail track is very important
with regard to railway maintenance, requiring a frequency such that dangerous
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(a) Example rail track image used for ca-
mera accuracy determination.
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(b) Accuracy of the camera data used in this work.
Figure 2.6: Analysis of data accuracy in example 2D photogrammetry data.
situations are prevented. Moreover, Marino et al. [2007] argued manual inspection
for such a task is unacceptable
The application of humans in jobs such as manual railway surveying, which
have a repetitive nature has several drawbacks. Thomas et al. [1995], Petkovic´
et al. [2002] and Shirvaikar [2006] all argued that in such jobs human operators
become fatigued. Chin and Harlow [1992] and Moganti and Ercal [1995] pointed
out that this is due to the dull and tedious nature of repeating a process multiple
times. This fatigue causes unforced mistakes which either take more time to rectify,
or are missed, lowering the value of the process. Beyerer [2003], Shirvaikar [2006]
and Bohlool and Taghanaki [2008] therefore concluded that processes involving
humans are slow and inaccurate. Moganti et al. [1996] and Marino et al. [2007]
highlighted further inaccuracies are caused by the subjective decisions made by
humans. Thus, human labour is considered expensive (Chin and Harlow [1992]
and Beyerer [2003]). For these reasons, there is a consensus in literature (Beyerer
[2003], Marino et al. [2007], Shirvaikar [2006] and Bohlool and Taghanaki [2008])
that in situations where the application is of a repetitive persuasion, automated
computer systems counter the disadvantages of manual labour. There are, of
course, acknowledged disadvantages of using automated systems such as the lack
of ability to adapt to new applications. Meaning they have a shorter life cycle
(Tetteh et al. [2008]).
Using manual measurements to identify the maximum distance from which
assets can be seen (asset sighting distance) falls under the umbrella of manual ins-
pection described by Marino et al. [2007]. Therefore, the advantages of automation
should translate to the task of asset sighting distance computation.
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2.4 Three-Dimensional Measurement
2.4.1 Summary of Methods
Methods using 3D measurement collect data which can be used to create a 3D
model of the terrain. Data collection for these type of methods can be achieved
in a number of ways.
One set of methods uses 3D laser scanners, using laser light to probe objects.
The round-trip time of a pulse of light is combined with known geometry of the
reflected light to compute 3D points (Schofield and Breach [2007]). This laser
range finder technique is combined with either a rotating or oscillating mirror,
enabling thousands of individual points to be captured (Schofield and Breach
[2007]). Thus producing 3D point clouds of the captured terrain. Laser point
clouds can themselves be collected in different ways. Terrestrial laser scanning
requires the manual operation of man portable laser scanning units, such as the
services provided by Plowman Craven [2011b] and Merret Survey Partnership
[2011]. Airborne laser scanning systems combines laser scanners, GPS and aircraft
to allow the capture of vast areas. Helical laser scanning is composed of a rotating
2D laser scanner mounted at the front of a vehicle (in this case a train). As the
train moves, a continuous spiral of captured 3D points are captured (Uff [2008]).
Figure 2.7 demonstrates examples of each of these types of laser scanner.
As well as laser scanning systems, aerial vehicles can mount camera systems
to capture aerial photogrammtery data, such data is provided by Haarbrink and
Koers [2006] and Bluesky [2010]. Bannister et al. [1992] highlighted that it is im-
portant such photographs are captured in particular way. Namely, it is essential
for stereoscopic examination that every point on the ground appears in at least two
photographs. To achieve this, photographs are taken as a series of strips, at inter-
vals such that there is a minimum overlap of 60% between adjacent photographs.
Adjacent photographs are called a stereopair and allow parallax information to be
used to compute 3D points information (Ghilani and Wolf [2008]).
After data collection it is possible to import the 3D terrain data into a software
package such as SolvSighting ([email: Ferguson10]). This allows the optimisation
of (for example) signal sighting distances as well as the determination of visibility
from the drivers point of view. SolvSighting also enables engineers to place assets
in the captured 3D environment and mathematically analyse their visibility with
respect to the rest of the environment. Further, engineers are able to interactively
test LoS along the path travelled by the train ([email: Ferguson10]).
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(a) Example man portable
laser scanning unit used in
terrestrial laser scanning.
(b) The FLI-MAP airborne laser scanning
system (FLI-MAP [2010])
(c) Helical laser data capture
(Rother et al. [2006])
(d) Point cloud captured by OmniGauge
helical laser system (Omnicom Enginee-
ring Ltd [2010b])
Figure 2.7: Example laser scanning systems used for surveying terrain.
2.4.2 Safety
The different data collection methods present different safety concerns. For example,
terrestrial laser scanning, as with manual measurement methods may require ac-
cess to the areas surrounding the track and thus presents the same safety concerns
as discussed in Section 2.2.2. However, certain conditions may allow a remote
survey to be performed without requiring permission to access land - allowing
engineers/surveyors to be safe because non-contact technology is applied (Hunter
et al. [2003]). Similarly, vehicle-based methods have the same safety concerns as
two-dimensional photogrammetry methods (Section 2.3.2). Further, aerial-based
collection schemes have the additional safety concerns of using aircraft over popu-
lated areas. Overall, these methods provide greater safety than manual measure-
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ments because non-contact technology is used to collect data (Chow [2007]).
2.4.3 Disturbance
Again, the different methods present different challenges with regard to operatio-
nal disruption. Terrestrial laser scanning and vehicle-based methods present chal-
lenges similar to manual methods and 2D photogrammetry (respectively). Aerial-
based collection methods, however, provide a method which causes no disruption
to the other users of the rail track - the data collecting vehicles are capable of
moving outside the rail environment.
2.4.4 Cost
As an example of a piece of hardware used by a rail surveying company - Severn
Partnership Ltd use the Leica Scanstation 2, for terrestrial scanning, which has a
range of 300m, captures 50,000 points per second and has an accuracy of 3mm at
50m (Leica [2007]). As of 28th July 2010 the Leica ScanStation 2 is available from
FLT Geosystems [2010] for the approximate price of £35,285. The cost of manual
and vehicle-based surveying have already been discussed. Further, the price of
performing aerial surveys is typically between £800 and £1,200 per Km [email:
Ferguson10b].
Comparing such methods with manual measurement, CAD User [2007] re-
ported on a case (previously mentioned) where a team of engineers assessed the
sighting distance of 80 signals. To recap, 8 engineers were required for a conser-
vative cost of £600,000. CAD User [2007] compared this with a team from Mott
McDonald (Mott MacDonald [2011]), creating a discrete 3D model of the 12Km
of track covering these 80 signals, analysed with geometric tools. This took 5
designers and £130,000 - less than a quarter of the manual cost.
However, it should also be noted that extensive training is required to process
data and understand any problems that arise (Uff [2008]).
2.4.5 Time
Even though terrestrial laser scanning still requires manual operation, the associa-
ted collection of data is much quicker than manual methods involving equipment
such as total stations (Hunter et al. [2003]). Chow [2007] attributed this to laser
scanners being able to collect a large number of points in a short time. Ground
vehicle-based data collection systems have already been shown to provide fast
data collection, the same also applies to aerial-based vehicles (Pereira and Jans-
sen [1999]).
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2.4.6 Accuracy
Boehler et al. [2003] suggested that laser scanning produces high accuracy 3D data,
corroborated by performing an analysis of different commercially available laser
scanners and showed all had an accuracy of 30mm when points being measured
are 100m from the scanner. In terms of vehicle mounted laser scanners, both
Feng et al. [2008] and Zhong et al. [2008] proposed that because laser scanners are
mounted on vehicles (and the resulting motion noise and inaccuracies with systems
such as GPS used to align the multiple collected point clouds) the 3D point clouds
produced will be less accurate than those produced by static laser scanners. Both
presented experimental results. The vehicle mounted point clouds were shown to
be (on average) 0.123m and 0.177m less accurate than statically captured point
clouds, respectively. Further, the accuracy of laser scanners is reduced in adverse
weather conditions (fog, mist or rain) as the water droplets in the air may cause
noise in measurements (Chow [2007]). This accuracy also comes at the cost of
large data volumes (Schofield and Breach [2007]).
Helical laser scanners, such as the system provided by Rother et al. [2006] has
a claimed accuracy of of +/- 10mm up to 2.5m from the centre line and +/- 20mm
between 2.5m and 6m in the 3D point cloud captured.
The accuracy of data captured by aerial photogrammetry methods can vary
depending on the survey performed. For example, Bluesky [2010] provide na-
tional surveys with a resolution of 25cm whereas, Haarbrink and Koers [2006]
provide more detailed surveys of 1cm accuracy but for smaller areas. Further,
images captured from satellites can be considered, high-resolution satellites such
as Quickbird and IKONOS have 1 and 4 metre resolution (Yagoub [2003]). When
considering the accuracy of aerial-based collection schemes, Ooishi et al. [2004]
pointed out that some assets may be concealed from aerial observation, reducing
possible accuracy.
2.4.7 Automation
Three-dimensional measurement methods provide automated data collection. The
results of which can be used for either manual or automated analysis - alleviating
the previously discussed problems associated with making manual measurements.
It was previously indicated that products such as SolvSighting provide the capa-
bility of automated LoS analysis from captured 3D terrain data. The following
discusses methods from literature which can be used to achieve such analysis
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2.4.7.1 Exact Point-to-Point Methods
The R3 method presented by Franklin et al. [1994] provides a typical example of
an exact point-to-point LoS method. Consider Figure 2.8, in which black squares
represent 3D terrain data on a regular grid and the z-axis is perpendicular to the
page. The R3 method determines LoS between points A and B by testing every
point in the grid along the line defined between A and B for obstruction. Such a
test for obstruction is achieved by comparing the height of the terrain data and
adjoining line at the corresponding (x, y) coordinates. If the height of the terrain
map is greater than that of the line an obstruction has occurred. The terrain at
x and y-crossings (grey squares) is estimated using linear interpolation of the two
closest terrain data points.
x
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Figure 2.8: R3 LoS description.
Cohen-Or and Shakedl [1995] presented the cross-product method for exact
point-to-point LoS computation, which considers the cross-section of the terrain
model between two points, as shown in Figure 2.9. If P represents a set of interval
points between the two under observation and Veye is the initial point (i.e. one of
the observation points), Pi+1 is only visible from Veye if the vector
−−−−→
PiPi+1 turns
counter-clockwise with respect to the vector
−−−−→
VeyeP1.
As Liu et al. [2010] highlighted, one of the key advantages of these methods
is, a small interval size between LoS checks produces very accurate LoS results.
However, this high accuracy comes at the cost of slow execution time (Kaucic and
Zalik [2002]). Confirmed by Liu et al. [2010], demonstrating required computation
increases with increasing terrain size.
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Veye
P1
P2
P3
Figure 2.9: Cross product LoS algorithm.
2.4.7.2 Reducing Computation with Terrain Representation
To alleviate some of the computational burden presented by exact methods, the
R-tree concept presented by Guttman [1984] can be applied. An R-tree structure
allows for efficient searching of spatial data (such as 3D point clouds), where data
is stored as a set of containing and overlapping bounding boxes. A tree structure,
reminiscent of binary search trees is constructed from this organised data, such
that the bounding box of a child node is contained within the bounding box of
the corresponding parent node. Thus enabling efficient searching, as seen in other
tree-like data structures. Seixas et al. [1999] presented a typical method for LoS
computation between two points using this R-tree concept. A line between two
points of interest is created and all height map elements intersected are determined
by searching an R-tree structure. LoS computation then proceeds as in the R3
method. The results presented by Seixas et al. [1999], although not comparing
with a method which does not implement an R-tree, show that their algorithm
determines LoS in linear time with respect to the number of detections.
Computational speed ups can also be achieved through assumptions, reducing
data complexity. The work of Lovell [1999], Lovell et al. [2001], Nehate and Rys
[2006] and Ismail and Sayed [2007] presented such a method for computing the
LoS between points in a mathematical model representing the road area. The
commonality between these methods comes from their assumption of continuous
vertical boundaries surrounding the road area. If a line between two points under
consideration for LoS analysis passes through any of these boundaries, LoS is
considered obstructed. The common operation of these methods is summarised in
Figure 2.10. Computation has been reduced because, using the parameterisation
of the road area, LoS intersection is a constant time operation.
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Figure 2.10: LoS analysis using continuous vertical obstructions.
2.4.7.3 Viewsheds
The methods previously discussed are primarily concerned with computing LoS
between point-to-point correspondences. However, it may be desirable to know all
of the points in a terrain map which are visible from any given point. Such me-
thods use point-to-area correspondences and are referred to as viewshed methods
(Caldwell et al. [2003]).
A simple method for achieving such an analysis in terrain data would use any
of the methods mentioned previously and perform multiple LoS computations bet-
ween a set of points considered. Such a technique is considered by Pyysalo et al.
[2009], extending a single LoS analysis to viewshed analysis by moving one of the
points considered around the entire model, classifying each point based on this
individual LoS analysis. Similarly, Shen et al. [2008] presented a method, exten-
ding the cross-product LoS analysis technique of Cohen-Or and Shakedl [1995].
Rotating the terrain intersection considered around a viewpoint and performing
LoS analysis at each angle of rotation, thus building a viewshed map.
Clearly, extending exact point-to-point techniques in such a manner is time
consuming (Salomon et al. [2004]). In fact, as Salomon et al. [2004] pointed out,
if the viewshed analysis is computed by performing LoS analysis between every
pair of observation points in a given set, the computation increases quadratically
with the number of points.
The accuracy of point-to-point methods is clearly highly desirable. However,
the high execution time is not. R-trees have already been presented as a possible
solution to reduce computation. When combining viewshed analysis, another set of
methods known as inexact methods trade high accuracy for reduced computation
time. The R2 method presented by Franklin et al. [1994] is an inexact extension
of the R3 method. Observing the terrain data in Figure 2.11(a) (Franklin et al.
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[1994]), if the LoS for points a and d are computed (both originating from O)
as in the R3 method, but the x and y crossings (grey squares) are stored, then
approximate information is automatically provided for the LoS of points e, h and
g. Removing the need for their computation.
Franklin et al. [1994] presented a further inexact viewshed method known as
XDraw, within which visibility of LoS rays are computed for square rings around
a considered viewpoint. The visibility of a point in any ring is approximated using
the visibility of a point (or pair of points) from a previous ring, Kaucic and Zalik
[2002]. For example, in Figure 2.11(b) (Kaucic and Zalik [2002]), the visibility of
point (5,2) is determined using points (2,1) and (3,1).
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(a) R2 LoS description.
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(b) XDraw LoS algorithm.
Figure 2.11: Visual descriptions of the R2 and XDraw LoS methods.
Izraelevitz [2003] extended this XDraw method, improving efficiency further
by including backtracking. Under this method, if the LoS for all points closer to
the viewpoint than the current point under observation have been processed, LoS
analysis starts at the last ray which coincides with the terrain map grid rather
than sequential computation starting at the viewpoint. Xu and Yao [2009] also
put forward an improved XDraw algorithm which aimed at improving efficiency
by only calling a terrain data block into memory once. The method determines all
the points visible from a single viewpoint by performing block diffusion along the
visibility rings of the original XDraw method. This block diffusion can be likened
to a region growing method, expanding the points of visibility using information
regarding previous points.
Wang et al. [2000] presented a different method for inexact viewshed analysis.
The presented reference plane method is nicely summarised in Figure 2.12 (taken
from Wang et al. [2000]). The reference plane (R) is formed by P1, P2 and P3 which
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are a set of neighbouring terrain map points. If P4 (the target point) is above this
plane, it is visible from P1. Wu et al. [2007] extended this method, organising
terrain data using a behind relationship, allowing for a serially executing method
and improving efficiency.
P1
P2
P3
P4
R
Figure 2.12: Reference plane LoS algorithm.
In some circumstances, instead of employing inexact methods which approxi-
mate data and hence decrease accuracy, point culling methods can be applied.
These methods take advantage of the fact that sometimes a computationally simple
test can be used to determine if more detailed LoS analysis should be performed.
For example, the culling method presented by Salomon et al. [2004] uses the
GPU to cull some of the many possible rays which must be checked in a viewshed
analysis. First, the terrain is rendered and for each query between two points,
a line segment is rendered with a reversed depth test. Only pixels for which the
line is below the terrain will pass the depth test. Any remaining queries which
are not culled are tested on the CPU using a height elevation test, similar to that
presented by Seixas et al. [1999]. This method is echoed in that presented by
Washtell et al. [2009]. Duvenhage [2009] similarly presented a method which uses
the idea of culling. Assuming the entire terrain model is spherical, containing
an altitude ceiling and floor between which the terrain exists, a min/max kd-tree
algorithm is applied. Any queries which are above the altitude ceiling (certain
true) or below the altitude floor (certain false) are culled with this kd-tree and
only those between the ceiling and floor boundary are considered for LoS analysis.
Alternatively, Y. Xia and Shi [2010] presented a method not for removing
easily checked LoS queries, but for the parallelisation of the multiple LoS queries,
harnessing the computational power provided by modern graphic cards.
This concept of point-to-area viewshed analysis can be taken even further,
providing area-to-area LoS analysis, such as in the work of Caldwell et al. [2003].
These methods equate to computing viewsheds for every point in a terrain map.
To provide useful information regarding these multiple viewsheds, Caldwell et al.
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[2003] introduced the concept of cumulative visibility which describes the number
of points visible from any single point, allowing for the effective communication
of multiple LoS analysis.
2.4.7.4 Automated LoS Methods Conclusions
The previous methods provide a cross-section of the types of method employed
when performing LoS analysis. It can be observed that the majority of methods
are concerned with speeding up computation of LoS analysis between a set of
points. Further, all of the previous methods answer queries of the form: “can
point X be seen from point Y” or “which other points can be seen from point X”.
However, none of the previous methods are concerned with how terrain features
effect the LoS between a set of observation points - information already identified
as desirable in the LoS analysis of rail track assets.
This can be summarised in the facilities provided by the Geographic Infor-
mation System known as ArcGIS, in which only the point at which a target is
obstructed from an observer is noted (ArcGIS [2010]), seen in Figure 2.13. That
is, only basic information regarding LoS obstruction is provided. For example,
information is not provided detailing which part of the terrain map effects the
LoS more than others and so could be attended to first, improving the LoS cha-
racteristics with minimum effort.
Figure 2.13: ArcGIS line-of-sight analysis (ArcGIS [2010]).
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2.5 Conclusions
Table 6.1 provides a summary of the previous discussion of the three different
types of method according to the criteria defined at the beginning of this chapter.
Manual measurement methods are slow, dangerous for surveyors and can cause
disruption to other rail services. Two-dimensional photogrammetry methods are
by comparison: fast, safe and cause little disruption and are therefore cheaper. But
only data collection is automated. Three-dimensional measurement methods are
fully automated, safe, fast and accurate but are very expensive. A desirable system
for asset LoS analysis would, therefore, combine the cheapness and simplicity of 2D
photogrammetry with the full automation of 3D measurement methods. Providing
motivation for the work presented in this thesis. Note, it would be possible to use
multi-camera systems in 2D photogrammetry recovering 3D scenes. However,
such systems are not provided by surveying companies and are more complex and
expensive than single camera systems. Hence, only monocular camera systems are
considered in this work.
Manual Measu-
rement
2D Photogrammetry 3D Measurement
Safety Unsafe, requires
surveyors trackside
Safe, data collected by
vehicles
Safe, data collected
by vehicles
Disturbance Possibility of dis-
turbance
Small chance Small to no chance
(for aerial)
Cost Cheap equipment,
but costly paying
surveyors
Cheap, very cheap if ca-
meras affixed to trains
currently using track
Expensive
Time Time consuming Quick data collection,
slower analysis
Quick
Accuracy Equipment is accu-
rate, users might
not be
Collected data near to
the camera is accurate,
software users might not
be
Very accurate
Automation None Data collection only Fully automated
Table 2.1: Summary of survey methods used for asset LoS analysis.
To further conclude the work presented in this chapter, the discussion of au-
tomated LoS analysis methods (in 3D terrain models) demonstrates that when
lots of candidate LoS positions are considered for analysis, the resulting number
of calculations can be enormous. As such, different methods have been developed
for improving efficiency. These methods either make simplifying assumptions of
the data or use computationally simple tests to cull candidate points, meaning
further time-consuming LoS checks need not be made. However, these methods
are only concerned with analysing LoS and not the surrounding terrain in terms
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of it’s affect on LoS. Thus, a gap in literature has been identified which one of the
challenges related to this research must investigate further - How can terrain be
analysed automatically, in an objective manner, in terms of blocking asset LoS?.
The method employed by ADAS UK Ltd (mentioned in Section 2.2.1) would go
some way to present a solution to this. However, it is applied by surveyors, which
as identified in Section 2.3.7 can be slow, inaccurate and subjective.
Chapter 3
Computer Vision Techniques for
Automation
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter identified that 2D photogrammetry methods are fast, safe,
cheap and cause little disruption to other users of the rail network. However,
current services offered only automate data collection, requiring manual asset
LoS analysis. The key idea behind the presented work is, therefore, to inves-
tigate/develop methods which can be applied to captured 2D photogrammetry
data (monocular video), automating asset LoS analysis. As such, this chapter
discusses computer vision literature applicable to the task of such automation.
First, before any literature is discussed, the specific difficulties and advantages
of the data used are presented. Figure 3.1 shows example captured images for
one asset appearing at different distances from the camera. Changing camera-
asset distance represents the main cause of changing asset appearance captured
in image data. The effects of which include: decrease in asset scale and loss
of contrast/detail (increase in observed blurring) with increasing distance and
possible viewpoint changes as the train moves. A further data difficulty which
will present itself is the occlusion of assets in image data. Surrounding terrain
features may partially or totally occlude captured assets and assets may move in
and out of total occlusions multiple times in one sequence. Each of these captured
effects represents a difficulty in the data which must be accounted for in applied
methods.
Despite these difficulties, the data used does present some advantages. First,
image sequences are being used. Thus methods which take temporal information
into account can be applied. The inclusion of such information may help improve
the robustness or efficiency of applied methods. Further, assets remain stationary
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(a) Image 1, taken at 0m from start position. (b) Close up of asset in
image 1.
(c) Image 336, taken at 143.82m from start position. (d) Close up of asset in
image 336.
(e) Image 774, taken at 318.60m from the start position. (f) Close up of asset in
image 774.
Figure 3.1: Example images capturing an asset (the left-hand side signal) at dif-
ferent distances from the camera.
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in captured data, only camera movement produces motion - providing less complex
motion. Finally, scenes captured in images are strongly structured. There is
typically a well defined ground area around the rail tracks, either side of which
terrain features appear.
Therefore, the following computer vision techniques are identified as candi-
dates for use in asset LoS automation (and are discussed in the remainder of this
chapter):
Two-dimensional object recognition - Match training and test data, using
methods tolerant of the observed effects, to determine if assets are present
in images independently.
Two-dimensional object tracking - Identify an initial asset position and use
the temporal information provided by the image sequence to track asset
position through sequential images, noting when occlusion is caused by LoS
intersection.
Three-dimensional scene recovery - Recover 3D terrain data from monocu-
lar video then apply geometric analysis, mimicking the 3D measurement
methods presented in Chapter 2.
3.2 Two-Dimensional Object Recognition
Many object recognition methods are discussed in literature, surveys such as those
presented by Zitova and Flusser [2003] and Roth and Winter [2008] give an in-
troduction to just some of these methods. The purpose of the following literature
review is not to give a concise history of all object recognition methods, rather
to discuss the applicable types of object recognition method in terms of their ad-
vantages, disadvantages and possible performance given the presented test data.
Note, the words asset and object are used interchangeably. In the given context
of automated asset LoS analysis, object recognition methods would be used to
provide a binary decision regarding asset presence in an image with respect to
some training data.
3.2.1 Exhaustive Search
Object recognition methods compute the similarity between training and test data.
Providing the position(s) in test images which best match a set of training data
(Treiber [2010]). In the given application, training data examples appear at fixed
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distances from the camera. However, assets need to be identified at many dif-
ferent distances. A naive approach to solve this problem considers lots of training
examples, each at different distances.
However, this naive solution has the following drawbacks. First, speed and
accuracy are traded-off depending on the number of training examples used. Either
slow, accurate results are generated with many training examples (Ypma [2007]),
or fast, inaccurate results with few training examples. A further problem is caused
by how to collect all the training images required. They could be manually selected
from captured training data, which is time consuming (as pointed out by the work
of Marino et al. [2007] and others in Section 2.3.7 of the previous chapter). A
semi-automated solution can be found in the work of Kamgar-Parsi et al. [1998].
The authors identified as observer-object distance increased so did captured object
blur. Kamgar-Parsi et al. [1998] tackled this problem by artificially extending a
used training set with Gaussian blurred versions of training images (similar to
the process for training set enhancement described in Kamgar-Parsi et al. [2001]).
Providing an increase in performance (Kamgar-Parsi et al. [2001]). However, with
artificial training set extension, there is no guarantee the effect to be modelled
with an abundance of data is computed correctly - decreasing the accuracy of
results.
The work presented by Betke and Makris [1995] provided a possible solution
to the slowness of exhaustive methods. Betke and Makris [1995] described a
search space of possibly transformed training templates (i.e. different scales and
rotations). With this concept established, Simulated Annealing (Bertsimas and
Tsitsiklis [1993]) was applied to traverse the search space, identifying the optimum
transformed template in terms of test image position and the transformations
defined by the search space. Similar searching methods can be applied in this
manner, such as Genetic Algorithms (Baek and Kim [2009]). However, depending
on the size of the search space required, these methods can still provide slow
execution times (albeit quicker than pure exhaustive methods). These type of
methods also introduce further problems. They are not guaranteed to find an
optimal match (Ingber and Rosen [1992]), reducing accuracy. Further, if the
search space is defined inappropriately, i.e. not taking all required transformation
effects into consideration, accuracy will decrease.
Overall, these methods are quite simple in their construction but have the asso-
ciated problems of slow execution and inaccuracy because they do not necessarily
take the effects present in the data into account.
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3.2.2 Invariant Features
In certain circumstances, the amount of training data required or the size of the
search space traversed can make exhaustive methods impractical. More considered
approaches are therefore needed.
In the given application, as with other sources of image data, Tang et al.
[1996], Leibe and Schiele [2004] and Wu and Jain [2007] all indicated that objects
can appear at varying distances from the observer. Tang et al. [1996] provided a
typical explanation of recorded effects: as objects move closer and further away
from the observer, the area taken up in the image increases or decreases. More
concisely, object scale changes as object-observer distance changes. Thus, in such
circumstances, authors apply/develop scale-invariant object recognition methods.
The following discusses scale-invariant feature-based methods.
Feature-based object recognition methods typically compute extra information
(the features) from image data. Features computed from test images are compared
with features from training images, providing a means of object recognition (Fu
[1982]). As argued by Lowe [2004], in a scale-invariant application, these features
must be robust to the effects of changing object scale. There are two main methods
for computing these features: 1) compute features considered to be scale-invariant
and 2) using training data of multiple scales, develop a method which computes
invariant features. Each type is considered in the following.
Jurie and Schmid [2004] identified object features which are inherently scale-
invariant. Specifically, calculated object features can be categorised as either in-
ternal (within object boundary) or external (on an object’s boundary). As pointed
out by Triggs [2004], external features (which include object edges and object cor-
ners) provide robustness to changes in scale. For example, the angle where two
object edges meet remains the same despite scale. These types of method com-
monly use edge detectors (such as the Canny edge detector used by Jurie and
Schmid [2004]) to detect convex local arrangements across object contours (i.e.
corners). A more recent method proposed by Chun-Rong et al. [2008] considered
salient corners computed in a similar manner, using histogram representations
of contrast values in regions surrounding these corners for matching purposes.
Experimental work presented by Park et al. [2007] used MPEG-7 (Manjunath
et al. [2002]) descriptors for object recognition. Specifically, the Dominant Colour
Descriptor (DCD) and Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD) were applied. First,
candidate image positions were filtered using DCD, each of which was processed
further using EHD for matching. Presented results indicated the addition of EHD
improved the rate of correct recognition, where objects appeared at different dis-
tances from the camera. Providing experimental evidence that such features are
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tolerant to the effects of changing object scale.
The second group of methods, conversely, applies methods to learn invariant
features from training data. Tang et al. [1996] and Wu and Jain [2007] both
proposed similar methods of this type which clearly demonstrate the concept.
Multiple-scaled edge maps were obtained from training data images and used to
train a Neural Network, used subsequently for recognition in test data. One of the
more widely known methods of this type was presented by Lowe [1999]. In his well
known and widely used Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) method (Lowe
[2004], Loncomilla and del Solar [2005], Abdel-Hakim and Farag [2006], Hu et al.
[2008], Geng and Jiang [2009]). The key to this method’s choice of robust features
lies in the use on an image pyramid, containing multiple scaled versions of the
input image at different levels of the pyramid. Lowe [1999] used this pyramid to
determine scale-invariant regions between the different levels, providing suitable
features for recognition. More recently, Manshor et al. [2009] have combined
SIFT features with Fourier Descriptors, describing global object shapes, improving
object recognition performance when object pose is restricted. The Speeded Up
Robust Features (SURF) method presented by Bay et al. [2008] builds on the
ideas presented in the SIFT method, decreasing computational complexity and
increasing method robustness. The technique, of searching multiple scaled versions
of training images to determine suitable features has been used by other authors.
Fergus et al. [2003] modelled objects as a flexible constellation of parts using an
entropy-based feature detector, finding regions salient over different scales. Both
Dorko and Schmid [2003] and Leibe and Schiele [2004] applied the Harris-Laplace
operator, using the Harris corner detector to determine the location of invariant
local features over multiple scales (Tuytelaars and Mikolajczyk [2008]).
The previously discussed scale-invariant methods deal with the main data dif-
ficulty in the given application - asset scale change with distance. These methods
have an advantage over the previous exhaustive methods in that smaller training
sets can be used as invariant features are identified from the data. Identifying
features which are inherently invariant assumes these are correct, which may be
an incorrect assumption - decreasing accuracy. Methods which compute invariant
features from training data make no such assumptions. Hence, have the capacity
to model differences in changing scale more accurately. However, these methods
require the generation of extra information (i.e. image pyramids) from training
data. Increasing method complexity and computation time.
Considering feature-based object recognition methods in general, they have the
following advantages (Ypma [2007]): can cope with occlusion (one of the identified
data difficulties) as not all features need to be detected, objects can be found in
cluttered scenes and methods are not necessarily restricted to objects of a certain
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size. However, one of the disadvantages of feature-based methods, highlighted
by Yilmaz and Barsai [2009], is they can become computationally expensive for
complex objects or objects with many points.
3.2.3 Invariance Through Transformation
The previous methods discussed perform feature-based recognition. Template-
based methods represent another type of object recognition. Template-based ob-
ject recognition methods use a template to represent the global appearance of an
object, which is matched with image positions using some measure of distance to
quantify the similarity between template and observed image position (Gonzalez
and Woods [2002]). However, templates are of a single, fixed size. Therefore, these
methods are not directly applicable to scale-invariant object recognition. Exhaus-
tive methods, previously discussed, present one solution to this problem. But, as
for feature-based methods, maybe a more considered approach is needed. These
are discussed in the following.
Solder and Graefe [1993] considered inferring an object’s size using distance-
based information extracted from other image features, allowing training data to
be scaled appropriately for recognition. Solder and Graefe [1993] applied their
“scaled search algorithm” to detect objects present in highway lanes (typically
cars and trucks). In this application, object size was determined by computing
road lane width at determined image positions. Since in captured image data, road
lane width changes uniformly with distance, this was used to infer object size and
transform training data appropriately. Efenberger and Graefe [1996], Graefe and
Efenberger [1996], Nguyen [2003] and Nguyen and Radig [2002] have all applied
this core concept to object recognition. In these methods, either road lane width
or the width between corridor walls was used for inferring size. These features were
typically computed using edge detection techniques. Relative width was then used
for the distance dependent subsampling of training templates, matched to image
positions using template matching methods. These transformation methods crea-
ted standardised object representations, independent of distance. Achieved by
removing detail from close objects (i.e. subsampling). Since, as pointed out by
Graefe and Efenberger [1996], detail cannot be added to distant objects. More re-
cently, Pohit [2008] have applied this idea, first estimating the size of a test object
in relation to stored training objects with the width of the main lobe of the cor-
responding Fourier spectrum. After which, test objects were rescaled accordingly.
Another group of methods, removes the scale change of the object completely
by transforming it away. Cox and de Jager [1993], Reddy and Chatterji [1996],
Wolberg and Zokai [2000], Ma et al. [2005], Wang et al. [2006] and Matungka
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et al. [2009] all achieved this by converting Cartesian image co-ordinates into Log-
Polar co-ordinates. By performing this transformation at each image position,
a change in scale becomes a translation, which can be recovered using template
matching. Similarly, Tzimiropoulos et al. [2010] applied two FFT correlations for
object recognition, one in the Log-Polar co-ordinate space to determine scale and
one in the spatial co-ordinate space for translation. These methods compensated
for changing object scale, but when assets move into the distance, corresponding
image data captured can become blurred. Ojansivu and Heikkila [2007] presented
an extension of these Log-Polar methods, compensating for both scale and blur
by using a blur-invariant Log-Polar transformation.
Another set of methods have been presented which deal with the problem
of naive, exhaustive methods. Some of these methods rely on inferring object
size using other computed visual cues so that template matching methods can be
applied. Thus, methods are dependent on the accuracy with which these cues can
be computed. In general, template matching methods have the advantage that
the templates used automatically represent the spatial relationship between parts
of the object (Peng et al. [2003]). However, Yilmaz and Barsai [2009] pointed out
that template matching methods are generally very rigid and do not work well for
different object view points.
3.2.4 Multiple Techniques
All of the previous methods assume one technique is applicable for recognising
objects appearing at all distances and the data must be learnt from or transfor-
med. This may, however, be incorrect. Applying different techniques to objects
appearing at different distances may allow specific effects observed in data to be
considered by each technique, improving accuracy.
In some scenarios a percentage of image data is considered redundant, the re-
moval of which can often speed up image processing operations (Cantoni et al.
[1991], Cantoni and Lombardi [1995]). Multi-resolution object recognition me-
thods are used in such scenarios. These methods operate by iteratively inves-
tigating higher resolution levels of image pyramids, using guiding information
computed from lower resolution levels. Even though the primary concern of this
type of method is speed, it is still useful to investigate these methods since they
are concerned with identifying objects at different resolutions (i.e. scales/sizes).
Both Baker and Wells [1994] and Seagall et al. [1997] used edge-based features
for multi-resolution object recognition. At low resolution, edges were evaluated as
coarse features and higher resolutions presented finer features, Baker and Wells
[1994]. Therefore, objects of interest were identified from coarse features, using
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information to perform object recognition and tracking in smaller regions with
finer (higher resolution) features, Seagall et al. [1997]. Mutch and Lowe [2006]
applied Gabor filters to different levels within the image pyramid, this supplied
features for SVM classification. Sajda et al. [1995], Young et al. [1997] and Sa-
jda et al. [2000] all trained separate Neural Networks on different image pyramid
resolutions, for object recognition at the different pyramid levels.
Methods presented by Efenberger et al. [1992], Regensburger and Graefe [1994],
Kupper and Eckhorn [2002] and Rotaru et al. [2005] used a different method/model
depending on the supposed object distance, estimated using other pictorial cues.
For example, Rotaru et al. [2005] presented a method for detecting objects (speci-
fically, detecting cars on a highway) at different distances. The authors extracted
information in the form of road lane positions to categorize objects as either close,
middle-distance or far-distance. Once a category had been assigned to an object,
an appropriate method was applied for recognition.
However, using multiple techniques can create complicated systems, relying
on the correct design of a developer. Further, methods may be required to com-
pute information from other image cues, providing supposed object distance. If
these methods themselves are inaccurate, accuracy of recognition methods will be
decreased.
3.2.5 Application Specific Methods
Previous methods discussed can be considered generic because training data for
different objects can be used to change what the methods search for in test data.
The following discusses application specific methods. These methods use object-
centric information decided by the developer to produce tailor made recognition
systems for different types of objects. Since transportation assets are of interest
in this work, application specific methods which recognise road signs and traffic
signals are used for the following discussion.
3.2.5.1 Road Signs
Foucher et al. [2009] highlighted that colours used in road signs are specifically
chosen, making them distinguishable from the surrounding environment, so hu-
man drivers can easily recognise them. Application specific road sign recognition
methods take advantage of this, using colour-based information to detect can-
didate road sign regions in images (Meng-Yin and Yuan-Shui [2010]). In fact,
Fleyeh [2004] identified that over 62% of road sign recognition methods utilised
colour in some way. Typically, candidate road sign image areas are detected using
appropriate thresholds within a colour space, determining image pixels related to
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specific road sign colours.
As such, there are three different colour space/thresholding schemes which
are applied in literature. The first scheme applies chosen thresholds to an image
with no processing other than conversion to the chosen colour space, identifying
possible road sign pixels. Hatzidimos [2004], Ruta and Li [2007], Hossain et al.
[2010] and Belaroussi et al. [2010] all provided an example of this type of method.
For example, Belaroussi et al. [2010] thresholded in the normalised RGB (red,
green, blue) space to detect red and blue pixels - the colours prominent in the
road signs of their application. The second type of method transforms the image
data in such a way to make specific colour ranges easier to identify. Escalera and
Moreno [2003], Shneier [2005] and Broggi et al. [2007] all achieved this using ratios
of the three RGB colour channels (R/G, R/B and G/B) enabling predominantly
red image pixels (which commonly form part of road signs) to be easily detected.
The third type of method, an example of which is presented by Hsien et al. [2006],
quantised image pixels (in this example, based on HSV values) into specific chosen
colours. In this case - red, yellow, green, cyan, blue and magenta. Candidate road
sign pixels were then selected by computing the vertical and horizontal projections
of these six colours and selected appropriately coloured and shaped areas.
Other methods presented use different colour spaces. The Hue, Saturation
and Value (HSV) colour space is commonly used to perform thresholding of pixel
values for road sign detection (Nguwi and Kouzani [2006], Kuo and Lin [2007])
because the Hue channel is less affected by varying illumination conditions (Jau
et al. [2008]). In fact, as pointed out by Meng-Yin and Yuan-Shui [2010] for this
reason, the HSV colour space is one of the most popular for road sign detection.
Shadeed et al. [2003] combined the thresholding in both the HSV and YUV colour
spaces using logical operations and Shaposhnikov et al. [2002] thresholded in the
CIECAM97 colour space. The list of methods presented in literature goes on.
However, the point of the methods presented here is to illustrate that colour
information is used to distinguish road signs from the background for drivers and
such information is identified by authors and used to create application specific
methods.
3.2.5.2 Traffic Signals
Traffic signal recognition is a very similar idea to road sign recognition. Hence,
similar methods are used. Marmo et al. [2006] found round, black rail signals by
converting to the HSV colour space, a threshold was applied to detect black pixels
and shape descriptors applied to determine circular regions. Linder et al. [2004]
also found traffic signals using colour and shape detectors. However, their work
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highlights an important point to consider with application specific methods using
thresholds. Typically, in applications where colours are well defined (such as the
previous road sign recognition methods) thresholds are selected by the users using
trial and error, considering a set of images (Broggi et al. [2007]). However, Hossain
et al. [2010] highlighted that such thresholds may not be appropriate for future
data, lowering the accuracy of results . Further, this may require the readjustment
of chosen thresholds to account for the new data, costing time. Linder et al. [2004]
presented another method for selecting image pixels with similar colours to those
expected in signals. The traffic signal colours of red, yellow and green were detec-
ted using a Gaussian distribution classifier, trained on several thousand labelled
pixels. The results of which were combined with a generalised Hough transform
to detect circular regions (the lights). Thus, the presented method is a hybrid
generic-specific method - learning specific user selected attributes associated with
the objects under consideration.
3.2.5.3 Summary of Application Specific Methods
Application specific methods exploit specific attributes associated with the objects
to be recognised. The discussed road sign recognition methods provide just such
an example. Within road signs, specific colours are used to enable humans to easily
identify them. The same should hold for captured image data, thus colour-based
methods are applied with user determined thresholds. However, the drawback of
application specific methods is that new detectors may need to be developed for
each type of object to be recognised. Costing time and increasing the complexity
of any software system implementing them. This is in contrast to generic methods
which do not require new detectors for each type of object.
3.2.6 Analysis of Object Recognition Performed at
Varying Distances
It was previously highlighted that assets of interest in test data used in this work
appear at different distances from the camera. In some of the previously mentioned
literature, authors provided comments on the performance of their own methods
with respect to changing object-observer distance.
Many road sign detection methods reported poor results with increasing camera-
sign distance. For example, Shneier [2005] noted that recognition performance suf-
fered when the distance between camera and sign increased, attributed to far away
signs being small and blurred. The experimental results of Nguwi and Kouzani
[2006] spurred the authors to comment their method achieved 100% recognition
if the road signs were a comfortable distance from the camera. But increased
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distance resulted in degraded performance. Shaposhnikov et al. [2002] supplied
a more accurate analysis of their method - an 85% correct recognition rate was
achieved with mistakes attributed to signs occurring more than 60 metres away.
Likewise, Alefs et al. [2007] reported correctly identifying 95% of road signs 24
pixels wide, but only 85% of signs 12 pixels wide (smaller road signs are further
away). The mentioned traffic signal methods suffer similar problems. Linder et al.
[2004] reported a 95% recognition of traffic signals up to a distance of 100m from
the camera.
Object recognition methods applied to data captured from mobile platforms
reported similar results. Park et al. [2007] used test objects positioned at different
distances from the mobile robot. Experimental results showed objects positioned
further away were recognised less accurately (up to 2m). Further, results presented
by Ekvall et al. [2006] showed objects of a larger size were easier to find than
those of a smaller size. Attributed to the appearance-based method used for
coarsely locating objects (which were then zoomed in on) performed better on
larger (closer) objects (Ekvall et al. [2006]).
To summarise, object recognition methods tend to decrease in performance
when object-observer distance increases. In some cases, this decrease is small,
but present. However, the analysis and experimental results provided by authors
for this hypothesis is not very detailed in terms of accuracy at different distances
or the specific reasons why this drop in accuracy occurs. Further, experimental
results given are only for short distances from the camera. The objects used in
this work can appear at much greater distances (up to 1Km) than those presented
in experimental results considered here.
3.2.7 Active Vision
All the previously discussed object recognition methods try to compensate for the
difficulties present in the data, discussed at the beginning of this chapter. Howe-
ver, active vision methods help to side step these difficulties at the data capture
level. Such methods use pan/tilt/zoom enabled cameras to zoom in on potential
objects found. Thus even far away objects appear as if close to the capturing equip-
ment, providing an elegant method for handling object scale change (James and
Tucker [2005]). For example, both Hoad and Illingworth [1995] and Ekvall et al.
[2006] used zoom enabled cameras to coarsely identify potential regions of interest
containing objects (using background subtraction and appearance-based recogni-
tion respectively). Identified regions of interest were zoomed in on to provide
clearer input to a more detailed object recognition process. Bimbo and Pernici
[2005] presented a similar idea, using a dedicated wide-angle master camera to
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identify possible regions and guide a slave pan/tilt/zoom camera to collect data
for recognition.
One problem which arises with these methods is: how much zoom should
be applied when zooming in on object positions. Zooming a fixed amount will
not always produce usable object data because objects will be of different sizes
and at different distances from the camera. Mirmehdi et al. [1997] addressed
this problem in FLIR images by tracking through different amounts of zoom in
a region of interest until the optimum was found. To determine this optimum,
Mirmehdi et al. [1997] used the following metric. Too little zoom and the variance
of the object pixels is low because the object was far away and does not comprise
many pixels in the image. Variance increases as zoom does, until a point where
a continuous segment of the object is zoomed in on and thus variance begins to
decrease.
The use of active vision hardware and data collection algorithms would remove
the highlighted difficulties associated with the fixed camera data used. Meaning
that simpler object recognition algorithms may be applicable and more accurate
asset LoS analysis may be achieved. However, these methods go against the ethos
of using simple, cheap hardware for data collection, decided upon in the previous
chapter. Thus, these methods will not be discussed further.
3.2.8 Conclusions
The previous literature review shows there are many object recognition methods
applicable to the given task. There are generic methods which can learn object
appearance, and specific methods which exploit user identified object attributes.
Given appropriate training data, some methods can compensate for any possible
data difficulties. Some methods can learn training data invariances from smaller
training sets.
With regard to application of these methods to asset identification at different
distances, some authors provide tentative results regarding method performance.
However, in published literature, no definitive set of experiments are provided in
terms of resilience to extreme object distance change, as is of interest in this work.
The following quote from Ekvall et al. [2006] summarises this:
“Despite the large body of work on vision based object recogni-
tion, few have investigated strategies for object recognition when the
distance to the object (scale) changes significantly.”
Further, no discussion is presented in literature regarding whether such a sys-
tem required by this work would be better to implement many application specific
methods or few generic ones.
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Table 3.1 summarises identified advantages and disadvantages of object recog-
nition methods, overall. The presence of methods which can compensate for the
major data difficulties and lack of thorough investigation into the effects of ex-
treme distance change all provide evidence for experimenting with two-dimensional
object recognition methods in this work.
Advantages Disadvantages
Simple operation in terms of asset LoS
analysis.
Some methods require lots of training
data which can be time consuming to
source.
Methods already exist which deal with
one of the main difficulties of the data
- scale change.
Don’t use the temporal information
present in the image sequence.
Methods can learn inva-
riances/compensate for presented
data difficulties
Performance appears decrease with in-
creasing distance (but not thoroughly
investigated, especially with scale-
invariant methods)
Table 3.1: Advantages and disadvantages of object recognition methods.
3.3 Two-Dimensional Object Tracking
The previous 2D object recognition methods process each image in isolation, pro-
viding a measure which can be used to determine the presence (or absence) of
training objects in test images. However, as already discussed (Section 3.1), one
of the advantages of the data in the given asset LoS application is that image
sequences can be used. Such data contains temporal information not exploited by
these object recognition methods. Object tracking methods do use this tempo-
ral information and therefore, may provide another type of applicable computer
vision method for the task of asset LoS analysis. Such methods are presented
and discussed in this section. As discussed by Yilmaz et al. [2006], most object
tracking methods adhere to a standard pattern of operation: recognise object, pre-
dict object position in next frame, verify object position, repeat. This operational
pattern is reinforced by the visual description given in Figure 3.2.
Object position
in image
Next image in
sequence
Predict new position
and appearance
Refine position
and appearance
Figure 3.2: Visual representation of object tracking operational pattern.
As with the previous discussion of object recognition methods, the following
literature review is not intended to provide detailed coverage of all object tracking
methods. This would be a considerable task and for which the reader is pointed
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to the survey papers of Barron et al. [1992], Yilmaz et al. [2006], Stevenson et al.
[2006] and Cannons [2008]. Instead, this literature review provides a discussion
of object tracking methods in terms of challenges faced when performing the pre-
sented asset LoS analysis. As such, three key areas are identified and discussed
in the following: refining object appearance and position, object occlusion and
ego-motion.
3.3.1 Refining Object Appearance and Position
A simple but possible scenario for object tracking selects a template representative
of an object and matches this template in subsequent frames, searching an area
around the previous position (Matthews and Ishikawa [2004]). This method is
demonstrated in Figure 3.3. Instead of relying on previous object position, the
search area can be computed in a more informed manner. As highlighted by Yilmaz
et al. [2006], the Kalman filter has been extensively used in the vision community
for object tracking. Kalman filters estimate the state of a linear system where the
state is assumed to be distributed by a Gaussian - the prediction step uses a state
model to predict the new state of variables.
Similarly, simple point tracking methods can be applied where detected objects
are represented by points (Yilmaz et al. [2006]) and are matched across frames.
Inter-frame point matching can be achieved in a number of ways. However, the
following constraints can be used to help: 1) proximity - the object location will
not change notably between frames, 2) maximum velocity - upper bound on the
object velocity limits possible correspondences to a circular neighbourhood around
the object, 3) small velocity change - assumes the direction and speed of the object
does not change drastically and 4) common motion - velocity of objects in small
neighbourhood is similar.
1st image
template
2nd image
search
window
located
position
previous
position
3rd image
search
window
located
position
previous
position
...
Figure 3.3: Object tracking when considering the template from the first image.
One of the key steps of any object tracking method is the refinement of ob-
ject appearance and position, using the previous object appearance and allowing
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search to continue in the next frame. If this step is inaccurate, overall tracking
performance will degrade (Matthews and Ishikawa [2004]). Further, one of the
keys problems in the data used for asset LoS analysis is that asset appearance
will change. This must be compensated for. Clearly, the previous simple tracking
method will not suffice - as asset appearance changes, the original template will
not provide an accurate representation of the asset. Resulting in incorrect tracking
results.
One solution to this problem comes under the umbrella of template matching,
where for each new image searched the current template is replaced by the area
in the new image representing the best match (Matthews and Ishikawa [2004]).
Such a process is demonstrated in Figure 3.4. In the data used in this work, scale
needs to be compensated for during this update procedure. Comaniciu et al. [2003]
mentioned specifically that during tracking sequences, object scale may change.
Comaniciu et al. [2003] compensated for this effect by executing their proposed
target localisation scheme three times. Once for the expected size of the object,
once for the expected size minus 10% and once for the expected size plus 10%.
Whichever of these provided the best match was used as the object match for the
given image frame.
1st image
template
2nd image
search
window
located
position
and new
template
previous
position
3rd image
search
window
located
position
and new
template
previous
position
...
Figure 3.4: Static updating object tracking.
Given the presented asset LoS analysis application and these type of updating
tracking methods, it would be advantageous to start the tracking process with an
image in which the asset is close to the camera. Tracking would then proceed
in reverse chronological order. The reason for such a strategy has already been
mentioned in the discussion of object recognition methods - Graefe and Efenberger
[1996] stated that information can only be taken away, not added.
The advantage of such updating methods revolves around their ability to auto-
matically compensate for visual changes in an asset’s appearance. However, these
methods assume intra-class changes are smaller than inter-class changes. Further,
as highlighted by Matthews and Ishikawa [2004], the discrete nature of the up-
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date leads to the accumulation of small errors. Both of these problems result in
template drifting, shown in Figure 3.5.
1st image 2nd image 3rd image
...
Updated template
area selected in
each image
Figure 3.5: Template drifting in static updating object tracking.
Methods in literature have been presented to overcome such template drift.
For example, Matthews and Ishikawa [2004] presented a scheme which retained
the original template. The update procedure then proceeded as: the area in the
current frame which most closely matches the template of the previous frame
and the original template is used as the template for the next frame. Schreiber
[2007a] have extended this method, increasing robustness when tracked objects
move through changes in illumination and occlusions. Achieved by the application
of weights to the areas of the template deemed to be reliable (i.e. not currently
undergoing any transformation which would affect it’s appearance).
Although these static template updating methods offer one solution to the
update problem, they themselves produce another problem. Namely, legitimate
changes to the template are not allowed. For this, dynamic template update
methods are required. Such methods are presented by Pan and Hu [2007a] and
Pan et al. [2008]. Drift is modelled as noise in the Kalman filter equations used for
tracking. The noise model means that if an object appears with more appearance
details (i.e. edges), this leads to higher noise which in turn stops the increase in
the Kalman filter gain getting too large and thus helps to reduce template drift.
One group of methods for performing dynamic template updating do not place
any constraint on the shape of the template produced. For example, Zhong et al.
[2000] used templates with deformable boundaries to model the object being tra-
cked. The boundary representing the tracked object was deformed when processing
a new frame, minimising the average grey-scale distance of the enclosed pixels. In
a similar manner, Tang and Tao [2005] modelled an object as an elastic set of re-
lationships between individual SIFT feature points. These points described local
object details and the relationship between these local features described the glo-
bal object structure. It is this model which was updated to capture the template
update. For example, a feature was deleted if not matched in several consecutive
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frames. Conversely, a new feature was added after repeatedly appearing in conse-
cutive frames. Tang and Tao [2005] claimed that this model always settles into
the optimum state, even when objects undergo significant changes.
Optical flow tracking methods provide dynamic updating by computing velo-
city fields associated with image changes (Aires et al. [2008]). Typical methods
employ gradient-based approaches based on image brightness changes of each pixel
(Aires et al. [2008]). However, computing optical flow on a per-pixel basis can pro-
duce problems (Aires et al. [2008]). Lucas and Kanade [1981] presented a method
which overcame some of the associated problems with these gradient-based me-
thods. Images were divided into N × N pixel blocks, the estimated optical flow
for each block was then assigned to the optical flow of all pixels within the given
block. Once the optical flow for pixels or regions has been computed, filtering
operations can be applied to remove spurious optical flow vectors. Such an ap-
proach was presented by Aires et al. [2008] in which, an optical flow vector of a
given block was only accepted if the surrounding 8× 8 neighbourhood contained
at least one optical flow vector whose Euclidean distance did not exceed 20% of
the optical flow vector being analysed.
Since dynamic update methods allow for changes in object appearance, it is
possible for erroneous changes to be incorporated, lowering overall tracking accu-
racy. Kaneko and Hori [2002] presented a method which attempted to alleviate
this problem, combining with the previous static updating policy. The method
traded-off not updating the template and not accurately representing the true
object appearance and updating the template and potentially introducing errors.
The authors modelled both of these errors and use the largest eigenvalue associated
with their co-variance to decide whether to update the template or not.
The previous methods demonstrate that in the given application, where asset
appearance is expected to change, object tracking can provide a useful solution.
This is because, methods only require an initial object position and no training
data is required. Changes observed in objects are taken directly from the target
data itself, updating the held model using the actual data. However, the updating
of the template/features used must be considered carefully to ensure small errors
do not accumulate, decreasing accuracy of overall results.
3.3.2 Occlusion and Object Tracking
During the course of analysing an image sequence to determine asset LoS, the
asset under observation may become occluded and then unoccluded any number of
times. In fact, it is expected the asset will become occluded at some point and it is
the purpose of this work to determine such locations. Given the previous discussion
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of object tracking and updating schemes, such effects will cause problems, possibly
resulting in lowered accuracy. As such, there are two distinct problems which must
be addressed: partial occlusion and total occlusion. Note, the effects of partial
occlusion will also hamper object recognition methods, however discussion of these
problems has been reserved to this section.
Object recognition methods which compensate for partial occlusion typically
attempt to avoid parts of templates/feature sets which are detected as occluded.
For example, Steger [2002] used an object model invariant to occlusion - occlu-
ded parts of the object model contributed little to an overall similarity measure.
Further, since partial object occlusions mean that some of the object is occluded,
methods can be trained to detect object parts (Chang et al. [2007]) or detect er-
roneous object parts. Preventing this from being included in the template update
procedure of a tracking method (Pan and Hu [2007b]).
Once an object has been completely occluded it needs to be located once
unoccluded. This can be achieved in a number of ways. Yin and Collins [2008]
presented an approach which, after the detection of an occluded object, searches
the whole area of subsequent image frames using an object recognition technique
to provide the new, unoccluded position. Such a scheme is very computationally
intensive once objects become occluded. Another method, presented by Wang
et al. [2010], avoids such intensive computation by using a Kalman filter to predict
object position once unoccluded. The drawback of such a method is that it will
produce inaccurate results if objects move in an unanticipated manner. Quite
differently, Huang and Essa [2005] used a genetic algorithm to produce optimal
object tracks through an image, reasoning the semantics of objects merging and
splitting.
Thus, asset occlusion represents a problem which may effect object recognition
and tracking methods with regard to the given application. Solutions to partial
occlusion attempt to learn/suppress occluded parts of objects and solutions for
total occlusion need to consider the trade-off between computation and accuracy.
3.3.3 Ego-Motion
Ego-motion is defined as the motion of the vehicle on-board which sensory in-
formation is captured. In some object tracking applications motion observed in
captured image frames is only produced by the object’s under observation. Howe-
ver, in some applications it is also generated by the motion of the image capturing
equipment. As indicated by MacLean et al. [1994], in such applications it is neces-
sary to compensate for this ego-motion. In fact, in this work, assets are stationary
and therefore the only movement is generated by the ego-motion. It may there-
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fore be the case that only ego-motion computation is required to perform object
tracking in the given application. The following presents different ego-motion
methods and problems which arise from these methods.
3.3.3.1 Local Ego-Motion Detection
Typical methods for ego-motion detection compute features from consecutive
image frames, allowing frame-on-frame motion to be captured. This can be achie-
ved in one of a number of different ways. For example, Jirawimut et al. [2003], Ni
and Dellaert [2006] and Howard [2008] used corner detection to provide features
in an image which are then matched in successive frames. Similarly, Yamaguchi
et al. [2006] matched successive frames by computing Harris corners and mat-
ching between frames using the Lucas-Kanade method. Schon and Roll [2009]
also used a Harris detector to detect image features from an FIR camera for frame
matching. But they also calculated an image patch around these features, using
Normalised Cross-Correlation and expected position based on current motion to
find ego-motion in subsequent frames. Hong and Atkins [2008] used SIFT features
to compute the transformation between successive frames from aerial images.
Goecke et al. [2007] presented a method which determines ego-motion by com-
puting the ground points from the image and transforming the resulting image
data using the Fourier-Mellin transform. From which, Phase-Correlation is used
to recover rotation and translation. Horn et al. [2007] presented a similar me-
thod, using a stereo camera setup and a ground observing camera which allows
the stereo camera observation to be divided into alien and ego-motion portions
There are numerous other methods which are used for the detection of ego-
motion between successive video frames. For example, Stein et al. [2000] computed
the probability of image patches matching in successive image frames. Whereas,
Milella and Siegwart [2006] matched three-dimensional stereo data using Iterative
Closest Points (Besl and McKay [1992]) to recover ego-motion between frames.
Kang et al. [2009] on the other hand fit ellipses to detected image features and
used the difference between the ellipses to determine the ego-motion.
3.3.3.2 Problems with Local Ego-Motion Detection
All of the previous methods mentioned perform local ego-motion. That is, ego-
motion detection was performed using successive image frames only. However,
Goecke et al. [2007] indicated that there is a disadvantage to this type of method.
This manifests itself in accumulation of errors in parameter estimation of the ego-
motion, so the overall positioning may not be accurate. Olson et al. [2000] and
Olson et al. [2001] provided experimental evidence to this end and showed errors in
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local ego-motion accumulated over time. The authors called this long-range error
growth, which was shown by the authors to be greater than linear growth rate.
Corroborated by Milella and Siegwart [2006], who mentioned in their literature
review that error rates in ego-motion detection methods increase over distance.
Other authors have also commented on this effect in their experiments. Howard
[2008] noted overall ego-motion detection accuracy increases as the frame rate
decreases. Howard [2008] initially commented that this is counter-intuitive, but
argue that an ego-motion method is estimating frame-to-frame motion and as such
at higher frame rates a method as such will include more noise.
3.3.3.3 Global Ego-Motion Detection
In literature, the identified problem with local ego-motion has been addressed by
incorporating global information. Global ego-motion detection can be achieved
in a number of ways. Firstly, it is possible to combine both local and global
information - using the global information to refine the measurements made by
the local information. For example, Levin and Szeliski [2004] computed local
differences between consecutive frames and matched these local differences to the
plan view of a hand drawn map, used to correct the local differences initially
computed. Similarly, Pink [2008] and Pink et al. [2009] combined multiple data
sources, matching detected road lane markings between road and aerial views.
Miyasaka et al. [2009], used LIDAR (a horizontally scanning laser) and a two
step method. The first step used ICP to estimate the movement between two
consecutive range scans. In the second step, this estimate was used to match the
current scan to a local map, constructed from a temporal sequence of range scans,
reducing the effects of noise.
Quite separately, Hanna [1991], Seki and Okutomi [2006], Badino [2007] and
Dubbelman et al. [2008] all maintained motion parameters over multiple frames,
using this to refine the ego-motion parameters computed between any consecutive
local frames. Seki and Okutomi [2006], projected the road surface, from which
flow is computed frame-on-frame and is used to update motion parameters of
the ego-vehicle. Badino [2007] computed the optical flow of 3D points computed
from stereo cameras under a smoothness constraint. Further, Badino [2007] noted
that, more accurate ego-motion can be achieved if the motion between the current
frame and many frames in the past is considered. Similarly, Dubbelman et al.
[2008] performed frame-to-frame motion estimation using a combination of stereo
cameras and SIFT features, whilst maintaining a mean motion model.
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3.3.3.4 Ego-Motion and Object Tracking
Various methods have been reported in literature which combine methods of both
ego-motion detection and object tracking to enable the robust tracking of objects
even when the ego-vehicle itself moves. The simplest of these methods is presented
by Yilmaz et al. [2001], who after computation of the ego-motion, translated the
predicted centre of the tracked object in the previous frame the corresponding
amount. Thus, providing a new estimate for the tracked object centre, taking into
account the ego-motion. MacLean et al. [1994] used Expectation-Maximisation to
determine ego-motion based on linear constraints to the ego-motion. Any image
patch outliers in consecutive frames (i.e. those with negative ego-motion values)
are considered to be independently moving objects. In a similar way, Yamaguchi
et al. [2006] used ego-motion estimation in a video sequence to perform three-
dimensional reconstruction of feature points using triangulation. Points away from
the epipolar lines, or with negative distance, are classed as outliers. Feature points
continuously classified as outliers are added to a set of candidate points for moving
objects. Candidate points are then grouped according to position, direction and
magnitude of optical flow. In a different manner, the solution presented by Gandhi
et al. [2000] to detect moving objects on runways, used position, velocity and
runway plane parameters to map features from one frame to another, referred to
by the authors as warping. This warping compensated for the ego-motion applied
to the moving objects, enabling detected features to be related.
del Blanco et al. [2009] summarised very well the typical integration of ego-
motion detection and object tracking methods. del Blanco et al. [2009] started
by describing object tracking is achieved by computing correspondences between
image frames, finding image regions that match closer with the target object.
Further, this correspondence process is normally restricted to a subset of image
regions called search areas. Crucially, del Blanco et al. [2009] identified that in the
case of a moving camera, tracking may fail as the whole image undergoes motion
which moves the object outside of this search area. To overcome this problem,
typical approaches use a registration algorithm which estimates the camera motion
between consecutive frames and compensates for it (del Blanco et al. [2009]).
3.3.3.5 Summary of Ego-Motion and Object Tracking
To summarise, within object tracking methods, when the camera capturing image
data also experiences motion it is necessary to compute this motion and correct the
prediction step of the tracking method correspondingly. However, in the presented
application of asset LoS analysis, the objects are known to be stationary and it is
only the camera which experiences movement (one of the advantages in the data
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identified in Section 3.1). It is therefore possible that the ego-motion could be
solely used for the purpose of an object tracking prediction step. This has the
advantage over other methods that the tracking of objects as they move into the
far distance will be unaffected by any of the effects present in the image data
captured. Further, it may be possible to integrate this potential robustness with
other tracking methods. However, ego-motion computation needs to be carefully
considered, to limit the drifting of results, which would decrease tracking accuracy.
3.3.4 Conclusions
The previous has presented different object tracking schemes. One of the main
advantages observed in these methods, over object recognition methods is that
the need for training data has been removed as the methods operate directly on
the target data. However, as with object recognition methods there has been no
investigation into the effects of extreme changes in distance. Porikli [2006] pro-
vided analysis of object detection and tracking methods under extreme conditions.
But the presented data does not contain the level of scale changes present in the
data of this work. Also, no previous investigation has been done on how the dif-
ferent update schemes discussed will be affected by the changes in image features
observed as object scale changes dramatically.
Table 3.2 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of object tracking
methods. Since tracking methods make use of the temporal information present
in the data of the presented problem, they will be investigated further in this work.
Advantages Disadvantages
No training method or data is required. Over long sequences need to compen-
sate for drift, both in template/feature
updating and ego-motion computation.
Ego-motion only methods could be ap-
plied, ignoring difficulties present in
captured data.
As with object recognition methods,
it is unknown how extreme distance
changes in captured assets will effect re-
sults.
An extra method is required to detect
initial asset position in images.
Table 3.2: Advantages and disadvantages of object tracking methods.
3.4 Three-Dimensional Scene Recovery
The previous methods discussed only use 2D information to compute the presence
of assets in images for the purpose of asset LoS analysis (except some ego-motion
methods). The following discusses methods which recover the 3D structure of a
scene captured in a video. Mimicking the 3D measurement methods discussed in
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Section 2.4. As such, if these methods are to be used for asset LoS analysis, a
method of geometric analysis will need to be applied to the recovered scene data.
There are, as with other computer vision methods, many different types of
3D scene recovery method. Some will be applicable to the presented problem,
some not. Table 3.3 summarises the main different types of 3D scene recovery
method in literate, indicating if they are applicable (including reasoning) to the
given problem.
The following section discusses only the 3D scene recovery methods previously
indicated as applicable. As pointed out by Favaro et al. [2003], the majority of
3D scene recovery methods are based on the same principle of matching features
between image frames and recovering 3D position using camera geometry. This
feature parallax is demonstrated in Figure 3.6, where p and p′ are the image
positions of a matched feature.
Figure 3.6: Parallax between multiple image frames.
3.4.1 Two-Dimensional Feature Matching
The first set of methods considered use feature matching techniques which do not
take the 3D nature of the scene recovery problem into account. These methods
compute correspondences between images by tracking features in the 2D image
plane (Tomasi and Kanade [1992], Liu and Feng [2009]). Therefore, as highlighted
by Zhang et al. [2010], common types of method applied to the problem include
feature point tracking methods such as those described by Lucas and Kanade
[1981], Shi and Tomasi [1994], Georgescu and Meer [2004] and Lowe [2004].
The first step of these 2D-based methods is to detect features present in an
image which can be matched in later images. Most feature detection methods
could be used in this step. Those typically used by methods reported in literature
include Harris corners (Kanbara et al. [2006], Li et al. [2006], Engels et al. [2008]),
SIFT features (Zhang et al. [2010]) and SURF features (Bay et al. [2008]).
Detected feature points are then matched across images. Again, this can be
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Method Description Applicable?
2D feature mat-
ching
Compute features, such as Harris corners (Kanbara
et al. [2006], Li et al. [2006], Engels et al. [2008]),
SIFT features (Zhang et al. [2010]) or SURF features
(Bay et al. [2008]) and match across images using cor-
responding feature matching procedures. Resulting
displacement between features is used to recover 3D
geometry.
Yes.
Epipolar feature
matching
Compute candidate image features, match in sub-
sequent image frames by searching for feature corres-
pondences along epipolar scan lines (Hile and Zheng
[2004], Klein and Murray [2007] and Newcombe and
Davison [2010]).
Yes.
Structured light The captured deformation of a known light pattern
projected onto a surface can be computed using com-
puter vision techniques and used to recover the 3D
information of the incident surface (Lin et al. [1996],
Wei et al. [2009] and Hermans et al. [2009]).
No, requires
extra hardware
beyond the mo-
nocular video
camera used in
this work.
Voxel colouring Perform colour reconstruction (not shape reconstruc-
tion like other methods). The 3D scene is represented
by voxels, forming voxel space. The voxel space is tra-
versed from front to back, with respect to a group of
cameras, identifying those voxels which have unique
and consistent colour across all views and hence are
part of the 3D reconstructed scene (Tsuchiya et al.
[1994] and Seitz and Dyer [1997]).
Yes.
Shape-from-
silhouette
Silhouettes in a collection of images capturing an ob-
ject from different angles are extracted. Overlapping
3D projections created by these silhouettes are used
to create a 3D model (Schmitt and Yemez [1999], Sato
et al. [2000]).
No, inappro-
priate data.
Shape-from-
shading
Object shading cues, i.e. the variation in the object
shading are used to create 3D objects from 2D image
information (Tsai and Shah [1994]).
No, inappro-
priate data.
User interaction Combine the intuitive image understanding and qua-
litative reasoning of a user with the processing power
of a computer (Terzopoulos et al. [1987], Hertzmann
[1999] and Hengel et al. [2007]).
No, a fully auto-
mated method
is required.
Application spe-
cific methods
Exploit some a priori knowledge of the scene (Ulupinar
and Nevatia [1992] and de Teruel et al. [2006]).
No, a method
should be used
which does not
make assump-
tions that may
not generalise.
Table 3.3: Applicability of different 3D scene recovery methods.
performed in a number of different ways. Methods reported in literature use
block matching (Li et al. [2006]) or blob tracking (Szeliski and Kang [1993]).
Kanbara et al. [2006] described a template matching scheme where the template
is defined as the area surrounding a feature point and the match is searched
for within a window around the position of the feature in the previous frame.
Similarly, but in the domain of aerial photography, Zhu and Hanson [2005] use
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an image mosaicking approach to provide alignment between sequential images.
Other methods include that described by Engels et al. [2008] who apply a KLT
tracker (Tomasi and Kanade [1991]) and Zhang et al. [2010] who use the 2NN
heuristic of Lowe [2004], matching nearest neighbour features using a descriptor
vector. To compensate for viewpoint changes between images used for feature
matching, Chekhlov et al. [2007b] computed a set of spatial gradient descriptors
for the image region surrounding a feature, for a set of affine transformations
applied to the region. The best match in candidate regions was then computed
by comparing with spatial gradient descriptors computed from multiple scaled
versions.
Once feature correspondences have been computed between images, results are
coupled with camera models and motion to recover 3D feature position.
These type of method all use well defined (and thoroughly investigated) image
feature matching methods to compute feature correspondences, used for scene
recovery. However, none of these methods take the 3D nature inherent of the pro-
blem being solved into account, which may increase robustness of results. Instead,
these methods search the 2D image plane for feature correspondence.
3.4.2 Epipolar Feature Matching
The previous methods only considered 2D information present in images processed
when calculating feature correspondences between frames for 3D scene recovery.
It is possible to integrate 3D information into this feature matching problem, as
the following methods demonstrate.
One of the most straight forward ways of integrating 3D information uses stereo
cameras. That is, using two cameras, typically named the left and right camera
because of the association with human stereoscopic vision. Under schemes such
as these, as Hadjitheophanous et al. [2010] described, 2D images provide only
width and height information but 3D reconstruction of the 2D image extends the
information to depth. Therefore, depth must be inferred from the combination
of left and right-hand images. Hile and Zheng [2004] summarised the goal of
any multi-camera method as establishing correspondence between multiple points
(one per view) arising from the same element in the scene. As can be seen in
the work of Ogale and Aloimonos [2005], Yun et al. [2007], Zhang et al. [2009b]
and Grinberg et al. [2010] (to name a few) this is achieved by searching epipolar
scanlines across left and right-hand images for matching feature correspondence.
Figure 3.7 demonstrates the concept of searching epipolar scanlines, where p3D is
the true position of a feature in scene space, pL is the position of p3D as captured in
the left-hand image and can be any of the points upon the line e in the right-hand
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image.
Figure 3.7: Searching across epipolar scanlines.
Searching for feature matches along epipolar scanlines is typically performed
by template matching, searching offset areas between epipolar line pixels, such
as in the work presented by Alagoz [2008]. Clearly, it is desirable for recovered
dense stereo depth maps to be accurate. To this end, various methods have been
presented in literature to increase the accuracy of recovered data. For example,
Torr and Criminisi [2002] used an almost hierarchical approach, taking advantage
of higher level semantic scene structures. Specifically, matched image corners are
used to increase the accuracy of matched edges and the results of both are applied
to increase pixel-level accuracy. Torr and Criminisi [2002] used information from
previous steps as priors for the next. Alagoz [2008] took a different approach,
favouring post processing. The computation of the error map between all pixels in
the stereo images was first computed (as normal) followed by iterative smoothing
of the result. Not only should dense stereo maps be accurate, but they should be
computed in a timely manner. As such, Rojas et al. [1997] only recovered depth
around prominent image edges, a dense depth map was then obtained by filling
spaces between consecutive edge pixels. Along similar lines, Hadjitheophanous
et al. [2010] also used image edge detection to speed up computation. Except, an
edge detection process was applied to both images of the stereo pair, followed by
a threshold resulting in a binary image. A sum-of-absolute difference measure was
subsequently applied to search windows across these binary images. Since this
was performed in hardware, a speed up of between 35% and 55% was observed in
test data, with only a drop in accuracy of 7%. Jinhai [2007] proposed a slightly
different approach, using an image pyramid. Allowing disparity depth maps to
inherit from coarser layers, only updating selected areas according to the local
matching cost and the depth difference among neighbouring areas.
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It is possible to integrate the stereo vision epipolar scan line concepts into
monocular camera configurations. Harris and Pike [1987] introduced such a me-
thod for 3D scene recovery from an image sequence (also used in the work of
Stephens and Harris [1989] and Charnley and Blissett [1989]). When features
were initially detected, 2D feature correspondence (like the previous methods)
was used to compute an approximate 3D position for the feature. The search area
for computing correspondences in subsequent image frames was then defined by
the projection of this 3D position back into the image plane, using a search radius
to represent the uncertainty of the true feature position. Rather than performing
feature initialisation using only 2D information as conducted by Harris and Pike
[1987], Klein and Murray [2007] presented a method named Parallel Tracking and
Mapping (PTAM). In which features were initialised with their 3D positions by
searching along epipolar lines defined by depth between key frames of the image
sequence. Davison [2003] and Davison et al. [2007] presented a similar idea of fea-
ture initialisation in the monoSLAM method. Along depth-defined epipolar lines,
regular intervals were considered and matched in subsequent frames by projecting
them into the current frame, using normalised sum-of-square differences template
matching. This process was repeated over multiple images until the interval mat-
ching results for different depths sufficiently represented a Gaussian distribution.
Further, search regions were taken as elliptical regions surrounding a point, based
on the uncertainty of the ego-motion between frames. Newcombe and Davison
[2010] presented dense, real-time structure-from-motion by combining the PTAM
feature initialisation procedure with variational optic flow between a synthesised
image (into which the position, normal and pixel intensities are predicted) and
the corresponding true image.
However, when searching along epipolar lines for feature matching using the
traditional stereo vision template matching approach, problems can arise. Both
Molton et al. [2004] and Cai et al. [2005] identified that, typically, such schemes
assume templates selected are locally front-parallel with respect to the camera’s
originating position. Molton et al. [2004] argued that while the camera position is
close to the point of feature initialisation this is true. But after sufficient motion of
the camera this assumption will not hold. Molton et al. [2004] further stated that
long-term tracking is improved by treating salient feature patches as observations
of locally planar regions on 3D world surfaces. Within a SLAM framework for
motion and structure estimation, Molton et al. [2004] presented a gradient-based
image alignment method to compute feature surface normals. Thus enabling pre-
warping of templates for matching, resulting in more stable tracking of features.
Methods for 3D scene recovery previously discussed compute and store the
(x, y, z) coordinates corresponding to an image feature. However, as pointed out by
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Civera et al. [2007], such methods cannot cope well with distant image points where
camera translation is small compared with observed feature depth, because of lack
of parallax. Montiel et al. [2006], Civera et al. [2007] and Strasdat et al. [2010] all
alleviated this problem by storing an inverse depth feature parameterisation, in
which features begin with a possibly infinite range of depth values if appropriate
information is unavailable. When camera translation is able to produce a parallax
large enough, feature depth estimation can be improved (Montiel et al. [2006]).
However, this representation requires 6 parameters instead of the 3 required by
the (x, y, z) representation. Civera et al. [2007] proposed that this drawback can
be overcome by converting from the inverse depth representation to the (x, y, z)
representation as soon as possible (i.e. as soon as the parallax is large enough).
3.4.2.1 Planar Scene Recovery
All of the previous methods discussed are only concerned with recovery of 3D
points. However, it is possible to compute higher-order structures such as planes.
In fact, doing so has the advantage that an infinite density of points can be des-
cribed in only a few parameters. Whereas, with the previously discussed me-
thods, increasing the number of feature points increases computation quadratically
(Martinez-Carranza and Calway [2009b]). Also, as many points are represented
by a few parameters, memory requirements are reduced (Martinez-Carranza and
Calway [2010]).
There are different ways in which these planes can be computed. For example,
Chekhlov et al. [2007a], Gee et al. [2007] and Gee et al. [2008] recovered 3D
points first (similar to previous methods) and then fit planes to this information.
Any new points that are subsequently recovered can be added to these created
planes. Martinez-Carranza and Calway [2009a] and Martinez-Carranza and Cal-
way [2009b] fit planar structures to subsets of points recovered and test these
created plane hypotheses do actually lie on a planar patch in image space. More
recently, Martinez-Carranza and Calway [2010] presented a unified framework,
built into a SLAM method where either points or planes are created, based on the
underlying scene structure.
Other planar recovery methods include that proposed by Fraundorfer et al.
[2006]. In which initial planar seed regions were chosen from which the rest of
the planar region could be grown. That is, image points were added which were
consistent with plane induced homography. These added points were used to
further improve the accuracy of the corresponding recovered planar regions. A
different approach taken by Pollefeys et al. [2008] tested a reduced set of planes,
projecting image pixels onto the chosen planes, using image pixel value differences
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to select the best. Yet another type of method is presented by both Furukawa et al.
[2009] and Sinha et al. [2009]. Sinha et al. [2009] used sparse reconstructed point
and line clouds to provide evidence for a set of candidate planes. Planar depth
was then recovered for each image by assigning each pixel to one of the candidate
planes. Furukawa et al. [2009] proposed a similar concept whereby recovered 3D
points were used to compute the dominant (and orthogonal) axes in the scene.
This information was used to generate plane hypotheses which adhere to spatial
consistencies, thus creating a set of planes fitted to the original recovered points.
3.4.2.2 Summary
To summarise, it is possible to use 3D information to limit feature matching pro-
cedures, used for scene recovery, along epipolar scan lines. Some of the problems
which face these methods include: difficulty with recovery when image areas lack
any discernible texture, lack of feature parallax means 3D information can be diffi-
cult to recover, locally front-parallel assumptions of templates (and features) used
for matching must be considered and, finally, it needs to be decided if points or
planes should be recovered.
3.4.3 Voxel Colouring
Tsuchiya et al. [1994] and Seitz and Dyer [1997] pose the problem of 3D scene
recovery not as one of shape reconstruction, but one of colour reconstruction. As
such, the voxel colouring technique was presented. Under voxel colouring methods,
the 3D scene is represented by voxels - units of volume. These voxels are arranged
in what is termed voxel space and represent the possible 3D points present in
3D scene reconstruction (i.e. the 3D scene reconstruction space). As with the
similar methods of Leung and Lovell [2003] and Rother and Sapiro [2009], the
voxel space was traversed from front to back, with respect to a group of cameras,
identifying those voxels which have unique and consistent colour across all views
and hence are part of the 3D reconstructed scene. The primary characteristics
of voxel colouring methods, as described by Batchelor et al. [2005] are: explicit
handling of visibility, local decision functions for solidity and colour consistency.
Kutulakos [2000] presented a similar concept of space carving in which, images of
a scene captured from different angles are used to progressively carve voxels from
the voxel space which do not exhibit consistent colour across cameras.
Yao and Calway [2003] highlighted that matching feature points across frames
(as in the earlier structure-from-motion methods) provides dense depth estimates
with respect to the images frames and these voxel colouring methods (and space
carving) provide increased 3D resolution, but with increased computational cost.
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As such, Yao and Calway [2003] combined the two. Using depth estimates in
combination with visibility and opacity constraints, penalising inconsistent depths.
Yao and Calway [2003] argued that this has the advantage of avoiding complex
correspondence matching across frames whilst allowing for arbitrary combinations
of views, like in space carving.
3.4.4 Conclusions
In the previous section, three main types of 3D scene recovery method have been
identified as applicable to the given task. Table 3.4 presents some of the overall
advantages and disadvantages of these methods.
Advantages Disadvantages
Mimics 3D measurement methods,
which are generally considered to be
accurate (Furukawa et al. [2009] no-
ted multi-view stereo algorithms can
produce reconstructions rivalling laser
scanner accuracy)
Computing feature correspondence
when scenes do not contain well defi-
ned features can be difficult (Calway
[2000])
The asset image data is not considered,
ignoring the previously mentioned data
difficulties
Recovery is difficult to achieve for dis-
tant image features
Need to be careful of front-parallel as-
sumptions
For a complete asset LoS analysis sys-
tem, an extra geometric method is re-
quired to analyse the recovered scene
data - increasing system complexity
Table 3.4: Advantages and disadvantages of 3D scene recovery methods.
The first three mentioned disadvantages could be compensated for in a 3D scene
recovery system by recovering image frames in a reverse chronological order. Such
processing requires only the new scene information to be recovered in each frame
- the scene elements entering at the edges of the frames, which as demonstrated
in Section 2.3.6 are those captured scene elements with the greatest accuracy.
These elements are also the closest to the camera and therefore should experience
enough parallax to be used for recovery. Also, image areas recovered in subsequent
image frames exhibit similar properties to those processed previously (as already
identified in Section 3.1, two advantages of the data used are the presence of both
temporal and structural information). This concept is highlighted in Figure 3.8. It
may therefore be possible to exploit this information, using relationships between
image features and recovered 3D scene information to reduce the size of the search
spaces traversed when computing feature correspondences for 3D scene recovery.
Such a concept has not been previously considered by methods in literature.
To further clarify the gap proposed in previous scene recovery methods, the
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Figure 3.8: Similarity in new scene areas.
diagram in Figure 3.9(a) represents the general structure of 3D scene recovery
methods previously discussed. The general structure of a method fulfilling the
identified gap is shown in Figure 3.9(b). Possibly improving the overall efficiency
of a 3D scene recovery method by using the results of previously recovered features,
reducing the search range over which correspondences for new features are searched
for.
Compute 
correspondence
Images
New feature
Recover 3D 
position
Result
……..
(a) The general structure of 3D scene recovery methods with re-
gard to the recovery of individual features.
Compute 
correspondence
Images
New feature
Recover 3D 
position
Result
……..
Model
Restrict range 
over which 
correspondence 
is computed
(b) Proposed extension to general 3D scene recovery methods,
using previously processed results to reduce search space traversal
when looking for correspondence, possibly improving efficiency.
Figure 3.9: Comparison between general 3D scene recovery methods and the pro-
posed gap identified.
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In terms of execution speed, some of the previously mentioned dense 3D scene
recovery methods can execute in real-time. Specifically, Pollefeys et al. [2008],
Hadjitheophanous et al. [2010] and Newcombe and Davison [2010] all claim to be
real-time methods. However, these methods use extra hardware beyond a standard
desktop computer (i.e. just a CPU) for processing. Pollefeys et al. [2008] paired
a CPU and GPU, Hadjitheophanous et al. [2010] used FPGAs and Newcombe
and Davison [2010] applied a Xeon quad-core PC with two GPUs. The previously
identified gap is concerned with improving the fundamental efficiency of a 3D scene
recovery method, not the application of increasingly powerful, complex, expensive
hardware.
To summarise, three-dimensional scene recovery methods may produce accu-
rate asset LoS results through combination of 3D terrain models and geometric
analysis methods, like previous 3D measurement methods. Further, some of the
disadvantages can be overcome by iterating through a sequence backwards. Fi-
nally, a gap has been identified in methods presented in literature with regard
to exploiting a relationship between image and scene data, which may improve
efficiency of such methods. Thus, 3D scene recovery methods will be investigated
further in this work, in terms of asset LoS analysis.
3.5 Computer Vision Techniques for
Automation Conclusions
This chapter began with the presentation of possible test data for asset LoS ana-
lysis and a discussion of associated difficulties. Possible difficulties observed in-
clude: decrease in captured asset scale, loss of contrast/detail and increase in blur
as asset-camera distance increases. Further, as the camera traverses the track,
viewpoint changes and partial/total asset occlusions represent further possible
problems. The advantages associated with particular data sets are also important
for consideration. The main advantages of the presented data are: availability of
temporal information, camera only motion and strong semantic image structure.
Both the data difficulties and advantages need to be considered when eva-
luating applicable methods to a task. As such, the preceding literature review
highlights three different types of applicable computer vision method for asset
LoS analysis. Discussing their associated advantages and disadvantages in general
and specific to this work. Two-dimensional object recognition methods have the
capacity to model transformations present in training data. But some methods
require lots of training data and do not take advantage of temporal information
present. Two-dimensional object tracking methods do take advantage of the tem-
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poral information. But care needs to be taken when performing template update
procedures to avoid drift and occlusion must be compensated for a robust and
efficient manner. Finally, three-dimensional scene recovery methods use temporal
information to recover a terrain model, which is further processed by geometric
analysis to determine LoS. However, recovery performs worse in distant image
areas or those lacking texture. Further, a complete system using scene recovery
requires other sub-systems for initial asset detection and the geometric analysis.
Work presented by some authors in this literature review indicated object
recognition methods perform worse (in terms of recognising objects) with increased
object-camera distance. However, discussion of typical results presented in these
works show object-camera distances considered are smaller than those present in
possible test data of this work. Thus, object recognition methods may become less
robust with increasing object-camera distance. But a more thorough investigation
should be performed with regard to data used in this work and the other types of
method considered.
Finally, in terms of algorithm efficiency with regard to the data used in this
work, it has been identified that a gap in current 3D scene recovery methods
exists. Such a gap concerns a possible relationship between temporal image and
scene information to potentially improve the efficiency of recovery. That is, image
elements which have been recovered in the past can be similar in terms of both
image and scene information to image elements recovered in the future.
Chapter 4
Methodology
4.1 Introduction
The following chapter provides an overview of the methodology employed in this
work. Given the discussions presented in the literature review (both Chapters 2
and 3), Section 4.2 provides a detailed summary of the components of work pre-
sented in the rest of this thesis. This includes a diagram which demonstrates how
these individual components relate to each other. Further, Section 4.3 presents a
discussion of the main experimental work to be performed within the presented
components. Data, measures of performance, method parameters and generalisa-
tion of methods to other data sets are all discussed in this section.
4.2 Work Summary
The block diagram in Figure 4.1 summarises the work performed in this research
and presented in the remainder of this thesis. The following subsections discuss
each component of this diagram (referenced using the numbered box labels).
4.2.1 Semantic Information (1 and 2)
Before any of the asset/terrain LoS analysis methods or 3D scene recovery me-
thods are considered in this work, semantic information required by these methods
is computed. The information computed comprises of image rail track position
and image sequence ego-motion. Both items of information are computed in a
preprocess manner from (known) test sequences and stored in a database for later
use. Ensuring such information is computed only once. Methods to compute both
items of information rely on pre-existing techniques. However, the method presen-
ted for rail track detection employs a novel method for identifying rail pairs which
form sets of tracks. Discussion of both these methods is presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of work.
4.2.2 Two-Dimensional Asset LoS Analysis (3, 4 and 5)
A selection of both 2D object recognition and tracking methods (from literature)
are applied to the test data in terms of asset LoS analysis. Further, the previous
literature review concluded that no detailed analysis of such applicable methods to
situations where asset-camera distance undergoes extreme changes has previously
been presented. Thus, one contribution of this work takes the form of analysis
of both the recognition and tracking method’s performance and the data used in
terms of changing asset-camera distance. This is discussed in Chapter 6.
4.2.3 Three-Dimensional Asset LoS Analysis (6)
The 3D asset LoS analysis performed in this work can be divided into three sub-
stages: 1) efficient recovery of the 3D scene (terrain) data from the test image
sequences of this work, 2) post processing of this terrain data to provide both
high accuracy and clear output and 3) geometric analysis to provide asset LoS
results.
As identified in the literature review of this work, there could be a relationship
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between image and scene data, which could be exploited to improve 3D scene
recovery efficiency, and has not been previously investigated. Thus, this work
contributes an analysis of the data used in combination with a proposed planar
recovery method (to avoid the identified difficulties associated with the data),
providing evidence for this relationship. This leads to the construction of a novel
framework exploiting such a relationship. Further novelty is provided by the
comparison of several implementations of this framework and the extension of
scene recovery methods from literature to include the best performing framework
implementation. The resulting work is presented in Chapter 7.
Three-dimensional recovered terrain data created by this novel method is post
processed (in Chapter 8), ensuring both the clarity of end user output and accuracy
of results produced. This is achieved using the combination of two methodologies
presented in literature (representing another contribution of this work).
Finally, 3D asset LoS analysis regarding the post processed recovered terrain
data is performed (also in Chapter 8) using simple geometric analysis techniques.
4.2.4 Comparison of Asset LoS Methods (7)
To conclude the work regarding asset LoS analysis, Chapter 8 presents a discussion
of all methods in this work which have been applied to this task. Discussion is
presented not only in terms of methods’ ability to correctly identify when asset LoS
is obscured, but also in terms of the resulting asset sighting distances computed.
4.2.5 Terrain LoS Analysis (8)
A further gap identified in the literature review of this work is the use of terrain
analysis in LoS methods to identify of how much terrain effects LoS. Thus, the
work presented in Chapter 9 takes as input, the previous post processed recovered
terrain data and provides a novel metric for ranking the data in terms of effect
on asset LoS. Presented methods also show how this metric can be applied in a
corridor mapping context, with a view to take advantage if the data to decrease
computation performed (i.e. improve efficiency).
4.3 Experimental Work
With regard to the road map of work defined in Figure 4.1, experimentation can
be divided into 3 categories: asset LoS analysis, 3D scene recovery and terrain
LoS analysis. Each is discussed in the following.
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4.3.1 Asset LoS Analysis
4.3.1.1 Raw Image Data
The following introduces the raw image data used. As with all data described in
this chapter, a more detailed description can be found in Appendix A.
The raw data takes the form of High-Definition video sequences captured from
a front-forward facing camera, mounted on-board a train. Captured video frames
have a resolution of 1920 pixels horizontally and 1080 pixels vertically. In total,
54,794 frames were extracted from collected videos. Figure 4.2 shows example
image frames.
Figure 4.2: Example split image frames.
4.3.1.2 Data
The raw data used in this work for LoS analysis, as already indicated, takes the
form of image sequences extracted from video data. Each sequence was chosen so
that it contains an asset of interest within the last image frame of the sequence, 20
such sequences are used. Of these sequences, 18 represent approximately 1.2Km
of track each (from start to end) and 2 represent approximately 500m (they ap-
pear at the beginning of a video and hence this is all that could be extracted). A
length of 1.2Km was chosen for these sequences because 900m is the maximum
distance required for signal sighting distance at the fast train speed (see the table
in Figure 1.4) and this distance ensures appropriate analysis will be performed.
On average, a sequence contains 1,232 images. In total, this set of 20 sequences
contains 24,639 images. Asset position and LoS visibility were ground truthed by
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hand using the methods described in Appendix A (Sections A.2 and A.3 respecti-
vely). To summarise, each image of all sequences is indexed asset visible or asset
not visible in combination with the distance the image appears from the asset
position (computed using the ego-motion model of Chapter 5). Figures 4.3, 4.4
and 4.5 demonstrate example sequences from this test set. In terms of analysis of
computed LoS data, a false positive refers to when an asset is determined visible
when it should not be and a false negative refers to when an asset is determined
not visible when it should be visible. Further, specific difficulties and advantages
associated with this data have already been discussed in Section 3.1, which was
necessary to provide context for the corresponding literature discussed.
(a) Sequence 12, image 297. (b) Sequence 12, image 461. (c) Sequence 12, image 551.
Asset of interest: signal at
left-hand side of track.
Figure 4.3: Example image sequence from the asset LoS data.
(a) Sequence 20, image 135. (b) Sequence 20, image 870. (c) Sequence 20, image 963.
Asset of interest: level cros-
sing.
Figure 4.4: Example image sequence from the asset LoS data.
4.3.1.3 Measuring Performance
Performance of all asset LoS analysis methods is measured using statistical analy-
sis with regard to the manually ground truthed data. In terms of identification of
image positions at which asset LoS is obstructed and asset sighting distance (ta-
ken as the smallest distance between asset and the possible set of obstructions).
Providing a comparison against human performance. Thus asset LoS methods
are concerned with achieving the highest accuracy with regards to ground truth
data. Further, because of the extreme distance changes captured in the data of
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(a) Sequence 16, image 1147. (b) Sequence 16, image 1453. (c) Sequence 16, image 1498.
Asset of interest: signal at
left-hand side of track.
Figure 4.5: Example image sequence from the asset LoS data.
this work, method accuracy should be analysed with special consideration given
to assets appearing at different distances from the observing camera.
In terms of method execution, results will always be sought for the highest
asset LoS accuracy. Thus, methods which provide a measure of correspondence
between example and probe data (for example, object recognition methods) will
be executed in such a manner that these matching values are output. Further
experimentation will then be performed to find the best threshold for matching
value with regard to producing the most accurate asset LoS results. Similarly,
if methods used require any parameters, optimal parameters will be found by
exhaustive such (considering a range of values which can be processed in a reaso-
nable amount of time) which provide the most accurate asset LoS results. Thus,
the most accurate results for all methods will be presented given the test data
used.
4.3.1.4 Generalisation to Other Data
With regard to the 2D methods applied to asset LoS analysis is this work, generic
methods will be used - as discussed in the literature review of Section 3.2. Thus, if
appropriate training data is available, these methods will generalise to other data
sets. Similarly, if appropriate 3D terrain models can be created from test data,
the geometric analysis method applied to asset LoS detection will generalise to
other data sets. Note, depending on the construction of recovered scene data (i.e.
point cloud, plane segments etc.), extra steps may be required to convert the data
into the representation used in this work, allowing analysis methods to be applied
- but is still achievable.
4.3.2 Three-Dimensional Scene Recovery
The part of this work dedicated to 3D scene recovery is concerned with the investi-
gation and exploitation of the supposed relationship between image and recovered
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scene information. Specifically, the presence of such a relationship and it’s use in
decreasing scene recovery computation.
4.3.2.1 Data
Data used in experiments concerned with 3D scene recovery takes the form of
both individual images and image sequences, for which 3D information has been
recovered from manually computed feature correspondences (between successive
image pairs). Figure 4.6 provides an example of this manually recovered data. A
more detailed discussion of this data and it’s construction is presented in Appendix
Section A.4. This represents the real data used in this application. Other data sets
are used in 3D scene recovery experimentation, but for convenience are presented
alongside the corresponding experiments and not here.
(a) Original image. (b) Manually recovered 3D scene.
Figure 4.6: Example 3D scene ground truthing.
4.3.2.2 Measuring Performance
When considering 3D scene recovery methods in experiments, because it is pro-
posed the identified image-scene relationship will improve the efficiency of scene
recovery, two things are measured: recovered scene accuracy and amount of com-
putation. That is, the results of investigation into the relationship will need to be
considered carefully because it needs to be ensured that any potential increases
in efficiency do not come at the cost of compromised accuracy. Accuracy can
be measured by comparing recovered scenes with the manual ground truth data.
Even though this was done as accurately as possible, this ground truthing will not
be completely accurate and so will provide a source of error when comparing with
the recovered scene. However, the difference between recovered and ground truth
scene can still be used as an indicator of the performance of methods relative to
each other. Computation can be compared in terms of the number of calculations
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performed and/or execution time. Further, the performance of 3D scene recovery
methods will be compared between methods which do not and which do exploit
the proposed image-scene relationship. Performing statistical analysis between
the accuracy and computation of each type of method will allow for the quantita-
tive analysis of the application of the proposed image-scene relationship to scene
recovery.
As with asset LoS methods, if any methods require parameters, they will be
searched exhaustively to provide optimum results - i.e. decreasing computation
whilst maintaining accuracy.
4.3.2.3 Generalisation to Other Data
The identified information relationship investigated in the 3D scene recovery ex-
periments takes advantage of a phenomenon observed in the used test data. This
phenomenon may be present in other data, in which case any methods developed
or conclusions drawn from presented experiments will be applicable. However, the
experiments presented in this work are concerned with the data which is the main
focus of this work.
4.3.3 Terrain LoS Analysis
4.3.3.1 Data
As already indicated, the data used as input to the terrain LoS analysis experi-
ments is the post processed recovered 3D scene data.
4.3.3.2 Measuring Performance
To eliminate the bias of recovered scene data inaccuracies, as used in this set of
experiments, the ground truth data will be created directly from the recovered
terrain data using a very simple, naive implementation of the proposed terrain
LoS analysis metric. Other methods introduced as part of these experiments
will be concerned with increasing the efficiency of applying the presented metric,
taking into account specific attributes of the data. Thus, as with 3D scene recovery
experiments performance must be measured not only in terms of computation, but
also accuracy - efficiency is sought to be decreased whilst maintaining accuracy.
Further, as highlighted by Chapter 1, since image data is being used results
can be validated easily. Thus, example data will be processed and presented such
that qualitative analysis of results produced by this work can be provided.
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4.3.3.3 Generalisation to Other Data
The ideas presented by the metric used for terrain ranking are generic. However,
the methods presented for terrain LoS analysis, applying this metric use specific
attributes of the corridor mapping data.
4.4 Computer Hardware and Software
The computer hardware used in this work consists of a single computer with a
single core 3.16GHz Pentium Processor, 3GB of RAM and Windows XP. Unless
otherwise stated, all software used is developed with VC++ using Visual Studio
2008.
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a description of identified components of work which
constitute the remainder of this thesis. These work components and their descrip-
tion refines the description of work presented earlier in the Chapter 1. Further,
details of both the data used and experimentation to be performed have been
discussed, helping introduce the reader to the work which follows.
Chapter 5
Rail Detection and Ego-Motion
5.1 Introduction
The following chapter provides a description of methods used to compute two
useful pieces of information from image sequences used by other methods in this
work: rail track image position and camera ego-motion in sequences.
Section 5.2 describes rail detection in images. As discussed in Section 3.1, the
image data used contains strong structural information. Namely, the ground area
in images appears where the rail tracks do. For this reason, rail track position
is used by a later method in this thesis to perform image segmentation (into
ground, left-hand and right-hand areas). Since trains are constrained in terms of
movement by the rail track along which they travel, the position of rail tracks in
images also provides useful information for the ego-motion computation method
described in this chapter. In this work, rails are computed as a preprocessing
procedure, independently for each image. A combination of existing methods and
a novel rail pairing method are used to first detect image rail pixels and then
convert into a storage efficient representation.
Section 5.3 of this chapter describes the method for ego-motion computation
used. As with methods discussed in literature (Section 3.3.3) a local ego-motion
method is used to drive the construction of a global ego-motion model. In this
work, ego-motion is required for object tracking methods which compensate for
ego-motion and 3D scene recovery. Further, ego-motion is computed using existing
methods.
5.2 Rail Track Detection
The following describes a process used to perform rail track detection. Rails
are detected in each image independently as a preprocessing operation. To save
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detecting rail tracks in a single image more than once, all images will be processed
using the following method and results will be stored in a database for later use.
In literature, different methods have been presented for the detection of rail
tracks from images. For example, Paletta et al. [2001] presented a method which
converted to the Hue, Saturation and Intensity colour space and applied a spe-
cially designed convolution mask to identify the general track area. However,
this simplistic method does not provide accurate locations of individual tracks.
Maire [2007] detected candidate rail points using edge detection. Each rail was
then approximated by a piecewise quadratic function, adhering to the two conti-
nuity constraints that the quadratic curve produced is continuous as well as the
derivative. Similarly, Kaleli and Akgul [2009] presented a method for rail track
detection, using edge detection in combination with the Hough transformation
and dynamic programming to extract straight lines. A related problem is that of
road lane detection - determining the location of the white lines which demarcate
road lanes. In literature, the majority of methods presented use a combination
of edge detection techniques, to detect candidate road lane positions. Including
Wang et al. [1998], Otuka et al. [2005], Assidiq et al. [2008] and Ren et al. [2009]
to name a few. This information has then been used by Hough transform-based
methods to find straight lines (Assidiq et al. [2008] and Ren et al. [2009]) or the
regions produced by edge detection were used in combination with semantic rules
to identify the road area (Otuka et al. [2005] and Lim et al. [2009]), including the
distribution of colour in these regions.
However, none of these works specifically address the problems associated with
splitting, merging or overlapping rails or road lane markers. In fact, in the results
presented by both Maire [2007] and Kaleli and Akgul [2009], only rail detection
results for simple images where rail tracks do not interact with each other are
presented. Figure 5.1(a) demonstrates the problems present when rails interact
with each other in switching areas. It is desirable for the following rail track
detection method to output the tracks (i.e. pairs of rails) in an image since the
ego-motion of the train is concerned only with the pair of rails along which the
train travels. Observing the two intersecting rails highlighted in Figure 5.1(a),
a problem arises where individual rails intersect (a simplified diagram is shown
in Figure 5.1(b)). Namely, there are four rail segments going into the point of
intersection and it is ambiguous how to combine them to recover the original,
complete rails.
Also of concern is how to represent detected rail tracks, minimising storage
requirements. For example, one hour of video contains 90,000 image frames (assu-
ming 25 frames/second), one image frame will contain at least 4 rails, rails in the
data used here typically comprise of a line 1,000 pixels long and each pixel has an
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(a) Example rail interaction causing difficulty for rail
track detection.
(b) Simplification of rail segment
intersection.
Figure 5.1: Image processing difficulties which can arise when rails intersect.
x and y co-ordinate value. Therefore, storing the raw data for one hour of video
would require approximately 7.2×108 integer values. Even if 16-bit integer values
are used, this requires 11.52 Gigabytes of space. Storing all rail pixels is therefore
unappealing. The following method therefore takes advantage of the proposed rail
pairing method and uses parametric curve analysis to reduce the raw data to a
handful of coefficients, alleviating the associated storage problems.
The proposed rail track detection method is described by the components
shown in Figure 5.2, each of which is described in the following subsections. The
method used can be considered a bottom-up approach. First, possible rail pixels
are computed. To which a novel rail pairing method is applied - potential rail
end points are determined from the raw candidate rail pixels, from which track
pairings of rails are computed using repeated region growing and identified logical
constraints on rail/non-rail pixel areas. Finally, all of this information is used to
generate a parametric curve description of rails.
Candidate rail
pixel detection
Identify rail line
end points
Compute tracks from possible
rail pairs:
- Local end point grouping
- Track detection
Fit curves to candidate
pixels using track
information as a guide
Image
Output curve
parameters
Figure 5.2: Rail track detection overview.
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5.2.1 Candidate Rail Pixel Detection
As with other methods in literature, Sobel edge detection (Gonzalez and Woods
[2002]) is used to identify raw candidate rail pixels in an image. For which, edge
magnitude is only considered if the corresponding angle falls in the range 0 ≤
|θ| ≤ 80 or 100 ≤ |θ| ≤ 180 degrees, since rails will never appear horizontally in
an image. The edge angle (θE) is computed using θE = tan
−1Gy
Gx
, where:
Gx(x, y) =
1 0 −12 0 −2
1 0 −1
 • I(x, y), Gy(x, y) =
 1 2 10 0 0
−1 −2 −1
 • I(x, y) (5.1)
where I is the original image and • represents convolution. The magnitude
of the edge strength at position (x, y) is computed as
√
G2x +G
2
y. The resulting
image is thresholded, only retaining edge pixels of high magnitude. A threshold
of 0.25 (using values normalised between 0 and 1) was found through trial and
error to provide sufficient results for this step. Further, for this process, only the
bottom half of the image is considered, due to the decreasing edge magnitude of
rails as they vanish into the distance. That is, rail edge pixels are much more
prominent in the bottom half of the image. Connected components are extracted
from the resulting thresholded image, removing those which are too small. The
result of this process, is a binary image where pixels are labelled 1 (black) for
rail pixel and 0 (white) for non-rail pixel. Figure 5.3 illustrates the results of this
process.
5.2.2 Identifying Rail End Points
Observing the result from Figure 5.3(c), connected regions of candidate rail pixels
have bottom and top end points where the rail pixels forming the rails terminate.
Continuous rows of rail pixels can be computed from the candidate rail image. If
these are denoted rows, each member can be labelled top, bottom or neither:
rows(i) =

top rowsi(y) < rowsj(y) ∀j 6= i ∨ rowsi(y) = (H2 )
bottom rowsi(y) > rowsj(y) ∀j 6= i ∨ rowsi(y) = H
neither otherwise
(5.2)
where rowsi(y) represents the y-coordinate of the i-th row and H is the height
of the original image and the axes are aligned and have origin with respect to the
image as shown in Figure 5.4 (the same image referencing is used throughout this
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(a) Original image. (b) Sobel edge detection result.
(c) Rail pixels detected after thresholding and connec-
ted component analysis.
Figure 5.3: Example candidate rail pixel detection.
thesis). Note, unless mentioned otherwise, here and in the remainder of the thesis
the following notation is used: if coord is a coordinate-based variable, coord(x)
is the value coord stores in the x-dimension. The average coordinate of all top
and bottom rows provide the end point positions. This is demonstrated in Figure
5.5(a). Any top points that do not have a y-coordinate of H
2
or bottom points a
y-coordinate of H, are extended the appropriate amount - the end point is traced
up (or down) the region, this information is then used to compute a straight line,
extending the region. The results of applying this procedure to the candidate rail
tracks of Figure 5.3(c) are shown in Figure 5.5(b), for clarity, arrows indicate the
position of detected end points.
5.2.3 Compute Tracks from Rail Pairs
Each rail track is composed of a left-hand and right-hand rail. To compute the
correct rails from the candidate rail pixels, the tracks can be detected and then di-
vided into two individual rails. This method should be more robust than detecting
individual rails because a pair of rails exhibit a strong relationship. Primarily, the
area between the two rails can never exceed the boundaries represented by it’s end
points. This is highlighted in Figure 5.6. The bold lines represent two rail tracks,
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Top
Bottom
(0,0) x-axis
Image
width (W)
y-a
xis
Image
height (H) (W,H)
Figure 5.4: Image referencing scheme used in this work.
(a) Region end point explanation. (b) Example computed region end points.
Figure 5.5: Region end points.
the rail track currently under consideration is marked with black circles. The area
to the left is related and the area to the right is unrelated. The observation to
note here is: the image pixels in the not related area are outside the bounds of the
marked points of the rails under consideration - such a relationship can be used
to compute pairs of rail tracks.
5.2.3.1 Local End Point Grouping
Firstly, bottom and top end points computed in the previous stage are grouped
together in pairs. This can be achieved because the rails in an image are expected
to occur a fixed distance away from each other. That is:
Pair(a, b) if LowerBound ≤ Abs(a(x)− b(x)) ≤ UpperBound) ∧ a 6= b
(5.3)
This is performed separately for bottom and top points, where a and b are either
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Related Not related
Figure 5.6: Rail track area semantics.
two top or bottom points and a(x) and b(x) are their x-coordinates respectively
and LowerBound and UpperBound are pre-determined thresholds found through
trial and error, observing a test set of images. The results of local end point
pairing applied to Figure 5.5(b) are shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Example local end point grouping.
5.2.3.2 Track Detection
Tracks (pairs of rails) are formed by associating a bottom pair with one or more
top pairs. Using the notation B(i) for each bottom pair and B(i)x1, B(i)y1, B(i)x2
and B(i)y2 for the two sets of coordinates in the pair (such that B(i)x1 < B(i)x2)
and I denotes the image containing candidate rail pixels (i.e. Figure 5.3(c)), the
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method for pairing a single bottom pair B(i) with top pairs is:
1. Seed(x, y) = (B(i)x1+B(i)x2
2
, B(i)y1+B(i)y2
2
)
2. Compute the region of non-rail pixels in I bounded by rail pixels, by region
growing from Seed
reg = RegionGrow(I, Seed)
3. Compute the coordinates of the peak of reg (i.e. the average point of the top
row of pixels), where regi is the i-th member of reg (of size n) and regy is a
set of the y-coordinates in reg:
peak =

i≤n∑
i=1
regi(x,min(regy))
|regi(x,min(regy))| ,min(regy)

4. If (a, h) ∈ reg and a < B(i)x1 ∨ a > B(i)x2 ignore reg, where h is the height
of the image. This conditional stops any region being accepted where coor-
dinates within the region exist outside the bounds dictated by the original
bottom points - already indicated as an impossibility for rail tracks.
5. Else, if peak(y) = h
2
, return peak.
6. Else:
LeftSeed = (peak(x)− 1, peak(y))
while(I(LeftSeed(x), LeftSeed(y)) == 0)
{
LeftSeed(x)−−
}
regL = RegionGrow(I, LeftSeed)
RightSeed = (peak(x) + 1, peak(y))
while(I(RightSeed(x), RightSeed(y)) == 0)
{
RightSeed(x) + +
}
regR = RegionGrow(I, RightSeed)
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7. For both regL and regR, goto step 3 - continue execution until all regions
have either returned a peak or have been ignored using the condition in step
4.
Each returned peak is used to compute the Euclidean closest pair of top points.
Thus, providing the pairing between bottom and top pair and thus the computa-
tion of tracks. These steps are repeated for each bottom pair. Example execution
of this algorithm is shown in Figure 5.8. The results of applying this method to
the end points of Figure 5.7 for candidate rail pixels in Figure 5.3(c) are shown in
Figure 5.9, the arrows indicate end point position.
5.2.4 Parametric Curve Fitting
Now the end points corresponding to the tracks have been detected, they can
be used in combination with the candidate rail pixel data to compute parame-
tric curve representations of the rails, reducing required storage to a handful of
parameters. In the following, first the type parametric curve to be used is presen-
ted. Followed by an explanation of why a simple least squares fitting procedure
is inappropriate given the data used. Finally, a proposed method of evolutionary
parametric curve fitting is presented.
5.2.4.1 Cubic Bezier Curves
Bezier curves will be used to describe each rail. Bezier curves provide a method of
describing a smooth curve, using a finite set of control points. Cubic Bezier curves
are described using four control points, which will be denoted P1, P2, P3 and P4.
Any point on the resulting curve, C, is computed using:
C(t) = (1− t)3P1 + 3(1− t)2tP2 + 3(1− t)t2P3 + t3P4 , t ∈ [0, 1]. (5.4)
5.2.4.2 Least Squares Curve Fitting
Yang and Byun [2008] described a method for fitting Bezier curves to data using
least squares. However, Figure 5.10 demonstrates why these types of method fail
with regard to the data produced by the previous candidate rail pixel detection
step - the green line shows the Bezier curve produced. In this example, a quadratic
Bezier curve is used but it still demonstrates the point. The two end points of the
curve are fixed as these are known from the previous end point pairing method,
the remaining control point is found using the method described in Yang and
Byun [2008]. The initial value of this third point is crucial to successfully fitting
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(a) Bottom points considered for
pairing.
(b) Initial region grown - non-rail
pixels bounded by rail pixels.
(c) Since, the top of the rail pixels as
not yet been reached, find the non-
rail pixel regions to both the left and
right-hand sides of the initial region.
(d) Reject left region because it
contains pixels outside the bounds of
the initial bottom points.
(e) Accept right region. (f) Compute the nearest pair of top
points.
Figure 5.8: Example pairing algorithm execution.
the Beizer curve. In the example shown in Figure 5.10, the initial estimate for
this point was taken as the average of the two others. This is not an unreasonable
initial estimate since the semantics of the edge information are unknown - this is
what the curve fitting is computing. However, as the example demonstrates, the
curve of the rail means that points from both the desired rail and other rails will be
included in the computation of the best fitting curve, resulting in an undesirable
result. Another method is therefore required for curve fitting.
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(a) Pairing 1. (b) Pairing 2. (c) Pairing 3.
Figure 5.9: Rail pairing result - forming tracks.
Figure 5.10: Example of fitting Bezier curves with least squares.
5.2.4.3 Differential Evolution
It is proposed that a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to fit the Bezier curve
control points to the data. Specifically, because parameters are being evolved, a
Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm shall be used (as described in Storn and
Price [1995]). Since, DE algorithms are a type of GA, they follow the structure
shown in Figure 5.11.
Figure 5.11: Flowchart showing the typical structure of a GA.
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Each of the key elements of the DE as applied to cubic Bezier curve fitting are
described below:
• Population - Cubic Bezier curves require four control points - (x, y) coordi-
nate pairs. These will be denoted; P1, P2, P3 and P4. Each member of the
population represents one complete set of control points.
• Initialisation - Two control points described by each population member are
fixed to the computed rail end points (P1 and P4). The other two control
points, for each population member, are initialised to a random point around
the centre of the line created between P1 and P4. To avoid any curve over-
fitting a straight line, the stipulation is made that P2(y) < P3(y).
• Parent Selection - For each member p of the population of size N , randomly
select three different population members (r1, r2 and r3).
• Recombination - If a population member is expressed as an array of the
form [P1(x), P1(y), P2(x), P2(y), P3(x), P3(y), P4(x), P4(y)], one offspring is
computed using the three parents by the following method (Storn and Price
[1995]):
k = random(1,8)
for j = 1 to 8
{
if ((random(0,1))<CR or j==k)
o[j] = r1[j]+F*(r3[j]-r2[j])
else
o[j] = p[j]
}
where, o represents offspring and p the population member, CR is the cros-
sover rate and F is a determined weighting factor (values of 0.9 and 0.8
were used in experiments respectively - these values were found by trial and
error).
• Survivor Selection - If an offspring’s fitness (determined by the fitness func-
tion described later) is greater than that of the corresponding population
member from which it is computed, the offspring is used in the next ge-
neration and the parent discarded, else the original population member is
retained.
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• Fitness Function - The fitness function used by this DE is the ratio of rail
pixels (1) to non-rail pixels (0) which fall under the curve produced by the
control points of the population member in respect to the candidate rail
region image. For example, for a population member, Equation 5.4 is used
to create the set of coordinates on the curve it represents (C). Then, using
the previously computed candidate rail pixel binary image (I) the fitness of
the population member is computed according to:
fitness =
|I(Ci(x), Ci(y))| ∀i ∈ C, where I(Ci(x), Ci(y)) = 1
|I(Ci(x), Ci(y))| ∀i ∈ C, where I(Ci(x), Ci(y)) = 0 (5.5)
where, Ci(x) and Ci(y) are the x and y coordinates of the i-th point of C.
Once again, to avoid any curve over-fitting a straight line, the stipulation is
made that P2(y) < P3(y). Any curve which does not meet this stipulation
has it’s fitness reduced. (In this instance, a higher fitness value is better).
• Termination - The termination of the DE occurs when either the population
has converged, or when a determined number of generations are reached.
5.2.5 Example Results
The rail track image pixels relating to a set of stored Bezier curves are recovered
using Equation 5.4. Figure 5.12 shows the Bezier curves computed for the example
image used throughout this explanation - the black lines show the constructed
Bezier curves. More results can be seen in Appendix B.
5.2.6 Conclusions
A novel method for rail track detection has been described, including a method
for determining candidate rail pairing. It has been shown that for the complex
data present in this application, least squares fitting is not appropriate and the
DE approach proposed provides more satisfactory results. Further, using a simi-
lar analysis of data storage requirements as in Section 5.2, the proposed compact
representation only requires 1.44 × 106 integer values for an hour of video (each
rail requires 8 integer values - four control points and two integers for each control
point). This equates to 23Mb of data. This is only 0.002% of the data required
for the representation using raw data points - a big reduction in storage require-
ments has therefore been achieved by detecting the rail tracks and computing a
parametric curve representation.
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(a) Rail pairing 1. (b) Rail pairing 2.
(c) Rail pairing 3.
Figure 5.12: Computed Bezier curves from example data.
5.3 Ego-Motion
The following describes how the second item of useful information (ego-motion)
is computed for an image sequence. As with methods presented in literature,
the proposed method combines local and global ego-motion. These are discussed
separately in Section 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, after an overview is presented in Section 5.3.1.
In this work, the test data will comprise of a finite number of test sequences.
Therefore, a global ego-motion model is created for each possible test sequence
once, in a preprocessing step and stored for later use by other methods.
5.3.1 Overview
As indicated in Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.4.4, it is advantageous to process image
sequences in reverse chronological order, starting at a position close to the asset
and processing the sequence such that the asset moves into the distance. Thus,
the ego-motion models are created with this in mind. For any sequence of images,
the output of the ego-motion detection will be a list of tuples, where each tuple
contains the following information:
• the relative image frame number from the beginning of the processed se-
quence
• the translation from the previous frame in the x, y and z dimensions
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• the rotation from the previous frame in the x, y and z dimensions
The ego-motion model also stores a set of 3D points representing the centre of
the rail track travelled along.
This ego-motion model is constructed using a combination of local ego-motion
(frame-on-frame movement) and global ego-motion - computed using detected rail
track positions. Note, in any given image, the rail track upon which the train is
currently travelling provides information regarding future train motion. However,
because in this model, the image sequence is processed in reverse order, rail tracks
provide information regarding where the train has just been. Figure 5.13 provides
an overview of the whole process for one image sequence. The ego-motion model
is initialised with the rail tracks of the first image of the sequence. The sequence
is divided into overlapping part sequences. Since each image contains rail pixels to
the same approximate distance, a fixed size for each part sequence can be chosen
such that overlap is guaranteed to occur. The local ego-motion between each
frame of a part sequence provides initial values for combining the rail data of the
last image of a part sequence with the current global model.
Image sequence First image
Overlapping part
sequences
Compute rails
Initialise global
ego-motion model
Global Ego-motion
Model
For each part
sequence
Compute local ego-motion between
each part frame
Compute rail track for last image
Fit rail track to current global ego-
motion model using ICP and local
ego-motion for initial values
Update intermediate ego-motion
values for part sequence
Error correction
Add to global ego-motion model
Last image
Last image
Last image
Stop: output Global
Ego-motion Model
Figure 5.13: Ego-Motion model computation overview.
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5.3.2 Local Ego-Motion
Local ego-motion, i.e. the motion the camera undergoes between consecutive
image frames is required to provide initial values for the construction of a glo-
bal ego-motion model. Since the train is constrained to move along the ground
plane, frame-on-frame motion will be computed using the translation (between
consecutive frames, remembering image sequences are being processed in reverse
chronological order) of the projected ground plane image area in front of the train.
As such, the method presented here is based on the method presented by Goecke
et al. [2007].
The ground plane along which a train travels (referred to from now on as
the rail plane) is shown as the magenta shaded region in Figure 5.14. The image
capturing the distorted view of the rail plane will be referred to as the image plane.
Thus, to compute the movement between consecutive frames, the rail plane image
data must be recovered. Figure 5.15 shows the relationship between image and rail
planes and demonstrates the model used to compute the rail plane image using
the image plane (similar in concept to that described by Hartley and Zisserman
[2006]), where p, t and r are the angles of pan, tilt and rotation (respectively) of the
image plane with respect to the rail plane. Methods for recovering these camera
parameters, as indicated by Zhang [1998], fall into two types. The first type uses
a known 3D calibration object (such as the circular markers of Douxchamps and
Chihara [2009] or Miksch et al. [2010]). The other type assumes a camera moves
through a static scene, using correspondences between known objects in successive
images (as in Zhao et al. [2008]). The first type of method is impractical in this
application, since separate groups have already collected the data. The proposed
method falls along the lines of the second type and is discussed later. For now the
image plane is assumed to be perpendicular to the rail plane.
Figure 5.14: Example (distorted) rail plane captured by a 2D image.
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Further, since the distance between paired rails must be constant in 3D pro-
jected scene space (i.e. rails are parallel), it is possible to search for the optimum
focal point and camera centre coordinates in the following manner. Projecting
computed rail pixels in an image onto the ground plane for a given focal point and
camera centre, pairs of perpendicular points between projected rails are computed
and the if the set of distances between corresponding points is denoted D, the
standard deviation of distances is computed as:
SD =
√√√√ 1
N
i≤N∑
i=1
(Di − µD) (5.6)
where, D contains N elements, Di is the i-th element of D and µD is the mean
value of D. This process is repeated for different sets of focal point and camera
centres. The set of parameters corresponding to the lowest SD are selected for use
in the camera model, as these produce the rails which appear the most parallel.
This whole process was performed for 10 randomly selected images (per video) and
the average parameters computed were assumed to be constant within a video.
Figure 5.15: Image and rail plane relationship and model.
From any one image, the pixel values of the rail plane (RP (x, y, z)) are com-
puted using the intersection of a line passing through FP, the rail plane (RP) and
the image plane (IP):
RP (x, y, z) =
{
IP (x′, y′, z′) if x′ ≥ 0 ∧ x′ < W ∧ y′ ≥ 0 ∧ y′ < H
0 otherwise
(5.7)
where, W and H are the width and height (respectively) of the original image.
Note, y in RP (x, y, z) will be fixed, as will z′ in IP (x′, y′, z′). Using the equation
of a 3D line, the point of intersection IP (x′, y′, z′) is computed as:
x′ = x+ xt′ − ICx, y′ = y + yt′ − ICy, z′ = z + zt′ (5.8)
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where, ICx and ICy are the coordinates of the image plane centre, and
t′ = −1× Ax+By + Cz +D
Ax+By + Cz
(5.9)
where Ax+By+Cz+D = 0 is the Cartesian form of the image plane, computed
using:
A = (v1(z).v2(y))− (v1(y).v2(z)) (5.10)
B = (v1(z).v2(x))− (v1(x).v2(z)) (5.11)
C = (v1(x).v2(y))− (v1(y).v2(x)) (5.12)
D = −1× (ABC ⊗ p0) (5.13)
where v0 = p0−p1, v2 = p0−p2, p0, p1 and p2 are three points on the image plane,
A, B and C are normalised prior to the computation of D and ⊗ means cross
product. Since the image plane is assumed to exist in the same (perpendicular)
relative position to the rail plane, t′ can be reduced using the following values:
p0 =
 00
f
 p1 =
 0100
f
 p2 =
 1000
f

Giving:
t′ =
f − z
z
(5.14)
where, f is the focal length of the camera. Figure 5.16 shows a typical com-
puted rail plane image using this method.
(a) Original image. (b) Computed rail plane image.
Figure 5.16: Rail plane conversion example.
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5.3.2.1 Cropping the Rail Plane Image
The whole rail plane image computed is not required for determining frame-on-
frame translation. Only the area closest to the camera, around the rails along
which the train is travelling is required. For a given image, from the rail tracks
computed using the previous process the most central set of tracks in terms of
x-coordinate along the most bottom row of image pixels represents the rails a
train is travelling on. Further, rail track image coordinates are converted into the
rail plane using Equations 5.7 to 5.14 (as for image pixels). Figure 5.17 shows an
example cropping of a rail plane image. Providing a smaller area, containing the
most detail.
Figure 5.17: Example of rail plane image cropping.
5.3.2.2 Ego-Motion Computation
Ego-motion computation has now been reduced to the problem of computing the
translation between two cropped rail plane images for a consecutive image pair.
For which, the image registration technique of Phase-Only Correlation (POC) will
be used, described by the following equation (Kuglin and Hines [1975]).
P = F−1
(
F (RPa)F
∗(RPb)
|F (RPa)F ∗(RPb)|
)
(5.15)
where RPa and RPb are the two cropped rail plane images being processed,
F (x) is the Fourier transform of x, F ∗(x) is the complex conjugate of the Fourier
transform of x and F−1(x) is the inverse Fourier transform of x. The co-ordinates
of the maximum value present in the result stored in P provides the translation
present between RPa and RPb. This translation thus gives the ego-motion (in
pixels) between the two consecutive image frames initially considered for local
ego-motion detection. Figure 5.18 shows an example translation result.
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(a) Cropped rail tack area for image 1. (b) Cropped rail track area for image 2.
(c) POC result.
(d) Computed translation demonstrated by overlaying the cropped
rail track areas for images 1 and 2.
Figure 5.18: Example POC translation result between cropped rail image areas.
5.3.2.3 Amount of Rail Plane Image Crop
The cropping of rail plane images will have an affect on the image registration
process. If the images are cropped too much, the two rail plane images will
no longer overlap and hence no registration can be performed. It is possible to
compute the minimum required cropping between two images to allow for overlap.
This can be computed from:
• The gauge of the rail track in the real-world = 4ft 8.5in = 56.5 in = 0.0009
miles
• The gauge of the rail track in an image, in pixels. Typically, 320 pixels.
• The maximum speed of train = 120 mph
• The number of frames per hour (25 frames/sec) = 90000
• The maximum distance the train can move between two frames = 120 miles
90000 frames
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So, the maximum distance that can be travelled between frames is:
120
90000
× 320
0.0009
= 474 pixels (5.16)
5.3.3 Global Ego-Motion
5.3.3.1 Alignment of Rail Tracks using Iterative Closest Points
Once the local ego-motion between each frame in the part image sequence under
consideration is computed, an estimate for the global ego-motion of the sequence
is made. This is achieved by fitting the rail tracks of the last image in the part
sequence to those currently stored in the global model, using local ego-motion
values for an initial estimate. For this, a method using Iterative Closest Points
(ICP, Besl and McKay [1992]) shall be used as follows:
• Compute rail tracks present in the last image of the part image sequence.
• For the rail tracks detected, extract the central rail track (i.e. the one on
which the train is currently moving). This is achieved by extracting the rail
pair which falls most closely around the centre of the image, considering the
bottom row of image pixels.
• Sum the local translations between each image frame in the part sequence:
GTx =
i≤n∑
i=1
LTi(x) (5.17)
GTz =
i≤n∑
i=1
LTi(z) (5.18)
where, LT is the set of local ego-motion translations computed for each image
pair.
• Each point of the central rail tracks in the last frame is converted into the
3D rail plane space:
LFRi(x) = (xi − ICx × ICy −H
yi − ICy +RCx) (5.19)
LFRi(y) = (ICy −H) (5.20)
LFRi(z) = (F × ICy −H
yi − ICy − F ) (5.21)
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∀xi, yi where (xi, yi) ∈ R0, where R0 is the set of central rail points from the
last frame, RCx is the central x-coordinate of the rail plane space and F ,
ICx, ICy and H are as defined before.
• The points relating to the ego-motion model (EMM) (Note, the ego-motion
model is initialised with the central rail track of the first image, converted
into 3D space in the same way as detailed in Equations 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21)
are then translated the corresponding amount, according to the summed
translations:
EMMi(x)+ = GTx, EMMi(z)+ = GTz ∀i ∈ EMM (5.22)
• The two sets of 3D points, EMM and LFR are then aligned using an
Iterative Closest Points (ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay [1992]), in terms
of the x-translation and rotation between the two:
– For a given number of iterations
∗ Compute the average x-translation between EMM and LFR:
AVx =
EMMi(x)− LFRj(x)
n
∀xi, yi where (xi, yi) ∈ R0
where n is the number of points used.
∗ Apply AVx to all points in EMM:
EMMi(x)+ = AVx ∀i, where i ∈ EMM (5.23)
∗ Compute the angle between the start and end points of both EMM
and LFR:
EMMθ = tan
−1
(
End(EMM)z − Start(EMM)z
End(EMM)x − Start(EMM)x
)
(5.24)
LFRθ = tan
−1
(
End(LFR)z − Start(LFR)z
End(LFR)x − Start(LFR)x
)
(5.25)
where, End(R)z is the z-coordinate of the end point (i.e. point
furthest away from the coordinate origin) of rail points R and
End(R)x is the corresponding x-coordinate, similarly Start(R)z
and Start(R)x are the z and x-coordinates corresponding to the
closest point of R.
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∗ The points of EMM are then rotated by θD = LFRθ − EMMθ:
EMMi(x) = ((EMMi(x)− Start(EMM)x)× cos(θD)) (5.26)
−((EMMi(z)− Start(EMM)z)× sin(θD)) (5.27)
+Start(EMM)x (5.28)
EMMi(z) = ((EMMi(x)− Start(EMM)x)× sin(θD)) (5.29)
+((EMMi(z)− Start(EMM)z)× cos(θD)) (5.30)
+Start(EMM)z (5.31)
∀i ∈ EMM
The output of this ICP-based algorithm is therefore a set of x-translations and
rotations which align the 3D points stored in the ego-motion model to the 3D
points of the rails in the last frame of the sequence.
The preceding ICP-based alignment method must be executed for a fixed num-
ber of iterations. The effects of altering this number of iterations should therefore
be determined. This was achieved by applying the previous alignment method
(seeded with real local ego-motion results) to 1000 randomly selected pairs of cen-
tral rail tracks which require alignment. The previous ICP alignment method was
performed for 100 iterations and the average x-translation and rotation applied
in each iteration was recorded. Figure 5.19 shows the corresponding results, these
clearly demonstrate that after a number of iterations the translation and rotation
applied converges toward zero and hence provides no additional alignment of data.
(a) x-translation (b) rotation
Figure 5.19: ICP iterations experimental results.
Table 5.1 summarises the results for each parameter (translation and rotation)
in terms of mean and standard deviation of the number of iterations required
until convergence. In this case, convergence is taken as the iteration number
corresponding to the difference required to update the data points being less than
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1.0 × 10−10. These results show that after 2 iterations, the x-translation has
converged and after 1 iteration, the rotations have converged. In practical terms,
this means the previous method can be hard coded in software to perform one
translation alignment, one rotation alignment and one final translation alignment.
Parameter Mean Standard Deviation
Translation 1.3103 0.4736
Rotation 0.3103 0.4736
Table 5.1: ICP parameter convergence.
5.3.3.2 Ego-Motion Update
Once, the 3D rail points for the last frame of an image part sequence have been
aligned with the 3D rail points of the global ego-motion model, the necessary ego-
motion model tuple is known only for the last frame of the sequence. The ego-
motion model tuples for the frames in the rest of the part sequence are computed
by interpolation.
5.3.3.3 Error Correction
As previously discussed, no prior camera calibration has been performed. This will
therefore result in a source of error. Hence, a method is required to correct this
error. The essence of the method applied is to use the ego-motion model to create
a set of rail tracks using the points stored currently in the global ego-motion model
(and those about to be added from the current sequence part processed) in the
rail plane space and project these back onto the image plane. Edge detection and
morphological operators are then used to construct a binary image, representing an
estimate of the true track positions in the image frame. Any discrepancy between
this true representation and the projected tracks will be caused by the incorrect
assumptions made in the camera model. This discrepancy can then be used to
search for an ego-motion model which better fits the true data. The method
developed is summarised in the steps below:
1. Detect edges in the image corresponding to the current ego-motion model,
(Sobel edge detection is used for this task).
2. Threshold the edge image using magnitude. Applying a threshold which
decreases towards the horizon in the image (assumed to maintain a static
image position). This scheme of thresholding is used because, edges relating
to rails are more prominent lower in the image (closer to the camera) than
they are further away. These values were found by trial and error.
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3. Compute connected components using region growing, removing small re-
gions.
4. Perform morphological closing (dilation followed by erosion) to close small
gaps in the remaining regions. The result of which provides a binary image
representing a very rough estimate of rail track pixels (1) and non-rail track
pixels (0), called the rail estimate image.
5. If R represents the rail estimate image and P the track model projected into
the image plane, the following provides a measure of fitness in terms of how
well the ego-motion model matches the rail tracks it is representing:
fitness =
|R(Pi(x), Pi(y))| ∀i ∈ P, where R(Pi(x), Pi(y)) = 1
|R(Pi(x), Pi(y))| ∀i ∈ P, where R(Pi(x), Pi(y)) = 0 (5.32)
6. The ego-motion model can be panned and tilted by adjusting the x (xoffset)
and y (yoffset) coordinate (respectively) of the furthest ego-motion model
point and linearly interpolating from closest to furthest:
EMM ′i(x) = EMMi(x) +
(
i
L
× xoffset
)
(5.33)
EMM ′i(y) = EMMi(y) +
(
i
L
× yoffset
)
(5.34)
EMM ′i(z) = EMMi(z) (5.35)
where EMM ′ and EMM are the updated and original points respectively,
L is the length of the ego-motion model and i the relative position of the
current point within the ego-motion model.
7. Using the two previous pieces of information, it is possible to search for the
pair xoffset and yoffset which give the largest value for fitness. For this task,
a Differential Evolutionary (DE) algorithm is used, similar in construction
to the one described previously for rail track detection, using the fitness
function described by Equation 5.32.
Figure 5.20 provides example execution of this method. Figure 5.20(a) shows
the original track model (black lines) for a distant section of track. As can be seen,
as the model gets further into the distance, the rail tracks appear to lift above the
true track position. Figure 5.20(c) shows the estimate of the track position used
by the method (for the whole image) and Figure 5.20(b) shows the corrected track
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model found. (Note, the previously described method was not used in the initial
rail track detection method because of the noise, which is more prevalent in the
distance, making the true rails more difficult to locate).
(a) Original Track
Model
(b) Corrected Track
Model
(c) Rail Estimate Image
Figure 5.20: Example error correction.
The previous method assumes the initial camera model parameters are in-
correct and the presented approach corrects any resulting error. Thus it can be
hypothesised that inclusion of the error correction method increases resulting ego-
motion accuracy. The following investigates, experimentally, if any increase in
accuracy is gained from the inclusion of the previously described error correction
method. Here, accuracy can be measured in terms of asset tracking using the follo-
wing simple tracking method. From two images containing an asset, the upper-left
and bottom-right coordinates defining a 3D bounding box in rail space were com-
puted. For each remaining image in a sequence containing the asset, generated
ego-motion models update the position of the 3D bounding box in relation to each
frame. The updated box was projected back into the corresponding image frame
and the amount of overlap with the ground truth position of the asset was com-
puted. This was done for 9 asset sequences, covering a total of 6358 image frames.
This procedure was repeated twice: once with no error correction and once with
error correction. Figure 5.21 shows the corresponding (binned average) graphs of
overlap. Here, relative asset size has been used instead of asset distance from the
camera to better illustrate the results. The mean and standard deviation asset
overlap for the non-error correcting method was: 55.21% and 17.99 respectively.
Simiarly, the mean and standard deviation asset overlap for the error correcting
method was: 90.79% and 5.60 respectively. Further, comparing the raw results
with the Wilcoxon signed rank test provides a p-value of 8.86× 10−5. Therefore,
the original hypothesis stating inclusion of the proposed error correction method
increases accuracy was correct, and the initial camera model assumptions to cause
inaccuracy. Further, these results demonstrate the inclusion of the error correc-
tion step is beneficial in terms of asset position tracking because the ego-motion
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models generated are more accurate.
Figure 5.21: Comparison results for ego-motion models generated using no error
correction and error correction.
5.3.3.4 Update Global Ego-Motion Model
Once the error correction procedure has been applied, the results are used to
update both the tuples and central rail points stored in the global ego-motion
model and the current part sequence being processed. From the current part
sequence, new (non-overlapping) tuples are added to the global tuple list. Finally,
the rail points of the part sequence are added to those stored in the global model,
computing the average points of the overlapping part.
5.3.4 Ego-Motion Model Example
Figure 5.22 provides an example of the computed ego-motion for an image se-
quence. The bold black line shows the 3D points of the ego-motion projected back
onto the corresponding image. It can be observed that the ego-motion is following
the rail track, as expected.
5.3.5 Conclusions
A summary of the method used to compute the camera ego-motion has been
presented. Combining both local and global information. It has also been shown
how the camera parameters can be assumed, and any resulting error corrected
using approximate rail track detection information.
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(a) Frame 33.
(b) Frame 247.
(c) Frame 702.
Figure 5.22: Example ego-motion.
5.4 Summary
In summary, this chapter has presented methods by which rail tracks can be de-
tected in independent images and camera ego-motion can be computed in image
sequences. These methods have been applied to the necessary data in a prepro-
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cess manner and the results stored in a database for later use by other methods
investigated in the remainder of this work.
Chapter 6
Two-Dimensional Methods
6.1 Introduction
The literature review in Chapter 3 identified three key types of computer vision
method applicable to the given task of asset LoS analysis. The following chapter
investigates the 2D-based methods of object recognition and object tracking iden-
tified in this discussion, using a selection of methods for each of the two types.
Further, the previous literature review highlighted there has been no detailed ana-
lysis of object recognition methods applied to situations where objects of interest
are subject to extreme scale changes. Such as in the asset LoS application descri-
bed in this work. Thus, the following chapter also provides such an analysis.
Each type of method is used to demonstrate a different approach. The object
recognition methods represent brute force search when the specific object appea-
rance is unknown but training sets of potential asset appearances at different
distances are available. Conversely, the object tracking methods represent search
when the specific asset of interest appearance is known in combination with an ini-
tial location. That is, asset position in a single image is identified (by an external
process), used to extract a representation of appearance and track asset position
in subsequent images.
The structure of the remainder of this chapter is as follows. Section 6.2 presents
the selection of recognition and tracking methods investigated in this chapter as
well as experimental data used and asset LoS results of each method. Section 6.3
investigates the effects of asset distance on the ability of these methods to accura-
tely locate asset image position. Results show all methods are less accurate when
assets are further from the camera. Further, evidence is provided suggesting this
effect is caused by assets becoming more like the surrounding image background
in terms of colour and lose structural details when they appear further from the
camera. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.
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6.2 Two-Dimensional Asset LoS Analysis
6.2.1 Two-Dimensional Methods
Five object recognition methods were chosen to represent the different types dis-
cussed in the previous literature review. The methods include a scale-invariant
feature-based method (SIFT1, Lowe [1999]), a template-based method which em-
ploys the Log-Polar transformation for scale-invariance (LPPC, Wang et al. [2006]),
an extension of this method which artificially extends the training set with blurred
examples (BLPPC, Kamgar-Parsi et al. [1998]), a template-based method which
computes template scale using other image cues (RNCC, Graefe and Efenberger
[1996]) and a colour-based method (MPEG7, Park et al. [2007]).
The five object tracking methods used in experimentation can be divided into
three categories according to the updating scheme used. The first two methods
perform naive updating using either Normalised Cross Correlation and a template
image area (NTU) or the Bhattacharyya coefficient describing histogram pair si-
milarity (Mean-Shift2, Comaniciu et al. [2003]) - searching for the optimum match
among different scales. The optimum match position provides the new asset ap-
pearance for the next image. The second two methods employ drift correction.
The first of these, (DC, Matthews and Ishikawa [2004]) ensures a naively upda-
ted template position does not deviate too much from the initial template. The
second (WDC3, Schreiber [2007b]) extends this to include a weighted template
matching scheme, suppressing template areas considered as outliers. The final
method (BB3D) performs no updating. Instead, a 3D scene space bounding box
is computed from the asset position in two images, updating for each frame using
the ego-motion of Chapter 5. This is the same method as used in Section 5.3.3.3 to
demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed error correction scheme for ego-motion
computation. The presence of an asset is determined by projecting the 3D boun-
ding box into the corresponding image and searching the surrounding area (double
the width and height of the projected bounding box) with an appropriately scaled
version of the original asset template and Normalised Cross Correlation.
1Implementation: D. Lowe, Demo Software: SIFT Keypoint Detector, Version 4, July 2005,
Matlab, http://www.cs.ubc.ca/ lowe/keypoints/, last accessed: 12th March 2011
2Implementation: A. Khan, Computer Vision Application with C# - Part III, 9th May 2009,
C#, http://www.codeproject.com/KB/GDI-plus/MeanshiftTracking.aspx, last accessed: 12th
March 2011, the code was extended to include the scale change detection described in Comaniciu
et al. [2003]
3Implementation: D.-J. Kroon, Lucas-Kanade affine template tracking, 1st October
2009, Matlab, http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/24677-lucas-kanade-
affine-template-tracking, last accessed: 12th March 2011
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6.2.2 Experimental Data
The asset LoS test data as described in Section 4.3.1.2 is used in experiments
contained in this chapter. The following discusses data specifics for the different
methods presented.
6.2.2.1 Object Recognition Methods
Within the image sequence data used for LoS analysis, three different types of
asset are present: signs, signals and level crossings. The training set for each
object recognition method takes the form of examples of the same asset type in
the sequence currently being processed, excluding any examples from the sequence
itself. As such, training set examples come from more than the 20 sequences used
for testing (see Appendix Section A.2 for a summary of the data). Note, although
training examples could be extracted for every image in a sequence, the use of
such a volume of data would be impractical (consuming too much time). Since
scale-invariant object recognition methods are used, only 50 training examples of
each asset were used - selected such that a reasonable spread of distances were
included.
To speed up execution of the object recognition methods, only an area twice
the size of the largest training image (for the asset category corresponding to the
sequence) centred around the ground truthed position was searched, not the whole
image. In instances when assets are not present in test images, since this occurs
in the test data when the asset is very far away, an appropriate distant image area
was used. This will affect LoS results. However, if the object recognition methods
perform poorly using this scheme, they are less applicable to the LoS task.
Finally, it should be noted that although the RNCC method infers template
scale from other image cues, in the following experiments this is substituted for
the actual scale as computed in ground truth data. This has been done to provide
results for the RNCC when the inferred scale is accurate, i.e. results will not be
influenced by incorrect inferring.
6.2.2.2 Object Tracking Methods
As demonstrated in later results, assets are more accurately detected when they
are closer to the observing camera. Hence, the object tracking methods in the
following experiments assume the asset is correctly identified in a image where
it appears close to the camera (this position is computed from the ground truth
data). Then the object tracking methods are applied to the corresponding image
sequence, processing images in reverse chronological order using this initial appea-
rance and location.
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6.2.3 Asset LoS Results
To determine asset LoS results for each of the previous methods, they were applied
to all images in each test sequence (whether they contain an asset or not). The
raw results of each method were output in a way such that a measure is provided
for each image. Applying a threshold to these sets of measures, the presence or
absence of an asset can be determined. For example, the raw results of the RNCC
method contain the position and correlation value of the optimum match between
the training set used and that image. A correlation value below a given threshold
then indicates the absence of the asset and above the threshold indicates the
presence of the asset. Figure 6.1 presents the asset LoS false positive and negative
results for each object recognition method, for different thresholds. The object
tracking method results were processed in a similar manner. However, because
temporal information can be retrieved, two different versions of this thresholding
scheme were applied. Global thresholding is the same as previously described, the
results of which are presented in Figure 6.2. Local thresholding applies a threshold
to the difference between measures for consecutive frames. Thus, if the detected
appearance of an asset suddenly changes it may no longer be visible. Results for
this scheme are presented in Figure 6.3.
Table 6.1 summarises the best LoS results achievable for each method from
the previous results, in terms of false positive and negative rate (found by mi-
nimising
√
FP 2 + FN2, where FN and FP are the false negative and positive
rate respectively). That is, parameters of each method are optimised in terms of
the smallest number of errors produced in the test data. These results show that
object recognition methods perform poorly. Overall, tracking methods performed
better. Observing these results, the RNCC object recognition method performed
the best. However, these LoS results should not be taken at face value. Each of
the methods presented is required to detect asset image position, which must be
considered when analysing LoS results. For example, if a method produced very
accurate LoS results, but very inaccurate asset position results, the LoS results
are less reliable. Such method performance is discussed in the next section.
6.3 Performance with Increasing Distance
6.3.1 Performance
The performance of all methods (i.e. both recognition and tracking methods)
is measured in two ways. Firstly, by the percentage overlap between the detec-
ted/tracked asset image area with the ground truth area and secondly, by the
Euclidean distance between detected/tracked asset image area centre and ground
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(a) SIFT (b) LPPC
(c) BLPPC (d) RNCC
(e) MPEG7
Figure 6.1: False positive and negative rates for the object recognition asset LoS
results, using different thresholds.
truth area centre. Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 present results for each method in
terms of image area overlap and centre distance (respectively) for different asset-
camera distances. So data in the graphs can be better interpreted by the reader,
results have been averaged for each 1 metre bin, in terms of asset-camera distance.
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(a) NTU (b) Mean-Shift
(c) DC (d) WDC
(e) BB3D
Figure 6.2: False positive and negative rates for the object tracking LoS results,
using global thresholding.
These results show that all methods considered produce less accurate results with
increasing asset-camera distance (echoing the results presented in the literature
review). Indicating that such methods are not robust to the effects captured in
assets under extreme distance changes.
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(a) NTU (b) Mean-Shift
(c) DC (d) WDC
(e) BB3D
Figure 6.3: False positive and negative rates for the object tracking LoS results,
using local thresholding.
Figure 6.8 summarises these overlap and distance results for the different me-
thods. The values provided for each method represent the area under the graphs
shown in Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 - these values have been normalised for
improved clarity. Further, higher values of overlap are better and lower values of
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Method FP FN
√
FP 2 + FN2
SIFT 0.0 0.9804 0.9804
LPPC 0.4454 0.8587 0.9673
BLPPC 0.4737 0.7105 0.8539
RNCC 0.3742 0.3742 0.5165
MPEG7 0.0945 0.8662 0.8713
NTU - Local 0.4312 0.4902 0.6528
NTU - Global 0.5985 0.6022 0.8490
Mean-Shift - Local 0.3980 0.4455 0.5974
Mean-Shift - Global 0.4938 0.4938 0.5778
DC - Local 0.9916 0.0392 0.9924
DC - Global 0.5106 0.5023 0.7162
WDC - Local 0.4155 0.5128 0.6600
WDC - Global 0.3165 0.7120 0.7792
BB3D - Local 0.6213 0.4337 0.7577
BB3D - Global 0.1750 0.6684 0.6910
Table 6.1: Summary of asset LoS using 2D methods.
distance are better. These results show that, overall, object recognition methods
provide better image area overlap and tracking methods provide better offset dis-
tance. Tracking methods provide closer distance because drifting effects keep the
target searched for in subsequent frames close to the true position. In terms of
overlap, the RNCC method was the best and in terms of distance, the BB3D
method was best. The distance from asset results also demonstrate the accuracy
of the created ego-motion models. However, these results show the previous asset
LoS results presented should not be taken at face value since most methods do
not accurately compute asset image area. The following investigates why such
inaccuracies occur in the test data used.
6.3.2 Investigation into Decreased Performance
The following presents evidence for the degradation in performance demonstrated
in the 2D methods considered. This is categorised into the performance of feature,
template and colour-based methods.
6.3.2.1 Feature-Based Methods
SIFT’s performance decreased with distance because, SIFT features become less
stable when objects are too small (Ekvall et al. [2006]) and hence fewer are found
for matching. Figure 6.9 shows the number of SIFT features found for assets
of different sizes, in terms of the best match with a training set. The size is
taken as the fraction of the asset size relative to it’s size when appearing closest
to the camera. The asset size (instead of distance) is used for simplicity, as the
relationship is more visible (asset size is inversely proportional to distance, Figure
6.11 shows the asset-camera distance for different relative sized assets). This graph
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(a) SIFT (b) LPPC
(c) BLPPC (d) RNCC
(e) MPEG7
Figure 6.4: Percentage overlap of recognised asset image areas with the ground
truth for different asset-camera distances.
shows clearly that as asset size increases (distance decreases) more features are
detected. Thus small assets rely on a few features to be detected, decreasing
robustness. To this end, it should be noted that the raw data in this graph has
a correlation value of 0.3685. Further, Figure 6.10 presents the ratio of SIFT
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(a) NTU (b) Mean-Shift
(c) DC (d) WDC
(e) BB3D
Figure 6.5: Percentage overlap of tracked asset image areas with the ground truth
for different asset-camera distances.
features matched between templates used in experimentation and the actual area
containing an asset (Asset-Asset) or a background image area appearing at a
similar distance form the camera (Asset-Background). Background image areas
were computed from the area surrounding ground truthed asset positions. As
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(a) SIFT (b) LPPC
(c) BLPPC (d) RNCC
(e) MPEG7
Figure 6.6: Euclidean distance between recognised asset image area centres and
ground truth area centres for different asset-camera distances.
asset distance increases these results show the ratio of features found in asset
and background image areas become similar. Meaning that it is harder for a
SIFT-based method to discriminate between asset and background image areas -
decreasing accuracy of results.
Similarly, Figure 6.12 shows the similarity between asset/background image
areas and the best matching training example for the Edge Histogram Descriptor
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(a) NTU (b) Mean-Shift
(c) DC (d) WDC
(e) BB3D
Figure 6.7: Euclidean distance between tracked asset image area centres and
ground truth area centres for different asset-camera distances.
(EHD) of the MPEG7 method. As with the SIFT features, asset and background
image areas produce more similar results as asset distance increases, lowering the
discriminatory ability of the associated method.
To provide some reasoning for this, Figure 6.13 shows the minimum and maxi-
mum edge magnitude (normalised within a single asset sequence) for the training
set templates, against the distance they appear from the camera. These results
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Figure 6.8: Summary and comparison of 2D object recognition and tracking me-
thods performance.
Figure 6.9: Number of SIFT features found for different sized assets.
show that as the assets move further into the distance, the contrast in edge values
becomes less prominent, providing a reason for feature-based methods performing
worse with increasing distance - features are less easily detected.
6.3.2.2 Template-Based Methods
The three methods LPPC, BLPPC and RNCC rely on template matching. Howe-
ver, as Figure 6.14 shows, decreasing asset size provides more variable (and worse
template matching) results. Thus, such methods are less robust with increasing
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Figure 6.10: Ratio of SIFT features found for Asset-Asset and Asset-Background
image regions.
Figure 6.11: Distance different relative sized assets appear from the camera.
distance. This graph was produced by computing the minimum zero-mean sum-
of-squared differences between one template and all other templates relating to
the other assets, repeating for all training assets (scaling templates as necessary
so they are of equal sizes). Further, the data used to produce this graph as a
correlation result of -0.3459.
Figures 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 show the results for the RNCC, LPPC and BLPPC
for comparing asset and background image areas with training data at different
distances. These results show that as asset distance increases, training images
match the true asset image areas less well and in the case of normalised cross
correlation, provides a better match for background image areas. Thus increasing
asset-camera distance reduces the discriminatory ability of these methods.
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Figure 6.12: Difference between EHD for Asset-Asset and Asset-Background image
regions.
Figure 6.13: Changing minimum and maximum edge magnitudes within template
areas for different asset-camera distances.
6.3.2.3 Colour-Based Methods
The MPEG7 method returned low results because object detection is based on
quantised RGB colours and the colour of an asset changes with distance. Figure
6.18 shows the change in average asset colour over distance for each of the red,
green and blue colour channels. These results show that as relative asset size
decreases towards 0.1, colour values change a small amount from original values.
As asset size decreases further (i.e. assets appear in the far distance) colour change
becomes more prominent and varied. Thus, colour-based methods will be able to
discriminant asset image areas with less accuracy.
For each asset in the training sets, a histogram of HSV (Hue, Saturation and
Value) values was computed, a similar histogram was also computed for the sur-
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Figure 6.14: Analysis of SSD over changing distance.
Figure 6.15: Normalised cross correlation value for Asset-Asset and Asset-
Background image areas.
rounding background image area. Note, HSV was chosen to provide tolerance to
changes in illumination. Both histograms were compared (individually for each
channel) using the histogram (intersection) similarity measure of Swain and Bal-
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Figure 6.16: Log-Polar Phase-only Correlation Value for Asset-Asset and Asset-
Background image areas.
Figure 6.17: Blur Log-Polar Phase-only Correlation Value for Asset-Asset and
Asset-Background image areas.
lard [1991]:
H(A,B) =
N∑
i=1
min(Ai, Bi)
N∑
i=1
Ai
(6.1)
where, A and B are the histograms, both of length N , to be compared and
Ai is the i-th element of histogram A. Figure 6.19 shows the results for this
histogram comparison for different asset-camera distances. These results show
that as assets appear further from the camera the asset and background histo-
grams intersect more, demonstrating the distribution of colours in the asset area
represent those in the background more closely (the respective correlation values
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of the data in these graphs are: 0.7067, 0.7526 and 0.5530 - providing evidence
for a strong relationship). Figure 6.20 summarises similar results for histograms
created with different bin sizes. In these graphs, the correlation of background
areas with surrounding background areas has also been presented to demonstrate
the relationship experienced between asset and background areas is to due to as-
set areas changing. These results show that as asset-camera distance increases,
asset colour becomes similar to the background. Providing further evidence that
methods which rely on colour will discriminate objects from background image
areas with less accuracy.
(a) Red. (b) Green.
(c) Blue.
Figure 6.18: Analysis of asset colour over changing distance
6.4 Application Specific Methods
Previous results are concerned with generic object recognition methods. The lite-
rature review of Chapter 3 (specifically Section 3.2.5) discusses the use of appli-
cation specific methods. Using a set of ground truthed images containing speed
restriction signs at different distances from the camera, 3 such methods from li-
terature where applied to their detection. The purpose of this experiment is to
identify if application specific methods suffer from the same decrease in accu-
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(a) Hue (b) Saturation
(c) Value
Figure 6.19: Intersection of asset HSV histograms with surrounding area at dif-
ferent distances.
racy with increasing asset distance as generic methods do (i.e. those discussed
previously). The methods used include: Shneier [2005], Hsien et al. [2006] and
Ruta and Li [2007]. Figure 6.21 shows the detection rate results, where detection
is correct if image areas selected by the methods are within a fixed distance of
the ground truth asset position (a distance of 40 pixels was used). These results
show that application specific methods also produce worse detection rates with
increasing asset-camera distance.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, results of applying a selection of two-dimensional object recogni-
tion and tracking methods to the given asset LoS problem have been presented,
in terms of LoS accuracy. Both recognition and tracking methods provided poor
results. The robustness of methods to asset-camera distance changes were inves-
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(a) Hue. (b) Saturation.
(c) Value.
Figure 6.20: Comparison of asset histograms with surrounding area at different
distances.
tigated further by analysing method performance in terms of ability to correctly
locate image asset position and discriminate the asset image area from the sur-
rounding background image area. All results indicate that method’s performance
becomes worse with increasing distance. Thus LoS results produced are less re-
liable.
Evidence has also been provided as to why these methods decrease in accu-
racy with increasing distance. Namely, asset and background colours become
similar with increased distance and edges become less prominent within the as-
set image areas. These result in object recognition methods becoming less able
to discriminate assets from the surrounding background. Similarly, template up-
date procedures in tracking methods will become less accurate if the object under
consideration has a similar appearance to the surrounding background, providing
less accurate tracking overall. Thus, an improvement to the robustness of any of
these methods would be very difficult to achieve.
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Figure 6.21: Detection rate results of application specific (road sign recognition)
methods applied to detecting speed restriction signs at different asset-camera dis-
tances.
Chapter 7
Three-Dimensional Scene
Recovery
7.1 Introduction
Of the three types of computer vision method identified in Chapter 3, applicable to
the given asset LoS analysis problem, Chapter 6 investigated and analysed the two
2D-based methods of object recognition and tracking. Experimentation showed
these methods produce less accurate results for increasing asset-camera distance,
primarily because they are effected by the difficulties captured in the data (Section
3.1). The third type of method identified in the literature review recovers a 3D
terrain model from the geographical area surrounding an asset, applying geometric
analysis to determine LoS, similar to 3D measurement methods of Section 2.4.
This chapter discusses the 3D scene recovery component of such a process.
The majority of 3D scene recovery methods discussed in the literature re-
view of Section 3.4 match features between image frames, using either two- or
three-dimensional information. In the concluding remarks of Section 3.4.4 it was
suggested scene structures might share similar image properties when they also
share similar recovered scene properties. Further, a gap in current literature was
identified that no previous method investigates the presence of such information
or exploits this information to reduce search space traversal when matching fea-
tures, potentially improving efficiency of recovery. Hence, this chapter investigates
whether such a relationship between image and recovered scene information exists
and if it can be applied to decrease computation in scene recovery. The ensuing
framework is referred to as Temporal Search space Reduction (TSR).
The remainder of this chapter has the following structure. Section 7.2 presents
the details of a planar 3D scene recovery method used as a platform to investigate
TSR, chosen because of it’s parameterisation which can be easily manipulated.
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Using this method, experimental details and results are given in Section 7.3, which
demonstrate a relationship between image and recovered scene information when
considering image sequences. With this information, Section 7.4 presents the
novel TSR framework, defined as a set of five principles and shows how these
can be integrated into a scene recovery method. Multiple TSR implementations
using the base scene recovery method of Section 7.2 are presented, demonstrating
both the advantages and disadvantages gained from TSR. The best performing
implementation is compared in Section 7.5 with other scene recovery methods from
literature - demonstrating the competitiveness of the overall presented approach
in terms of both recovery speed and accuracy. Further, Section 7.5 demonstrates
how the TSR framework can be integrated with these other recovery methods.
Experimental results are presented demonstrating the increase in feature matching
efficiency these methods can gain by the inclusion of this framework, despite the
required computational overhead associated with the relationship models used.
Results also show this increase in feature matching efficiency comes at the price
of only a small (possible) decrease in accuracy. For completeness, Section 7.6
presents example 3D recovery results obtained from real data used in this work.
Finally, Section 7.7 concludes the work presented in this chapter.
7.2 Planar Three-Dimensional Scene Recovery
from Image Sequences
7.2.1 General Scene Recovery from Image Sequence
Framework
The scene recovery method described in the following can be thought of as part
of a bigger framework which recovers the 3D information from image sequences
(described in Figure 7.2). Each image in the sequence is recovered in reverse
chronological order. Allowing new image areas previously not recovered to be
easily detected and recovered, avoiding processing of redundant image areas. This
is highlighted in Figure 7.1 - Figure 7.1(a) shows a typical frame processed and
Figure 7.1(b) shows the next frame of the sequence to be processed (in reverse
chronological order). The blue shaded area represents the elements of the second
frame which have already been recovered by processing the first frame. Thus, the
new unrecovered image area of the second frame is represented by all image pixels
not contained within this bounding area (defined by the corner points BA(x1, y1)
and BA(x2, y2) in Figure 7.1(b)).
If a sequence of images (I1, I2, ..., In) are recovered, the resulting 3D points of
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which are stored in sp, the coordinates of such a bounding area (BA) for image
In+1 are computed by firstly updating sp to reflect camera movement between In
and In+1:
sp′ = R(n,n+1)sp+ T(n,n+1) (7.1)
where, R(i,j) and T(i,j) represent (respectively) the rotation and translation
between images i and j. The coordinates of BA are then computed as:
BA(x1) = minx(ip), BA(y1) = miny(ip) (7.2)
BA(x2) = maxx(ip), BA(y2) = maxy(ip) (7.3)
where, ip are the (x, y) coordinates of sp′ projected onto the image plane of
In+1.
(a) First frame (b) Second frame
Figure 7.1: Determining the new part of an image to recover when processing an
image sequence in reverse chronological order.
7.2.2 Planar Scene Recovery
The remainder of this section is devoted to describing the recovery of a single
scene within the recovery framework of Figure 7.2, i.e. the box labelled “Recover
unprocessed image areas in Iimg”. For this purpose, a scene recovery method which
recovers planar image regions shall be applied. This is achieved by determining
for a quadrilateral image area, a 3D plane parameterised by surface normal and
camera focal point offset, which provides the smallest reprojection error for a
subsequent image. Planar scene recovery has been chosen because (as Figure 7.3
demonstrates) the typical data processed in the given application is composed of
planar structures, be it the flat ground or vertical vegetation. Also, the possible
parameterisation of this recovery method allows for easy manipulation by the
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img = img - 1
Recovered 3D
scene
Project recovered 3D
scene into Iimg
Detect new,
unprocessed areas in
Iimg
Recover
unprocessed
image areas in Iimg
Update current
recovered scene with
respect to image Iimg
Image
sequence =
I1, I2, ..., In
img = n
Does img = 0?Output: recovered3D scene
Initialize empty
recovered scene
Start
false
true
Figure 7.2: A flowchart describing the steps of a general 3D scene recovery method,
applied to the task of recovering a sequence of images.
TSR methods described later in this chapter. Figure 7.4 provides an outline of
the steps of the proposed planar recovery method - each described in more detail
in the following text. Further, Figure 7.5 demonstrates some of the terminology
used in the following descriptions with regard to the camera model.
(a) First example. (b) Second example. (c) Third example.
Figure 7.3: Example image frames used in this research, demonstrating the planar
nature of the image data.
7.2.2.1 Image Division into Quadrilaterals
Each image considered for 3D scene recovery is divided into a set of quadrilate-
ral image areas. The 3D information of each quadrilateral is recovered in turn.
Ignoring any contained completely within the previously recovered image area (i.e.
BA in Figure 7.1(b)). Quadrilaterals are selected such that they form a connected
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False
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possible plane
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False
Figure 7.4: A flowchart describing the main steps of the proposed planar scene
recovery method.
lattice, allowing recovered corner points to be smoothed post process (achieved by
median filtering). In this work, image division into quadrilaterals is performed by
dividing the image into a regular grid and using the grid cells as quadrilaterals.
An example of this is shown in Figure 7.6.
7.2.2.2 Project Image Quadrilateral into Subsequent Image
Each quadrilateral is recovered by determining a plane in the recovered scene space
defined by a normal vector and an offset value from the camera focal point (that is,
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Figure 7.5: Camera model and related terminology used in this chapter.
Figure 7.6: Input images are divided into a set of quadrilaterals, used for further
processing. Achieved by dividing an image into a regular grid of square cells where
each cell is a quadrilateral to be recovered.
3D scene recovery is performed in a manner relative to the camera position), which
gives the minimum difference between the original image area and that defined
by the area of the plane reprojected into an adjacent image. Remembering that
images are being processed in reverse chronological order. The intersection of rays
between focal point, image quadrilateral corners and plane of best fit then provide
the 3D coordinates of the recovered quadrilateral. The image coordinates of a
quadrilateral to be recovered are denoted iq0, iq1, iq2 and iq3. These iq coordinates
are in terms of the scene space. Thus, if (x, y) denotes the image plane position
of a pixel, the corresponding iq coordinate is: (x − ICx, ICy − y, 0). Then, the
corresponding projected plane coordinates for a plane with normal n and focal
point offset value V are computed as:
pqi = F +
(
n · nV
n · (iqi − F )
)
(iqi − F ) +RCx ∀i ∈ 0..3 (7.4)
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where, F is the Cartesian coordinate of the focal point and RCx is a vector
storing the central x-coordinate of the recovered scene space. The computation
performed by this equation is shown visually in Figure 7.7.
Image 1
quadrilateral
Project into
scene space
using plane
normal and
offset value
Focal point
Plane
offset
value
Plane normal
Image plane
Recovered plane
Scene space
coordinates
iq0 iq1
iq3 iq2
rq1
rq0
rq2rq3
Figure 7.7: Visual representation of converting image quadrilateral coordinates
into scene space using a plane with a given normal and focal point offset value.
The points pq0..3 (where pq0..3 is shorthand for pq0, pq1, pq2 and pq3) are pro-
jected into the next image in the sequence (in reverse chronological order) by
updating with respect to the motion between the images:
pq′i = Rf × pqi + Tf ∀i ∈ 0..3 (7.5)
where, Rf and Tf are rotation and translation matrices (respectively) descri-
bing the ego-motion between frames. The results are projected into the corres-
ponding image plane (iq′0..3) by computing the point of intersection between the
line segment between each pq′i and the focal point (F ) and the image plane.
7.2.2.3 Geometric Constraints
Not all n and V for a set of given image points iq0..3 provide a logically consistent
recovered quadrilateral. To ensure logical consistence, a set of geometric tests must
be passed. If iq0..3 represents the corner points of the quadrilateral in the image
plane and pq0..3 the corresponding corner points in the recovered scene space and
iqi(x), iqi(y) correspond to the x and y coordinates of i-th iq point (in relation to
the image plane space), similarly pqi(x), pqi(y), pqi(z) correspond to the x, y and z
coordinates of the i-th pq point. The geometric constraints which must hold true
for a logically consistent recovered plane are:
• Geometric constraint 1: Any point on the left-hand (or right-hand) side in
the 2D image space must appear in the corresponding side of the reconstruc-
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ted scene space:
(iqi(x) ≤ ICx ∧ pqi(x) ≤ RCx) ∨ (iqi(x) > ICx ∧ pqi(x) > RCx) ∀i ∈ iq0..3
(7.6)
where, ICx is the central x value of the image plane and RCx is the central
x-coordinate of the recovered 3D scene space (Figure 7.5).
• Geometric constraint 2: If iqa appears to the left (or right) of iqb in the 2D
image plane, pqa must also appear to the left (or right) of pqb in the 3D
reconstructed space:
(iqa(x) < iqb(x) ∧ pqa(x) < pqb(x))
∨(iqa(x) ≥ iqb(x) ∧ pqa(x) ≥ pqb(x))
∀ a, b ∈ iq0..3 where a 6= b (7.7)
• Geometric constraint 3: The lines forming the external boundary of iq0..3
do not intersect, therefore the lines forming the external boundary of pq0..3
should not intersect - the 3D quadrilateral does not self occlude.
• Geometric constraint 4: Since images are processed in reverse chronological
order, the image area of iq0..3 should be less than that defined by iq
′
0..3. That
is, image elements should appear further from the camera in subsequent
frames and hence be smaller.
• Geometric constraint 5: The quadrilateral iq0..3 is of finite size in the 2D
image plane, the quadrilateral pq0..3 must therefore also be of finite size in
the 3D space:
|pqa(x)− pqb(x)| < tX ∀ a, b ∈ pq0..3 (7.8)
|pqa(y)− pqb(y)| < tY ∀ a, b ∈ pq0..3 (7.9)
|pqa(z)− pqb(z)| < tZ ∀ a, b ∈ pq0..3 (7.10)
where, tX , tY and tZ are chosen thresholds. Clearly, it is hard to select
values for these thresholds before recovery has taken place as the 3D size of
the quadrilateral will be unknown. However, generous thresholds can still
be used.
7.2.2.4 Transforming Quadrilaterals into Squares
The quadrilateral image areas iq0..3 and iq
′
0..3 are to be compared using a Sum-of-
Absolute Differences (SAD) measure. It is assumed these image areas could be of
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any quadrilateral shape (note, even if iq0..3 is square, iq
′
0..3 will not be square). So,
to make the computation of the SAD measure straightforward, iq0..3 and iq
′
0..3 are
converted into squares using a texture mapping process:
A(x, y) = I(px, py), ∀(x, y) where (x, y) ∈ A (7.11)
where A is the square to be created, I is the image from which A is to be
created and px and py are computed using:
px =
c2 − c1
m1 −m2 , py = m1px+ c1 (7.12)
where:
m1 =
{
ya−yb
xa−xb if xa 6= xb
0 otherwise
, c1 = ya −m1xa (7.13)
m2 =
{
yc−yd
xc−xd if xc 6= xd
0 otherwise
, c2 = yc −m2xd (7.14)
xa =
((H − y)x0 + (y × x3))
H
, ya =
((H − y)y0 + (y × y3))
H
(7.15)
xb =
((H − y)x1 + (y × x2))
H
, yb =
((H − y)y1 + (y × y2))
H
(7.16)
xc =
((W − x)x0 + (x× x1))
W
, yc =
((W − x)y0 + (x× y1))
W
(7.17)
xd =
((W − x)y3 + (x× y2))
W
, yd =
((W − x)y3 + (x× y2))
W
(7.18)
where, (x0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2) and (x3, y3) are the clockwise coordinates of
the quadrilateral corner points, starting from the top left, and W and H are the
width and height (respectively) of A, since A is a square W = H. These equations
operate by computing the intersection of similar lines in the quadrilateral and
square. Figure 7.8 provides one such example. Further, Figure 7.9 shows an
example of converting a quadrilateral image area into a square.
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Figure 7.8: Texture mapping procedure - pixel values of the texture mapped square
are computed by finding similar intersecting lines in the quadrilateral.
Artificially created
chequerboard pattern Chequerboard pattern printed and
placed on surface
Result of square
reconstruction
Figure 7.9: Example conversion of quadrilateral image area (the chequerboard
pattern) to square.
7.2.2.5 Comparison of Texture Mapped Squares
If the two square areas of iq0..3 and iq
′
0..3 are denoted S1 and S2, they are compared
with a sum-of-absolute differences measure:
sad =
N−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
j=0
3∑
k=0
|S1(i, j, k)− S2(i, j, k)|
N2
(7.19)
where, N is the length of one side of the squares and k iterates over the red,
green and blue colour channels of the square image areas.
7.2.2.6 Searching for the Best Plane
Given the previously described method, the task of recovering the 3D coordinates
of an image quadrilateral has now become finding the plane normal vector and fo-
cal point offset which correspond to the lowest sum-of-absolute difference value for
projection into a second image. The values of pq0..3 associated with this plane pro-
vide the recovered 3D points associated with iq0..3. This will be achieved using an
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exhaustive approach, which iterates over possible plane normals and offset values,
retaining the results related to the best combination in terms of projected SAD
value, see Algorithm 1 for an example, where nINC and VINC are the increments
used to search over the space of plane normals and values respectively. Figure 7.10
shows an example quadrilateral recovery for an image pair, using the previously
described process. The star point in Figure 7.10(c) represents the position of the
camera in the scene.
Algorithm 1: Exhaustive plane searching.
begin
minSAD = ∞;
minn = (0,0,0);
minV = 0;
for n1 = 0;n1 ≤ 1;n1+ = nINC do
for n2 = 0;n2 ≤ 1;n2+ = nINC do
for n2 = 0;n2 ≤ 1;n2+ = nINC do
n = (n1, n2, n3);
for V = MIN; V ≤ MAX; V += VINC do
Project quadrilateral into next image using n and V ;
s = Compute SAD match between original and projected
area;
if s < minSAD then
minSAD = s;
minn = n;
minV = V ;
7.2.2.7 Distant Image Data
When recovering scenes from outdoor images such as that of Figure 7.6, image
quadrilaterals may represent distant image features and thus may not demonstrate
much parallax. As discussed in Section 3.4.2, this presents problems for scene
recovery methods. The recovery of such image areas will therefore be avoided.
This is less of a problem here because image sequences are processed in reverse
order, only recovering close image elements in each frame. However, it is unknown
if something is far away until it’s 3D information is accurately recovered. Thus,
the following region growing approach is taken.
Scene recovery begins at a point known to be close to the camera - the quadri-
lateral which contains the image point (W
2
, H), where W and H are the width and
height of the image. After recovery of this quadrilateral, for each neighbouring
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(a) First image and quadrilateral. (b) Second image and best matching quadri-
lateral.
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(c) Reconstructed quadrilateral.
Figure 7.10: Example quadrilateral reconstruction.
quadrilateral, the absolute differences between the image pair used is computed:
sub =
∑
x
∑
y
k<3∑
k=0
|I1(x, y, k)− I2(x, y, k)|∀(x, y) ∈ Q
area(Q)
(7.20)
where, I1 and I2 are the two images involved and Q the pixels forming the qua-
drilateral currently being recovered. A low value of sub indicates small movement
(or low contrast texture) and the quadrilateral cannot be processed, a high value
of sub indicates large amounts of movement and the quadrilateral can be proces-
sed. If sub is greater than a threshold (chosen as 0.15 through trial and error), the
quadrilateral is recovered. Once a new quadrilateral has been processed, all of it’s
neighbours are processed in the same manner, only if the results of recovery are
within a predetermined distance of the camera (chosen as 32m). Scene recovery
continues until all quadrilaterals determined to be close to the camera have been
recovered. Figure 7.11 demonstrates both intermediate and the final results of
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this process as applied to Figure 7.6. In Figure 7.11(a), the initial area recovered
is demonstrated - selected to be close to the camera. After further processing of
neighbours, Figure 7.11(b) shows that some distant image areas are starting to
be excluded from the recovery process. Finally, Figure 7.11(c) demonstrates the
whole (close) image area recovered.
(a) Image area processed af-
ter recovering the (first) closest
quadrilateral and two neigh-
bours (t1).
(b) Image area processed after
recovering more neighbouring
quadrilaterals of those close to
the camera (t2).
(c) Image area processed after
all image quadrilaterals close to
the camera have been recovered
(t3).
(d) The 3D scene recovered at
time t1.
(e) The 3D scene recovered at
time t2.
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(f) The 3D scene recovered at
time t3.
Figure 7.11: Example of region growing to cope with inaccuracies of distant image
data. The top row of figures show the image areas which have been processed
(shaded blue areas) and the corresponding image of the bottom row shows the
currently recovered scene.
7.2.3 Experimentation with the Planar Recovery Method
The following details experiments performed regarding the previously described
planar recovery method, regarding specific attributes. It should be noted that in
the following experiments, only normal values of [1,0,0], [0,1,0] and [0,0,1] were
used to limit the number of planes checked.
7.2.3.1 Experimentation with Geometric Constraints
The description of geometric constraints in the main body of the text hypothesises
some generated planes are not logically consistent for a recovered quadrilateral.
Inclusion of these planes may therefore decrease the accuracy of recovered scenes
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and cost unnecessary computation time. The following experiment tests this hy-
pothesis.
A set of 50 image pairs were ground truthed by hand (see Appendix Sec-
tion A.4) and the previously described recovery method was executed on these
images, using none of the geometric constraints previously described, each geo-
metric constraint individually and all together. Note, because of the number of
plane combinations possible when not using any geometric constraints, these had
to be limited to 200,000 for each quadrilateral, allowing for the execution of the
method in a reasonable time.
Table 7.1 shows the results of this experiment, where No. Planes refers to the
average number of planes checked per quadrilateral and Difference(m) refers to
the difference between the scene recovered by the method and ground truth data
(this difference is computed in terms of metres by converting raw differences using
the method described in Appendix D). The p-values were computed relative to
the results obtained when using no geometric constraint, by the Wilcoxon signed
rank test. These results show the inclusion of each geometric constraint provides a
decrease in number of planes checked and an increase to recovered scene accuracy.
The combination of all geometric constraints provided not only the least amount of
computation, as would be expected because the most constraints are imposed on
the search space, but also the most accurate recovered scenes. However, it should
be noted that one reason for the poor difference results produced by the method
employing no geometric constraints is that not all planes could be checked due
to time considerations - possibly forcing the correct one to be missed out. But,
the increase in accuracy between all of the individual constraint methods and the
method employing all constraints shows there are incorrect planes present in the
search space, which can be incorrectly accepted during the plane matching pro-
cess, decreasing recovered scene accuracy. Thus, the initial hypothesis regarding
logically inconsistent planes is proved correct.
No. Planes Difference(m)
Constraint Mean Value p-value Mean Value p-value
None 200000 - 9.90 -
1 188167.52 0.01 2.08 6.06× 10−9
2 156008.9 0.0002 2.13 7.45× 10−9
3 163691.04 0.0009 2.24 2.30× 10−8
4 174588.22 0.003 2.08 6.07× 10−9
5 2802.87 0.0 2.01 7.29× 10−10
All 452.07 0.0 1.63 3.90× 10−11
Table 7.1: Number of planes checked per quadrilateral and the difference bet-
ween recovered and ground truthed scenes when applying different geometric
constraints.
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7.2.3.2 Median Filtering
Recovered images are divided into a grid, at the intersection of each grid line
one recovered quadrilateral corner point therefore takes part in 4 quadrilaterals.
Thus a post process operation could be applied to smooth the recovery results,
possibly increasing accuracy of recovered scenes. Table 7.2 summarises the results
of performing this smoothing using a median filtering operation, and the previously
described set of 50 images. This shows that although the number of combinations
checked has not changed at all (as expected, since this median filtering is a post
process procedure), the accuracy of the recovered scene increases. Thus, an extra
step should be included in the scene recovery method (Figure 7.4) representing the
median filtering of recovered scenes, allowing more accurate results to be produced.
No. Planes Difference (m)
No filtering 452.07 1.63
Median filtering 452.07 0.76
p-value 1 3.3668× 10−9
Table 7.2: Analysis of applying median filtering to the recovered scene.
7.2.3.3 Grid Cell Size
A grid cell size is required for the division of an image into quadrilaterals (Section
7.2.2.1). It may be the case an optimum size exists in terms of processing time
and recovered scene accuracy. To investigate the presence of such an optimum,
the previous set of 50 images were recovered using different cell sizes.
Table 7.3 provides computation and accuracy results for such an experiment,
where grid cell sizes are measured in pixels. In this table instead of providing the
average number of planes checked per quadrilateral, because the quadrilaterals
are of different sizes, the average number of quadrilaterals checked per image is
provided (Total No. Planes) along with the average time required to process one
plane in seconds (Av. Time Per Plane(s)). These results show, an increase in grid
cell size corresponds to a decrease in total number of planes checked per image
and computation time per plane. But, the overall processing is still decreased.
Large grid cell sizes provide lower accuracy as scene elements are more grossly
represented. Therefore, the quadrilaterals have more scope to span multiple scene
structures, decreasing overall accuracy. Small grid cell sizes also provide lower
accuracy as small matched image elements are susceptible to noise, containing
less discriminatory information. These results show, for the data used in this
work, a grid cell size of 64 × 64 pixels provides the best trade-off between time
and accuracy. However, this optimum size may be different for data outside that
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considered in this work.
Grid Size Total No. Planes Av. Time Per Plane(s) Difference(m)
16 × 16 364339.06 0.001 0.84
32 × 32 334709.74 0.001 0.77
64 × 64 77082.3 0.002 0.76
128 × 128 11676.96 0.005 0.98
Table 7.3: Comparison of different grid cell sizes used for image division into
quadrilaterals.
7.2.3.4 Plane Offset Increment Size
A final parameter which should be considered regarding the previous planar scene
recovery method is the quantisation of plane offset values used when searching for
the best fitting plane (i.e. the VINC value in Algorithm 1). It should be expected
however that decreasing the increment of such a value increases accuracy, whilst
increasing the number of planes checked per quadrilateral.
To test this hypothesis, the previous set of 50 images were recovered using
different plane offset increments. The results of which are presented in Figure
7.12. As expected, a decrease in plane offset increment leads to an increase in
the number of planes checked and an increase in accuracy. These results can
be analysed further, providing the best trade-off between computation time and
accuracy. If the results for both number of planes processed and average scene
difference are normalised between 0 and 1 (performed because the ranges of values
are different), the following trade-off value can be computed for the results of
different plane offsets:
Ti =
√
(npi)2 + (acci)2 (7.21)
where, Ti is the trade-off value for plane increment i, npi and acci are the
normalised number of planes and average accuracy (respectively) for plane incre-
ment i. That is, both npi and acci should be low. Figure 7.13 shows the results
of this analysis for the values presented in Figure 7.12 - a lower value is better.
This analysis, therefore shows that a plane offset increment of 40 provides the best
trade-off between computation and accuracy.
7.2.3.5 Example Accuracy of Method Regarding Finer Scene
Structures
Although not an experiment like the previous discussions presented, the following
provides an example of the planar method’s accuracy when recovering finer image
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(a) Number of combinations of plane nor-
mal and offset value checked for different
plane increments.
(b) Difference between recovered scene and
ground truth for different plane offset incre-
ments.
Figure 7.12: Experimental results regarding plane offset increment value.
Figure 7.13: Analysis of plane offset increment computation and accuracy results.
structures. For example, the reverse side of the signal shown in Figure 7.14(a).
This image area was densely ground truthed by hand (see Figure 7.14(b) for the
depth map) and the highlighted region containing the signal was recovered by
both a dense stereo method (Hile and Zheng [2004]) and that previously descri-
bed. The dense stereo method produced an average difference of 0.83m per pixel,
whereas the planar method produced one of 0.32m per pixel. The corresponding
difference images can be seen in Figures 7.14(c) and 7.14(d). Thus, even though
the planar recovery method recovers image areas (not points) overall accuracy is
still maintained with respect to finer image structures observed in the data used
in this work.
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Figure 7.14: Example accuracy of the planar method when encountering finer
image scene structures.
7.2.4 Example 3D Reconstructions
Figures 7.15 shows example 3D scene reconstructions from image pairs using the
previously described method. To convey the 3D scene reconstructed, screen shots
have been captured (from an application developed to render the recovered scenes),
showing the reconstructed scene from a novel angle.
7.3 Investigation into the Relationship Between
Image and Recovered Scene Data
Figure 7.2 previously presented a generic framework for recovering the 3D scene
present in a sequence of images. Within this framework, an image sequence is
iterated through in reverse chronological order, allowing redundant image areas
to be ignored. Processing image sequences in this reverse order may also present
another benefit. Namely, image areas recovered in subsequent image frames ex-
hibit similar properties to those processed previously. This concept has already
been discussed, but is repeated again in more detail in Figure 7.16. It may the-
refore be possible to exploit this information, using relationships between image
features and recovered 3D scenes to reduce the size of the search spaces traversed
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(a) Example image A. (b) Example reconstruction A.
(c) Example image B. (d) Example reconstruction B.
Figure 7.15: Example 3D reconstructions produced by the planar recovery method
for single images.
(for example, along epipolar lines) when computing feature correspondences for
scene recovery. Such a concept has not been proposed by previous methods (see
Section 3.4.4). The following section presents experimental results, investigating
the hypothesis that a relationship between image and 3D scene information exists
in the data used in this work.
7.3.1 Experimental Details
In the following experiment, 25 sequences each of 100 images were processed using
the previous 3D scene reconstruction method. For each of the quadrilaterals reco-
vered, the closest (in terms of Euclidean distance of the 2D bounding coordinates)
recovered in the previous frame is computed. Pairwise values between quadrila-
teral pairs are then used for determining a correlation coefficient - to determine
their relationship. Items compared in this experiment include:
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Figure 7.16: When processing image sequences in reverse order, new scene ele-
ments entering at image edges exhibit similar image and 3D scene properties.
• Image features - for each quadrilateral image area separate red, green and
blue histograms were computed. For which, each of the following 5 features
were computed, resulting in 15 features in total. Note, for a histogram of
length n: xi is the class mark of histogram bin i, fi is the frequency of bin i
and pi is the relative frequency: pi =
fi
n
.
mean(µ) =
n∑
i=1
pixi (7.22)
standard deviation(σ) =
√√√√ n∑
i=1
pi(xi − µ)2 (7.23)
skewness =
1
σ3
n∑
i=1
pi(xi − µ)3 (7.24)
kurtosis = −3 + 1
σ4
n∑
i=1
pi(xi − µ)4 (7.25)
energy =
n∑
i=1
p2i (7.26)
• The plane normal of the best fitting plane.
• The focal point offset of the best fitting plane.
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7.3.2 Correlation Results
Table 7.4 shows the correlation coefficients computed as a result of this experiment
- 0 represents no correlation and 1 a very strong correlation. The correlation co-
efficient for the image features is the average correlation coefficient for all image
features. Further, Table 7.5 presents similar results for five ground truthed 3D
sequences used in later experiments - S1-S5 as described in Section 7.4.1. These
results show that recovered image quadrilaterals, appearing in similar image posi-
tions between pairs of frames possess a strong relationship in terms of both image
and recovered scene information. However, this analysis only shows a relationship
between frames, not between image and recovered scene information. For this,
more detailed analysis is required.
Item(s) Correlation Coefficient
Image features 0.7345
Best plane normal 0.5608
Best plane offset value 0.6432
Table 7.4: Computed correlation coefficients, for different features of recovered
quadrilaterals, in both the 2D image plane and 3D scene space.
Item(s) Correlation Coefficient
Image features 0.7991
Best plane normal 0.8565
Best plane offset value 0.9241
Table 7.5: Computed correlation coefficients, for different features of recovered
quadrilaterals, in both the 2D image plane and 3D scene space using the ground
truth data.
Figure 7.17 shows the correlation coefficients between image features when ad-
jacent planes are separated by different recovered distances. Observing this data,
when the plane values are similar the image features posses higher correlation.
Thus, when recovered planes are similar, so are the image features. Providing evi-
dence for the hypothesis. Further evidence is provided in Figure 7.18, which shows
the distance between (a) the recovered plane offset values and (b) and the recove-
red plane normals for different distances between image features. These two sets
of data have the correlation values of 0.843 and 0.508 respectively. These results
were computed by comparing every quadrilateral recovered in each of the 25 se-
quences considered with all others (excluding itself) and computing the Euclidean
distance between: image feature vector, recovered plane offset value and recovered
plane normal value. For clarity, results are displayed for the average value in bins.
These results show, as distance between image features increases so does the dis-
tance between recovered plane offset values and normals. For comparison, Figure
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7.19 shows similar results when image quadrilaterals are only compared within the
same sequence. This intra-sequence comparison of data produces higher correla-
tion coefficients of 0.900 and 0.900 (respectively). Thus images which are close to
each other (in terms of camera distance moved) share a very strong relationship
between image and recovered data.
Figure 7.17: Correlation coefficients between image features for adjacent planes
with different distances
(a) Recovered plane offset value. (b) Recovered plane normal.
Figure 7.18: Euclidean distance between recovered plane offset value and plane
normal against image feature vector Euclidean distance for all image quadrilaterals
recovered in the considered experimental data, using the previous planar recovery
method.
Analysing the S1-S5 ground truth sequences in a similar manner, Figure 7.20
provides the intra- and inter-sequence results combined and Figure 7.21 provides
the intra-sequence results. The corresponding correlation coefficients are presented
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(a) Recovered plane offset value. (b) Recovered plane normal.
Figure 7.19: Euclidean distance between recovered plane offset value and plane
normal against image feature vector Euclidean distance for image quadrilaterals
recovered within each sequence considered, using the previous planar recovery
method.
in the labels of the graphs. The intra-sequence results provide further evidence for
the strong relationship between image and recovered scene information in shor-
ter image sequences considered. However, the lower correlation coefficients for
the intra- and inter-sequence results indicate that over different sequences (and
hence over many images) this relationship is not as strong because different image
features can have similar recovered scene information.
(a) Recovered plane offset value. Correlation
coefficient = 0.5801.
(b) Recovered plane normal. Correlation coef-
ficient = 0.1069.
Figure 7.20: Euclidean distance between recovered plane offset value and plane
normal against image feature vector Euclidean distance for all image quadrilaterals
in the S1-S5 ground truth data.
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(a) Recovered plane offset value. Correlation
coefficient = 0.9312.
(b) Recovered plane normal. Correlation coef-
ficient = 0.9071.
Figure 7.21: Euclidean distance between recovered plane offset value and plane
normal against image feature vector Euclidean distance for image quadrilaterals
in the S1-S5 ground truth data - only considering intra-sequence data.
7.3.3 Conclusions
The experimental results presented in this section show in adjacent images, reco-
vered image patches are highly correlated in terms of image features and recovered
planes (both in terms of plane offset value and normal). Analysis presented ex-
tends results for image sequences. In which, it has also been shown that when
image features are similar, so are the recovered planes in terms of offset value and
normal. When they are dissimilar, so are the recovered planes in terms of offset
value and normal. Thus providing strong evidence for the presence of the hy-
pothesised relationship between image features and recovered scene information.
Presence of such a relationship has the practical implication that computed image
features can be applied to determine search ranges in terms of 3D scene recovery
parameters, with respect to previously recovered image structures. This concept
is demonstrated in Figure 7.22. Hence, the following section presents a novel fra-
mework and several implementations of this framework, which reduce 3D scene
recovery (feature matching) search space traversal using the identified image-scene
relationship.
7.4 Temporal Search Space Reduction
Following the results from the previous section, which indicate a relationship bet-
ween image and recovered scene data, this section investigates how this can be
exploited. The method by which this is achieved is referred to as Temporal Search
space Reduction (TSR). Figure 7.23 shows an extension to Figure 7.2, incorpo-
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3D coordinates traversed 3D coordinates search 
space to traverse
Image patch reconstructed in 
previous image
Image patch currently being 
reconstructed
Figure 7.22: Search space traversal reduction using temporal information.
rating this temporal information. For the purposes of this diagram the “Recover
unprocessed image areas in Iimg” component has been expanded demonstrating
the recovery of individual features (image quadrilaterals in this case) and the inte-
gration of this process with the temporal information and TSR. Any method which
implements this TSR enhancement must provide an implementation for each of
the numbered grey boxes:
(1) Compute image features from area surrounding fi - since the image area
surrounding a feature is to indicate the 3D search space to traverse, these
features must be computed. In the following work, the previous 15 RGB
histogram features (computed by Equations 7.22 to 7.26) fill this role.
(2) <image,scene> relationship model - storing the relationship between image
features and corresponding recovered scene information.
(3) Compute 3D search ranges to traverse - for any new feature considered
for recovery, the range of 3D values to consider should be selected based upon
the computed image features. If similar features have been processed before,
narrow ranges around expected values should be searched. Otherwise, large
ranges should be selected.
(4) Update the model - once a new feature has been recovered, the model sto-
ring the image and recovered information relationships should be updated
to include this new information.
(5) Degrade model - as image sequences may contain many hundreds (or even
thousands) of images, it is necessary the model is degraded on each iteration,
preventing it from consuming too much memory.
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Figure 7.23: Image sequence scene recovery method (unshaded boxes) enhance-
ment, incorporating temporal information stored as a relationship between image
information of the area surrounding a feature and corresponding recovered 3D
information. The grey shaded boxes represent the additions proposed by TSR.
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In the remainder of this section, a series of methods are investigated which
could be used to implement this framework, using the previous planar recovery
method as a starting point. Each method is presented in one subsection. Each
subsection (except for the first two and last one) contains: 1) a description of
the method, 2) experimentation of parameters within the method, in terms of
recovering scenes in the real data of this work and 3) a set of results, and associated
discussion, of applying the described method to a data set. The purpose of each
method is to investigate the hypothesis that TSR can be applied to the previous
planar scene recovery method to decrease computation without adversely effecting
the accuracy of recovered scenes. After the presentation of each method and
discussion of associated problems and advantages, a summary of all methods is
provided.
7.4.1 Experimental Data Description
Before the methods and experimental results are presented, first a brief description
of data used in experiments is presented. The data used is divided into 5 different
sets. Every method tested, for each data set uses the same ranges of values and
increments. (See Appendix A.4.1 for example sizes of 3D structures within these
data sets).
The first data set contains high-definition (i.e. 1920 × 1080 pixels) image
frames, captured from a front-forward facing camera mounted on a train. In total,
5 sequences (chosen at random from the entire sets of captured data) totalling 520
image frames were used. Due to the restrictions of the railway environment, each
image frame had to be ground truthed by hand - matching features between image
pairs and using these correspondences to reconstruct the true 3D position of the
feature manually. Approximately, 850 features were ground truthed in each image.
Even though this was done as accurately as possible, this ground truthing will not
be completely accurate and so will provide a source of error when comparing with
the recovered scene. However, the difference between recovered and ground truth
scene can still be used as an indicator of the performance of each method relative
to each other. See Appendix Section A.4 for a full description of this data. This
set of data represents real data the following methods will be required to recover
for LoS analysis. In experiments, these sets of data are referred to by the labels
S1,S2,S3,S4 and S5, abbreviated to S1-S5 when referring to all 5 sets. Figure
7.24 shows example image frames from each of these sequences.
The second data set (Wall1 ) is designed to test performance of the following
methods when the 3D position related of a specific set of image features changes
suddenly. The image sequences contained in this data set comprise of synthetically
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(a) S1 example frame. (b) S2 example frame. (c) S3 example frame.
(d) S4 example frame. (e) S5 example frame.
Figure 7.24: Example frames from the S1-S5 test sequences used in the following
experiments.
created perpendicular planes, each with a different texture - one ground plane and
one wall plane. The ground plane maintains a static position relative to the camera
and the vertical plane maintains the same relative position for 20 images, then is
offset in the 21st image. This data set contains multiple sequences, each using a
different offset. In total, 99 sequences are used for 2 different starting wall plane
values, resulting in 198 sequences each of 21 images. Figure 7.25 shows example
frames from these sequences.
(a) Example first frame of a
Wall1 sequence sequence.
(b) Example wall plane off-
set.
(c) Example wall plane off-
set.
Figure 7.25: Example frames from the Wall1 test sequences.
The third data set (Wall2 ) extends the idea of the Wall1 data set, and is
designed to test the performance of methods when 3D values for specific image
features change (as in Wall1) but then change back to the original value. Instead
of a 21 image sequence, Wall2 comprises of a 60 image sequence. In the first
20 images, the wall plane has a single position, in the second 20 it has an offset
position and in the final 20 the wall plane takes the original position. Note, Wall2
comprises of a single 60 frame sequence. Figure 7.26 shows frames from this
sequence. Note, in both the Wall1 and Wall2 data sequences, the image frames
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before the wall changes value cannot be recovered because the 3D properties of the
wall are not consistent between frames. Thus, image frame (number 20) cannot be
recovered from Wall1 and image frames (numbers 20 and 40) cannot be recovered
from Wall2.
(a) First frame of the Wall2
image sequence, with the
wall plane at the original po-
sition.
(b) Twentieth frame of the
Wall2 sequence, with the
wall plane at the offset po-
sition.
(c) Fortieth frame of the
Wall2 sequence, with the
wall plane at the original po-
sition.
Figure 7.26: Example frames from the Wall2 test sequences.
The fourth image sequence contains 100 synthetic image frames depicting tex-
ture mapped planes in a similar manner to the previous Wall1 and Wall2 data
sets, except planes are texture mapped with real image data extracted from the
captured data. Further, this image sequence contains much more complex camera
motion than any of the previous sequences, containing translations and rotations
in all (x, y, z) directions relative to the camera centre. This sequence will test how
well methods generalise to more complex camera motion. Camera motion was se-
lected to incorporate different (random) motions whilst keeping image information
within frame. Figure 7.27 shows example frames from this sequence.
The previous data sets contain similarly orientated planes, i.e. flat ground
planes and vertical wall or vegetation planes. The final data set (Synth2 ), there-
fore, is designed to test performance when planes appear with random orientations
and distances from the camera. This data is composed of 20 sequences, each of 5
images containing a plane with random corner image coordinates, plane normal,
plane offset value and camera motion. However, these random attributes were
selected ensuring planes are observable in constructed images. Further, whereas
previous data sets represented the camera moving around a larger 3D scene and
hence new image areas were recovered in each frame, this data set does not. The-
refore, the entire plane area in each image is recovered. Figure 7.28 shows example
images from this data set.
7.4.2 Exhaustive Recovery
Although not implementing TSR, results from an exhaustive method are provided
for comparison purposes. This exhaustive method comprises of the planar recovery
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(a) Frame 2. (b) Frame 14.
(c) Frame 55. (d) Frame 89.
Figure 7.27: Example frames from the Synth1 test sequence.
method described in Section 7.2, applied to each image quadrilateral recovered,
searching all possible plane offset values and normals. Approximate ranges were
found for these values through trial and error (nINC and VINC - the same value
ranges and increments are used for the other methods in this section). Table 7.6
presents the results of applying this method to the 5 previously described data
sets. In this table (and in the corresponding tables for other methods presented
in the remainder of this chapter) No. Planes refers to the average number of
planes checked per image quadrilateral recovered and Difference(m) refers to the
average difference between recovered frame and ground truth frame, this difference
is measured in metres.
Measurement S1-S5 Wall1 Wall2 Synth1 Synth2
No. Planes 318.48 2182.87 1206 988.00 2585.08
Difference(m) 0.83 0.12 0.06 0.40 0.05
Table 7.6: Results for the exhaustive planar scene recovery method applied to the
different sets of test data.
7.4.3 Exhaustive Closest Value (ECV)
Alongside the previous exhaustive method, results from a naive scene recovery me-
thod are also provided for comparison purposes, demonstrating the potential use-
fulness of TSR. This naive method stores a list of currently recovered image quadri-
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(a) Example Synth2 frame: sequence 20,
frame 1.
(b) Example Synth2 frame: sequence 20,
frame 2.
(c) Example Synth2 frame: sequence 20,
frame 3.
(d) Example Synth2 frame: sequence 20,
frame 4.
(e) Example Synth2 frame: sequence 20,
frame 5.
Figure 7.28: Example frames from a Synth2 sequence.
laterals (CRQ), where elements of the list are of the form: < iq0..3, rq0..3 >, where
iq0..3 are the image-based (x, y) coordinates of the quadrilateral corner points and
rq0..3 are the corresponding recovered (x, y, z) 3D coordinates. If niq0..3 are the
image coordinates of a new quadrilateral to be recovered, if niq0..3 ∈ CRQ the qua-
drilateral image coordinates are assigned the corresponding recovered coordinates
in CRQ. Otherwise the quadrilateral is recovered as per an exhaustive method,
the result of which is added to CRQ. This method reflects using the between
frame information highlighted in Table 7.4.
Table 7.7 presents the results for this naive method applied to the data sets.
In all but the Synth2 data sequence, ECV checked less planes but produced less
accurate reconstructions than the exhaustive method caused by the assumption
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that image coordinates (not image features) are related to recovered scene infor-
mation. Synth2 is an exception to this trend because, within the sequences, the
single planes observed do not appear in similar image positions. So the execution
of ECV closely represents that of the exhaustive method, as most image quadri-
laterals need recovering exhaustively. These results demonstrate that reducing
scene recovery computation using image information is not a trivial task.
Measurement S1-S5 Wall1 Wall2 Synth1 Synth2
No. Planes 5.07 174.77 78.38 6.14 2034.13
Difference(m) 1.43 0.75 0.22 4.15 0.07
Table 7.7: Results for the ECV planar scene recovery method applied to the
different sets of test data.
7.4.4 Single Value Nearest Neighbour (SVNN)
The first TSR method (SVNN) stores a relationship model of image features and
recovered scene information as a list (M) of tuples:
< image feature vector, plane normal, plane offset value > (7.27)
For any new quadrilateral processed, the image features (f) are computed.
The closest tuple in M is computed in terms of Euclidean distance between image
features:
dCT (f,M) = mind{d =
√
(f −Mi(f))2, ∀i ∈M} (7.28)
where, Mi(f) are the image features of the i-th tuple in M . If dCT (f,M)
is less than a threshold, the plane normal and offset value associated with the
closest tuple are used in combination with the quadrilateral image coordinates
to compute the recovered coordinates. Otherwise, the quadrilateral is recovered
via an exhaustive process. In either case, M is updated with the corresponding
results. Model degradation is performed by storing an extra distance field with
each tuple. When created, this field is set to zero. As the camera moves, the value
stored in this field is incremented with the distance moved. Once this value for
any tuple goes past a threshold, the corresponding tuple is removed from M .
7.4.4.1 Experimentation with Parameters
As stated in the method description, a threshold is required for decision on ac-
ceptance of plane normal and offset of the closest previously processed image
quadrilateral in terms of image features. Figure 7.29 demonstrates the effects of
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altering this threshold (for S1-S5). Perhaps as expected, decreasing the threshold
increases the number of quadrilaterals checked and the increases recovered scene
accuracy as fewer nearest neighbours are accepted and more quadrilaterals are
recovered exhaustively.
(a) Average difference between recovered and
ground truthed scenes for the SVNN method for
different distance acceptance thresholds.
(b) Average number of planes checked per
image recovered for the SVNN method for dif-
ferent distance acceptance thresholds.
Figure 7.29: Accuracy of recovered scenes and number of quadrilaterals checked
for the SVNN method applied to the S1-S5 data sequence for different nearest
neighbour acceptance thresholds.
7.4.4.2 Results
Table 7.8 presents the results of SVNN applied to the 5 data sets. Overall, SVNN
is computationally very quick, checking fewer planes per quadrilateral on average
than the exhaustive method. However this speed comes at the cost of low accu-
racy. Even when using the lowest threshold (Figure 7.29) with the S1-S5 data
set, less accurate scenes are recovered. It should be noted, the accuracy results
for S1-S5 are somewhat misleading - SVNN does produce accuracy close to the
exhaustive method when applied to this data. However, these sequences are much
shorter (necessarily so they can be ground truthed in a reasonable amount of time)
than those used for LoS analysis in following chapters. For example, S1 contains
120 images and sequences of the LoS data contain as many as 1500 images. In
fact, LoS analysis results are presented in Chapter 8 for recovered data using the
SVNN method (see Section 8.2.3.2), where it is shown to produce 26 times more
false positive asset LoS sightings (i.e. an asset is determined to be seen when
it should not be) than the best performing method from this section. Further,
SVNN accuracy of other sequences (Wall1, Wall2, Synth1 and Synth2) compared
is much worse. For example, Figure 7.30 shows more detailed accuracy result for
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SVNN applied to the Wall1 and Wall2 sequences. These results show why SVNN
produces less accurate results. Namely, when image features are similar but reco-
vered scene values are not, SVNN has no capacity to alter search ranges traversed.
Thus, evidence is provided indicating SVNN can decrease computation, but at the
cost of recovered scene accuracy. Refuting the initial hypothesis posed.
Measurement S1-S5 Wall1 Wall2 Synth1 Synth2
No. Planes 252.22 32.57 12.7 0.20 21.5
Difference(m) 1.57 0.51 0.20 10.6 2.80
Table 7.8: Results for the SVNN planar scene recovery method applied to the
different sets of test data.
(a) Average difference of the SVNN method
applied to the Wall1 sequence for different wall
offset values.
(b) Average difference per frame of the Wall2
sequence.
Figure 7.30: Accuracy of recovered scenes in the Wall1 and Wall2 sequences,
applying the SVNN method, recovered by SVNN.
7.4.5 Nearest Neighbour (NN) TSR
The relationship model used by the Nearest Neighbour method stores the relation-
ship (Nearest Neighbour Relationship, NNR) as a list of tuples similar to SVNN
(Equation 7.27). At the core of this method, the planes to process for a given
image quadrilateral are computed using the probability it’s image features belong
to the neighbourhood of K-Euclidean closest image features from NNR. If all re-
covered plane normals in NNR can be binned into a set of N discrete normals,
those to process for a given image quadrilateral are computed according to the
following.
The image features relating to the quadrilateral are computed - f . For each
type of normal n ∈ N , the K-Nearest Neighbours to f in NNR are computed
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(Kn) according to Euclidean distance. Assuming Kn forms a normal distribution,
compute the probability f belongs to Kn:
pn(f,Kn) =
1√
2piσ2Kn
e
−(f−µKn )
2
2σ2
Kn (7.29)
where, µKn and σKn are the mean and standard deviation of image features
from Kn respectively. Once equation 7.29 has been evaluated for all 1..N normals,
each pn is normalised:
Npn =
pn
max{p1..pN} (7.30)
Any normalised Npn value greater than a threshold results in processing of the
corresponding plane normal, for which the range of plane offset values is computed
as:
minn = µvn − (Dσvn × (1− pn(f,Kn))) (7.31)
maxn = µvn + (Dσvn × (1− pn(f,Kn))) (7.32)
where, µvn and σvn are the mean and standard deviation of the plane offset
values associated with K ′n and D is a scalar. Here, K
′
n are the K
′-Nearest Neigh-
bours to f in NNR with normal n. K ′ is used to distinguish (from K earlier) that
differently sized neighbourhoods for both plane normal and plane offset may yield
better performance, results of this are presented later. Note, when f is similar to
Kn, pn(f,Kn) is high resulting in a narrow range of values to process. This means
quadrilaterals with a similar appearance to those before are well known and only
small ranges need be searched. The opposite is true when f is dissimilar to Kn.
For a recovered quadrilateral, once all normal values and offset ranges have
been processed the (normal, offset value) pair relating to the lowest sum-of-
absolute difference value relates to the recovery result. These are used in combi-
nation with the image features to make a new tuple for NNR. Model degradation
is performed as in SVNN.
7.4.5.1 Experimentation with Parameters
The NN method requires neighbourhood sizes for both plane normal and offset
computation. Tables 7.9 and 7.10 provide the No. Planes and Difference(m) re-
sults (respectively) for different sized neighbourhoods when processing the S1-S5
data. In these tables, the horizontal direction shows the plane normal neighbou-
rhood size and the vertical direction the offset value neighbourhood size. These
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results show that increasing the size of both neighbourhoods results in more planes
checked per recovered quadrilateral because more varied tuples are included in the
neighbourhoods, lowering the value of pn(f,Kn) in Equation 7.29. Further, increa-
sing the size of the plane normal neighbourhood results in lower accuracy because
more types of plane are checked, capturing more noise in the data processed. But
increasing the size of the plane offset neighbourhood increases accuracy because
of the range of planes checked increases.
10 20 30 40 50 100 200
10 76.88 88.78 91.70 96.51 97.39 104.56 108.54
20 81.58 92.96 98.10 101.94 103.96 110.52 115.85
30 80.96 92.96 99.31 100.10 101.34 109.54 113.46
40 82.40 93.43 99.50 100.70 103.45 110.50 115.29
50 81.63 94.52 98.82 101.02 102.55 110.18 111.62
100 80.74 91.57 96.11 99.48 101.02 108.08 114.55
200 84.27 95.95 101.60 105.17 107.72 115.23 121.69
Table 7.9: Average number of planes checked per recovered quadrilateral for the
NN method for different sized neighbourhoods, recovering the S1-S5 data.
10 20 30 40 50 100 200
10 1.29 1.40 1.42 1.45 1.44 1.49 1.49
20 1.31 1.36 1.38 1.41 1.41 1.41 1.42
30 1.24 1.35 1.38 1.37 1.36 1.39 1.39
40 1.24 1.31 1.35 1.35 1.36 1.35 1.38
50 1.27 1.34 1.37 1.36 1.36 1.38 1.36
100 1.35 1.37 1.38 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.42
200 1.26 1.30 1.31 1.33 1.34 1.36 1.36
Table 7.10: Average difference between recovered and ground truthed scenes for
the NN method for different sized neighbourhoods, recovering the S1-S5 data.
Further, Figures 7.31(a) and 7.31(b) show the average number of planes che-
cked per recovered quadrilateral and average accuracy of recovered scenes for dif-
ferent values of D in Equations 7.31 and 7.32. These graphs show that as D
increases, so do the number of planes checked per recovered quadrilateral (as ex-
pected) and for small and large values of D, accuracy of the recovered scenes is
decreased. Low values of D provide less accurate results because smaller ranges
of planes of checked. Higher values of D provide less accurate results because a
wide range of planes are checked, allowing noise to be captured.
In terms of distance used for the NN model degradation, Figure 7.32 presents
results for the average size of the model stored per frame, number of planes checked
per recovered quadrilateral and difference between recovered and ground truthed
frames. These results show that as model degradation distance increases, so does
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(b) Average difference between recovered and
ground truthed scenes (measured in metres).
Figure 7.31: Computation and accuracy results for varying values of D in the NN
method.
the model size and number of planes checked. However, in terms of difference in
recovered scenes there is an optimum degradation distance of between 10 and 20
metres. This distance must therefore represent the period within used data in
which image features map to a single range of recovered values.
The final parameter experimented with for the NN method is the probability
threshold associated with Equation 7.30, for deciding to process a specific group
of plane normals. Results for altering this threshold in terms of number of planes
recovered per quadrilateral and average difference with recovered scene are shown
in Figure 7.33. These results show that increasing the probability threshold corres-
ponds to fewer planes processed per recovered quadrilateral, as fewer plane normal
types are accepted for processing. The most accurate scenes are produced for the
lowest threshold, corresponding to the most planes checked. Further the accu-
racy of recovered scenes does not change much for different thresholds. Perhaps
indicating a limit to the accuracy of the method.
7.4.5.2 Results
Taking values for the previously discussed parameters into account, Table 7.11 pre-
sents the results of this method as applied to the test data sequences. Comparing
with the results for the exhaustive method, fewer planes are checked. However,
as with SVNN, this reduction comes at the cost of lower accuracy. This lower
accuracy is a result of the NN relationship model converging, potentially creating
inappropriate search ranges for a given set of image features. As an example,
consider the following part processing of one Wall1 subsequence. In the first 19
images of the sequence, the whole image was processed and used to update the NN
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(a) Average NN model size per frame. (b) No. Planes checked per recovered quadri-
lateral
(c) Difference between recovered and ground
truth scenes.
Figure 7.32: Analysis of scene recovery performed by the NN method for different
degradation distances.
model. In these images, every wall plane recovered had an offset value of 400. Now
considering one quadrilateral of the recovered wall plane in the 21st image (which
has an offset value of 800), because all the previous planes processed recovered to
an offset value of 400, the value range chosen to process is 390.50 to 421.04. The
final value chosen by the method for this quadrilateral is 420.50 with a SAD value
(Equation 7.19) of 81.49. To put this into context, the average SAD error for the
neighbourhood chosen for this quadrilateral is 3.07. This error occurs because one
set of 2D image features maps to one specific 3D value in enough examples for
the NNR to become saturated with this relationship, potentially forcing future
search ranges to converge. When the 3D value changes for this specific set of 2D
images features the model is unable to represent this resulting in possible error.
Figure 7.34(a) shows the results for the NN method as applied to the Wall1 test
sequences. As can be observed, at frame number 21, when the wall moves the
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(a) Average number of planes checked for re-
covered quadrilaterals.
(b) Average difference between recovered and
ground truthed scenes (measured in metres).
Figure 7.33: Computation and accuracy results for the plane normal processing
probability threshold in the NN method.
accuracy severely decreases because of this search range convergence. Further,
Figure 7.34(b) shows the difference in recovered walls for different offsets (within
the different Wall1 subsequences). The bigger the wall offset, the bigger the error
in the recovered scene because the discrepancy between converged search range
and true 3D value is bigger. Therefore, as concluded for SVNN, the NN TSR
method reduces computation but at the cost of recovered scene accuracy, refuting
the initial hypothesis.
Measurement S1-S5 Wall1 Wall2 Synth1 Synth2
No. Planes 80.96 16.34 13.31 49.33 565.13
Difference(m) 1.24 0.38 0.50 5.47 2.73
Table 7.11: Results for the NN planar scene recovery method applied to the dif-
ferent sets of test data.
7.4.6 Nearest Neighbour with Error Correction (NN-EC)
TSR
An extension to the previous NN method is proposed, designed to compensate for
the converging value ranges experienced. This is achieved through examination
of the SAD value associated with the best matching plane found by the previous
NN method. If this SAD value is greater than a threshold, recovery is performed
again using all planes and values as per the exhaustive method, the result of which
is accepted and added to NNR.
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(a) Frame-by-frame accuracy results for the
NN method applied to one of the Wall1 sub-
sequences.
(b) Average error in the reconstructed wall for
different wall offsets (i.e. across all of the Wall1
subsequences).
Figure 7.34: Accuracy results for applying the NN method to the Wall1 data set,
recovering the S1-S5 sequences.
7.4.6.1 Experimentation with Parameters
The NN-EC method requires a reprocessing threshold (if the normalised SAD value
of recovery is greater than this threshold, exhaustive reprocessing is performed).
Figure 7.35(a) shows the average number of planes checked per quadrilateral and
Figure 7.35(b) the difference in recovered scenes for different reprocessing thre-
sholds for the S1-S5 sequences. Clearly, as the threshold increases, fewer planes
are checked and recovered scene accuracy decreases as fewer planes are subject to
exhaustive reprocessing.
(a) Average number of planes checked per
quadrilateral.
(b) Average recovered scene accuracy.
Figure 7.35: Results of applying NN-EC to S1-S5 for different reprocessing thre-
sholds.
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7.4.6.2 Results
Table 7.12 presents the results of this method as applied to the test data sequences.
NN-EC produces more accurate recovery results than NN. This is because NN-EC
is able to escape the search range convergence experienced by NN. For comparison,
Figure 7.36 presents accuracy results of applying NN-EC to Wall1 (similar to
Figure 7.34 for NN), which show that at the point of wall offset value change
accuracy still decreases but not of the magnitude experienced by NN.
Measurement S1-S5 Wall1 Wall2 Synth1 Synth2
No. Planes 214.84 110.37 33.54 401.17 2141.34
Difference(m) 1.01 0.13 0.08 0.52 0.04
Table 7.12: Results for the NN-EC planar scene recovery method applied to the
different sets of test data.
(a) Frame-by-frame accuracy results for the
NN-EC method applied to one of the Wall1
subsequences.
(b) Average error in the reconstructed wall for
different wall offsets (i.e. across all of the Wall1
subsequences).
Figure 7.36: Accuracy results for applying the NN-EC method to the Wall1 data
set.
The ability of NN-EC to reprocess quadrilaterals obviously requires more pro-
cessing time than the standard NN method but allows for more accurate recovery.
However, NN-EC can experience unwanted behaviour because of this reproces-
sing. Namely, oscillatory behaviour which can be best observed when considering
the Wall2 sequence. The graphs shown in Figure 7.37 demonstrate this problem.
When the first change in wall value occurs at frame 20, selected neighbourhoods
become more diverse as reprocessed quadrilaterals are included. The spread of
neighbourhood values eventually converges to the new wall value as older tuples
are removed through degradation. However, when the wall changes value again
(at frame 40) this process must repeat as no knowledge of the original recovered
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values is retained. This addition of new and removal of old tuples is reflected in
the recovered scene accuracy - at frame 20 when the wall value changes initially,
accuracy decreases as some erroneous planes are accepted. However, as more cor-
rect planes are added to the model and incorrect planes removed from the model,
accuracy increases. The NN-EC method described by Figure 7.37 uses a degra-
dation distance equal to 10 frames of the sequence - less than the frequency of
changing wall value. However, altering this degradation distance does not improve
results. Figure 7.38 presents similar results for a degradation distance greater than
the Wall2 sequence traverses. These results show during the period of time when
the wall has a different offset (frames 21-39) the mean value of the neighbourhood
does slowly decrease, but the standard deviation of values greatly increases. Fur-
ther, once the wall changes offset value in frame 20, the average number of planes
checked is permanently affected as more reprocessing must be performed. Also,
the accuracy of the recovered scenes for this degradation distance are worse, as
more incorrect planes are computed as part of the neighbourhood and accepted
by the reprocessing threshold. Obviously this could be mitigated by lowering the
reprocessing threshold. But this would mean the NN-EC method more closely
resembles the exhaustive method in terms of execution.
Overall, comparing the results produced by NN-EC with the exhaustive me-
thod, NN-EC produces less accurate recovered scenes and requires less computa-
tion. Refuting the initial hypothesis that TSR can be applied to reduce compu-
tation without degrading scene accuracy. The reason for this continued lack of
accuracy, might be the simple NN relationship model. Also, the error correcting
scheme proposed as part of this method to overcome the convergence problem of
NN was shown to be inefficient, limited by the simple list of tuples storing the
image-scene relationship. Thus, the next method investigates a different type of
relationship model.
7.4.7 Feature and Value Gaussian (FVG) TSR
A different type of relationship model shall be experimented with storing multi-
dimensional Gaussians representing similar, recurring image features. Each of
these feature Gaussians is associated with one or more one-dimensional Gaussian
distributions representing different plane offset values computed as part of the
previous planar recovery method. Further, each of these value distributions has
an associated plane normal (as per the previous recovery method). Figure 7.39
summarises this model.
For any new quadrilateral processed, the probability the 15 histogram features
(f) belong to any of the feature distributions currently stored in the model is
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(a) Number of planes checked per
quadrilateral.
(b) Mean neighbourhood plane offset
value.
(c) Standard deviation of the wall
plane neighbourhood elements.
(d) Average accuracy of each recove-
red frame.
Figure 7.37: Frame-by-frame statistics of the NN-EC method applied to the Wall2
data sequence for a model degradation distance equivalent to 10 frames.
computed:
pFDi(f) =
1√
2piσ2FDi
e
−(f−µFDi )
2
2σ2
FDi , ∀i ∈ FD (7.33)
where, FD is the set of feature distributions in the model, µFDi and σFDi
are the mean and standard deviation respectively of feature distribution i. If no
pFDi(f) is greater than a chosen threshold (Tp), f represents a new image structure.
The corresponding quadrilateral is recovered by traversing all plane normals and
offset values as per an exhaustive method. A new feature distribution (FDnew) is
created such that µFDnew = f and σFDnew is set in each dimension to a percentage
of the possible range for the corresponding feature value. FDnew is associated
with a new value distribution (V Dnew) representing the results of the recovery.
Specifically, µV Dnew is the offset value of the best fitting plane. This new feature,
value distribution pair are then added to the model.
If, however, any pFDi(f) are greater than the threshold, each value distribution
associated with the corresponding feature distribution is considered in turn and
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(a) Number of planes checked per
quadrilateral.
(b) Mean neighbourhood plane offset
value.
(c) Standard deviation of the wall
plane neighbourhood elements.
(d) Average accuracy of each recove-
red frame.
Figure 7.38: Frame-by-frame statistics of the NN-EC method applied to the Wall2
data sequence for a model degradation distance equivalent to 100 frames (i.e.
longer than the sequence).
recovery proceeds using the plane normal associated with the value distribution
and the value range defined by:
minV Di,j = µV Di,j − (DσV Di,j × (1− pFDi(f))) (7.34)
maxV Di,j = µV Di,j + (DσV Di,j × (1− pFDi(f))) (7.35)
where, V Di,j represents the j
th value distribution associated with FDi cur-
rently considered, µV Di,j and σV Di,j are the mean and standard deviation of the
plane offset values associated with each value distribution (V Di,j) and D is a sca-
lar value. If the SAD value corresponding to the best fitting plane computed from
these ranges is greater than a threshold (TSAD), the values chosen are assumed
to of been inappropriate and the quadrilateral is reprocessed using all possible
plane normals and offset ranges (done to prevent convergence, as with NN-EC).
The results of which are used to create a new value distribution (as before) which
is associated with the feature distribution with the highest pFDi(f) value. Fur-
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Figure 7.39: Diagrammatic representation of the multi-dimensional image fea-
ture Gaussian distributions and their associated plane offset value range Gaussian
distributions.
ther, the mean and standard deviation of this best fitting feature distribution are
updated using f .
If the sum-of-absolute difference value corresponding to the best fitting plane
is less than TSAD, the feature and value distribution corresponding to the best
match are updated accordingly.
Therefore, there are three possible ways in which the model can be updated.
These are demonstrated in Figure 7.40, where green represents update and red
means a new distribution is added.
Model degradation is performed by storing a distance since last updated va-
lue with each feature and value Gaussian, where distance refers to the distance
moved by the camera. Whenever a Gaussian is updated this value is set to zero.
Otherwise, this value accumulates the distance moved by the camera. When a
Gaussian’s distance since last updated value exceeds a threshold, the Gaussian is
removed from the model.
To prevent all observations being stored by the Gaussian distributions only the
number of observations (n), the sum of observations (So) and the sum of square
observations (S20) are stored. When a new observation (y) is added to a Gaussian,
the mean and standard deviation are updated using:
n = n+ 1, So = So + y, S
2
o = S
2
o + y
2 (7.36)
mean =
So
n
, sd =
√
n(S2o)− (So)2
n(n− 1) (7.37)
Further, the standard deviation associated with a distribution is only recom-
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(a) No feature matching - pFDi < Tp∀i ∈ FD.
(b) Feature matching but value re-
processing - ∃i ∈ FD where pFDi ≥
Tp but recovered SAD > TSAD.
(c) Feature matching and no value re-
processing - ∃i ∈ FD where pFDi ≥
Tp and recovered SAD ≤ TSAD.
Figure 7.40: Graphical representation of the three different types of update which
can occur in the FVG implementation.
puted (from the initial value set) after a fixed number of observations have been
made.
7.4.7.1 Experimentation with Parameters
When comparing features of currently recovered image quadrilaterals, an accep-
tance threshold (Tp) must be chosen. Figure 7.41 shows the results for different
thresholds in terms of the number of planes checked per recovered quadrilateral
and the accuracy of recovered scenes (from the S1-S5 data sequences). Low accep-
tance thresholds result in a large number of planes checked because distant image
features are accepted as belonging to a specific feature distribution. But then the
recovered plane indicates reprocessing should be performed, adding more value
Gaussians to feature Gaussians which must be checked by future quadrilaterals
recovered. However, a high feature acceptance threshold also results in a large
number of combinations checked as more exhaustive processing is performed as
image features do not match those currently held in the model. Generally, as the
feature acceptance threshold increases, so does the accuracy. This is because a
lower threshold means more value Gaussians per feature Gaussian which provides
more scope for incorrectly accepted recovered planes. Whereas, a higher feature
acceptance threshold means the FVG method behaves more like the exhaustive
method.
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(a) Average number of planes checked. (b) Average accuracy of recovered scenes.
Figure 7.41: Results for FVG for different feature acceptance thresholds for the
S1-S5 data sequences.
In the previous FVG method, when reprocessing of ill fitting planes occurs, the
result is used to update the feature distribution and add a new value distribution
to the best matching feature distribution. Table 7.13 compares this method with
updating all of the feature distributions which match the initial features (i.e.
all feature distributions above the Tp threshold have a new value distribution
added). These results show that by updating all matching feature distributions,
a small (but statistically significant) increase in accuracy is achieved. However,
this increase in accuracy comes at the cost of processing over 9 times the number
of planes for each recovered quadrilateral.
No. Planes Difference(m)
Update All 195.60 0.96
Update Best 21.47 1.00
p-value 6.86× 10−87 0.021
Ratio 9.11 0.96
Table 7.13: Results for the FVG planar scene recovery method, updating the best
distribution vs. all.
Figure 7.42 presents the No. Planes and Difference(m) results for changing the
distance threshold in the FVG model degradation procedure. Further, Table 7.14
presents the average number of features in each frame for the different distances.
These results show that, perhaps as expected, increasing the degradation distance
increases the average number of features in the model. However, increasing the
distance also decreases the number of planes checked per quadrilateral. This is
because, as demonstrated in Table 7.15, the value distributions have more time
for elements to be added, allowing the standard deviation of values to decrease,
ultimately decreasing the number of planes checked. Finally, increasing the de-
gradation distance causes a small decrease in accuracy - attributed to the older
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distributions stored providing more noise to the model.
(a) Average number of planes checked per
quadrilateral.
(b) Average accuracy per recovered frame.
Figure 7.42: Results for altering the FVG model degradation distance.
Degradation Distance(m) No. Feature Distributions
4.50 13.26
13.49 28.44
22.80 40.18
31.47 47.67
40.47 53.23
49.46 55.96
58.45 58.41
67.44 59.96
71.94 60.75
80.93 59.74
89.92 61.37
Table 7.14: Average number of feature distributions in each image for different
model degradation distances.
The standard deviation associated with each distribution is recomputed only
after a fixed number of elements have been added to the corresponding distribu-
tion. Figure 7.43 provides the number of planes checked and accuracy results for
recomputing this standard deviation after different numbers of elements (n) have
been added. These results show, increasing n decreases the average number of
planes checked and increases the average scene accuracy. The reason for this is,
if distributions are allowed to converge quickly, features of newly processed qua-
drilaterals may match those in the model but the recovered values will not and if
the resulting recovery error is within the reprocessing threshold, the recovery will
be accepted with a less accurate value.
The previous FVG method requires initial values for the standard deviation
of both feature and value Gaussians. The following presents results for changing
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Degradation Distance(m) Average SD
4.50 16.47
13.49 15.86
22.80 16.33
31.47 15.14
40.47 13.64
49.46 12.91
58.45 10.50
67.44 10.14
71.94 10.05
80.93 10.08
89.92 9.98
Table 7.15: Average standard deviation of the value distributions created in the
FVG model for different degradation distances.
(a) Average number of planes checked per
quadrilateral.
(b) Average accuracy per recovered frame.
Figure 7.43: Results for altering the number of elements after which distribution
standard deviations are recomputed.
these values. Firstly, the standard deviation of initialised feature distributions
are altered according to the range of possible values. For example, a range of 1
means the mean red channel feature has a standard deviation of 256. Figure 7.44
shows the number of planes checked and average scene difference results. These
results show that an increase in initial standard deviation results in a decrease in
number of planes checked and an increase in recovered scene accuracy. An increase
in initial feature distribution standard deviation results in fewer planes checked
because fewer feature distributions are created overall (see Table 7.16) meaning
one set of features matches fewer possible feature distributions, requiring fewer
value distributions to be processed. Accuracy is also increased for a similar reason
- the smaller number of feature distributions provides a smoothing effect of data
noise.
Secondly, the value distribution standard deviations was altered as multiples
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Initial SD Range No. Feature Distributions
10 74.93
20 53.66
30 36.40
40 25.74
50 19.48
60 15.47
70 12.93
80 10.93
90 9.42
100 8.12
Table 7.16: Average number of feature distributions in each image for different
initial standard deviations.
of the increment used between planes searched (VINC). Figure 7.45 shows the
number of planes checked and average scene difference results. These results show
that an increase in initial value distribution standard deviation causes an increase
in the number of planes checked (as expected) and a small decrease in the accu-
racy of recovered scenes as more planes checked increases the chances of wrongful
acceptance (i.e. below the TSAD threshold).
(a) Average number of planes checked per
quadrilateral.
(b) Average accuracy per recovered frame.
Figure 7.44: Results for altering the starting standard deviation value for feature
distributions in the FVG method.
7.4.7.2 Results
Considering each of the parameters discussed previously for the FVG method,
Table 7.17 presents the optimum results of this method as applied to the test
data sequences (in terms of computation and accuracy). Parameter values were
selected through observation of the previous results. Compared to the NN-EC
method, overall, FVG produces scene recovery results with similar accuracy for
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(a) Average number of planes checked per
quadrilateral.
(b) Average accuracy per recovered frame.
Figure 7.45: Results for altering the starting standard deviation value for value
distributions in the FVG method.
less computation. Figure 7.46 compares this FVG method with the previous NN-
EC method when recovering the Wall2 data sequence (both methods use the same
reprocessing threshold). These results show that because FVG can model mul-
tiple plane values for one set of image features, computation is decreased whilst
increasing accuracy. A more detailed example of the relationship model created
by FVG is presented in Appendix F.
Measurement S1-S5 Wall1 Wall2 Synth1 Synth2
No. Planes 12.10 65.41 30.65 499.39 949.32
Difference(m) 0.76 0.11 0.05 0.40 0.12
Table 7.17: Results for the FVG planar scene recovery method applied to the
different sets of test data.
Even though FVG produces superior results compared to any of the other
methods considered here for TSR, it can still produce problematic computatio-
nal scenarios. Specifically, during the recovery of a quadrilateral it is possible to
process similar overlapping ranges of values (or even the same range of values)
multiple times. For example, consider the image shown in Figure 7.47(a), for
which the quadrilaterals highlighted have already been recovered. If the quadri-
lateral highlighted in Figure 7.47(b) is now recovered, the previous FVG method
computes the following value ranges for consideration:
• Value range 1: plane normal = [0, 1, 0], plane offset value range = -21.1 to
21.1
• Value range 2: plane normal = [0, 1, 0], plane offset value range = -17.3 to
17.3
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(a) Average number of planes checked per quadrilateral.
(b) Average accuracy per recovered frame.
Figure 7.46: Results for the FVG method applied to the Wall2 test sequence,
compared with the NN-EC method (results for both model degradation distances
are given).
Redundant information is being processed, which is wasteful. The reason this
situation occurs is highlighted in Figure 7.48. The image features of the quadrila-
teral currently being processed match closely enough to two feature distributions
for their corresponding value distributions to be considered. However, the asso-
ciated value distributions overlap each other, resulting in redundant processing of
possible values.
Accuracy and computation results presented for the FVG method indicate less
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(a) Previously processed quadrilaterals in
considered example.
(b) Currently processed quadrilateral in
considered example.
Figure 7.47: Example previous and currently recovered quadrilaterals (black
squares) used in demonstration of FVG redundant value range processing.
Image Features
-10 10
-10 10
Match = 0.9
Match = 0.9
Figure 7.48: A graphical representation of the redundancy problem caused by the
FVG method.
computation is required to recover scenes of similar accuracy to the exhaustive
method, supporting the initial hypothesis. However, the problem of potentially
inefficient processing of redundant search ranges has been highlighted with this
method.
7.4.8 Feature and Value Gaussian TSR with Lookup
(FVG-L)
The following method is intended to extend FVG, alleviating the redundant search
range problem highlighted. For a single quadrilateral recovered, if n different offset
value ranges are considered, the results of processing each value range are stored
as a set of tuples with the following format:
< range index, normal, offset, SAD > (7.38)
where, range index is a number from 0...(n− 1) corresponding to the n value
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ranges processed, and normal, offset and SAD are the plane normal and offset
value and the resultant sum-of-absolute differences value (respectively) computed
as a result of recovery. When value range i is considered in the recovery process,
for each offset value (v) within this range, the closest value to those processed
before is found:
V alDist = mind{d = |v − Ti(v)| ∀i ∈ T, where Ti(c) = C ∧ Ti(r) < R} (7.39)
where, T is the list of tuples currently processed, Ti(v), Ti(c) and Ti(r) are the
offset value, plane normal and range index associated with tuple element i and C
and R are the normal and range index of the currently considered value range. If
V alDist is less than a chosen threshold (TL), the currently considered individual
value is assigned the contents of the corresponding tuple without performing any
further tests. Otherwise, the SAD value for v is computed according to FVG.
Hence, this method stores a lookup table of the previously processed values for a
quadrilateral and if the currently processed value is close to any of these stored,
it is assumed to have the same result and processing is ignored.
7.4.8.1 Experimentation with Parameters
Figure 7.49 provides results for FVG-L using different lookup table thresholds (TL),
applied to the S1-S5 data sequences. These results show increasing the acceptance
threshold provides a decrease in the number of planes checked and a decrease in
accuracy. This is because, a lower threshold means previously recovered results
further away are assumed to be correct. Such an assumption will be incorrect for
planes that are very far away.
7.4.8.2 Results
Table 7.18 presents the results of this method as applied to the test data sequences.
These results show similar recovered scene accuracies are achieved as for the FVG
method, but using less computation. Table 7.19 provides a more detailed statistical
comparison of the FVG and FVG-L methods in terms of the S1-S5 data sequences.
Results demonstrate the amount of computation performed by the FVG-L method
is less in a statistically significant manner and the accuracy of recovered scenes is
very similar. Thus, the inclusion of the lookup table procedure in the FVG method
provides a decrease in computation without effecting accuracy, by suppressing the
processing of redundant search ranges.
However, as the results of Table 7.18 show, applying FVG-L to the Synth1
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(a) Average number of planes processed
by the FVG-L method for different lookup
table thresholds.
(b) Accuracy of scenes recovered by FVG-L
for different lookup table thresholds.
Figure 7.49: Number of planes processed and accuracy results for different lookup
table thresholds for the FVG-L method (for data S1-S5).
Measurement S1-S5 Wall1 Wall2 Synth1 Synth2
No. Planes 11.65 52.81 10.82 463.46 948.65
Difference(m) 0.75 0.19 0.049 0.40 0.12
Table 7.18: Results for the FVG-L planar scene recovery method applied to the
different sets of test data.
data sequence results in many planes checked. This occurs because the camera
motion is not used to compensate search ranges traversed. That is, this and
all previous methods assume search ranges are computed relative to the camera
position. Resulting in firstly, a lot of reprocessing due to incorrect recovery and
secondly, many value Gaussians created for one set of image features. As an
example, within the Synth1 data sequence, observing the vertical plane texture
mapped with trees. For the first 10 images of the sequence the camera moves
approximately parallel to this plane, after these 10 images it does not. After
the first image has been recovered, two value Gaussians have been created and
associated with the image feature Gaussians of this tree line. These can be seen in
Table 7.20. After the first 10 images of the sequence have been recovered, these 2
value Gaussians are still the only ones present, albeit with updated means - shown
in Table 7.21. However, after recovery of the first 15 images (only 5 images of non-
parallel camera motion), there are 19 value Gaussians associated with these image
features. These can be seen in Table 7.22. Each one of which will be checked
when a new quadrilateral is recovered whose image features are similar to the
associated feature distribution. This is caused because the camera motion is not
parallel to the plane being recovered, forcing reprocessing and creation of the new
value Gaussians as the attempts of recovery from the model are inadequate.
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No. Planes Difference(m)
FVG 12.10 0.76
FVG-L 11.65 0.75
p-value 6.92× 10−16 0.39
Table 7.19: Comparison of the FVG and FVG-L methods.
Plane Normal Mean Offset
(0.5,0,0) 2954.28
(0.5,0,0) 2977.47
Table 7.20: The plane normals and mean plane offset values of the value Gaussians
associated with tree line image features of sequence Synth1, after recovery of a
single image.
Plane Normal Mean Offset
(0.5,0,0) 2957.38
(0.5,0,0) 2977.11
Table 7.21: The plane normals and mean plane offset values of the value Gaussians
associated with tree line image features of sequence Synth1, after recovery of the
first 10 images.
Plane Normal Mean Offset
(0.5,0,0) 2893.62
(0.5,0,0) 2971.90
(0.5,0,0.5) 2654.07
(0.5,0,0.5) 2398.45
(0.5,0,0) 1126.03
(0.5,0,0) 1176.84
(1,0,0.5) 1600.00
(0.5,1,0.5) 600.00
(0.5,0,0.5) 2100.00
(1,0.5,1) 1600.00
(0.5,0,1) 2600.00
(0.5,0,0) 1700.00
(0.5,0,0.5) 2594.07
(0.5,0,0) 1600.00
(0.5,0,0) 1540.00
(0.5,0,0) 1480.21
(0.5,0,0) 1740.00
(0.5,0,0) 1640.00
(0.5,0,0) 1580.00
Table 7.22: The plane normals and mean plane offset values of the value Gaussians
associated with tree line image features of sequence Synth1, after recovery of the
first 15 images.
Thus, evidence is provided that FVG-L can apply TSR to scene recovery, sup-
porting the initial hypothesis. But, an assumption made by this method regarding
camera motion and relative scene structure position potentially jeopardises the
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decreases in computation achievable. The final method, discussed next, aims to
correct this behaviour.
7.4.9 Feature and Value Gaussian TSR with Lookup and
Camera Update (FVG-LU)
Referring back to the description given in Section 7.2.2.2, scene recovery is per-
formed in a manner relative to camera position. Thus, relationship models built
by previous TSR methods assume the camera moves in a manner relative to scene
structures captured (Figure 7.50(a)). Whilst this assumption does not adversely
effect the recovery results of the S1-S5 sequences, because of the simple camera
motion, it will effect results in sequences containing more complex camera motion.
This can be seen in recovery results of the Synth1 data sequence by the NN TSR
method (Table 7.11). Further, this assumption causes the previously observed
problem with the FVG-L method. For example, Figure 7.50(b) shows a camera
moving away in a curved path from a linear scene structure. Using the previously
learnt information with regard to this structure, the incorrect normal and offset
are chosen. Therefore camera motion must be taken into account, updating the
plane normal and offset as required (Figure 7.50(c)):
n′ = R× n (7.40)
V ′ = (T · n′) + V (7.41)
where, V and n are the plane offset value and normal, T is vector representing
the camera translation and R = Rx(α)Ry(β)Rz(γ) where Rx(α), Ry(β) and Rz(γ)
are rotation matrices representing the camera rotation in the x, y and z dimensions
respectively. Note, T and R represent the camera translation and rotation from
the original camera position when the corresponding plane was recovered. The
initial camera position at which a plane is recovered must therefore be stored in
the value Gaussian distribution (in combination with the plane normal). However,
camera movement does not always imply movement away from a structure - the
structure may be parallel to the camera movement as shown in Figure 7.50(d).
Thus, for every plane (normal, offset value) pair two cases must be considered -
the offset and non-offset. Algorithmically, this is made more efficient by searching
one range first and only processing the other if the SAD value of the best match
is greater than a threshold (TSAD described earlier can be used for this purpose).
Table 7.23 presents the results of this method as applied to the test data se-
quences. The results show the FVG-LU method requires more computation for the
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Figure 7.50: Plane normal and offset value updating to remove assumptions made
by TSR.
S1-S5 data sequences compared to the FVG-L method. But, less computation is
required for the Synth1 and Synth2 data sequences. The reason for this reduction
can be seen in the value distributions created. Analysing the same problematic
sequence as before (Synth1), FVG-LU only creates the value distributions shown
in Table 7.24. The addition of this camera update also provides an increase in
accuracy and decrease in computation for the Synth2 data sequence compared to
FVG-L, as the camera movement can now be compensated for. Also of note are
the results for Wall1 and Wall2 - they are the same as for FVG-L. This is because,
the camera movement in these sequences is parallel to the planes recovered.
Measurement S1-S5 Wall1 Wall2 Synth1 Synth2
No. Planes 14.33 52.81 10.82 19.59 172.59
Difference(m) 0.76 0.19 0.049 0.41 0.03
Table 7.23: Results for the FVG-LU planar scene recovery method applied to the
different sets of test data.
As with the two previous FVG-based methods, these results provide evidence
that FVG-LU can recover similar accuracy scenes for less computation, compared
to the exhaustive method. Thus supporting the initial hypothesis, which is the
main focus of the work in this section.
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Plane Normal Mean Offset
(0.5,0,0) 2914.10
(0.5,0,0) 2970.73
(1,0.5,1) 1703.20
(0.5,0,0) 2600
Table 7.24: The plane normals and mean plane offset values of the value Gaussians
associated with tree line image features of sequence Synth1, after recovery of the
first 15 images using the FVG-LU method.
7.4.10 Summary of Presented TSR Implementations
Figure 7.51 summarises the previously discussed TSR implementations in terms
of number of planes checked per recovered image quadrilateral and average reco-
vered scene difference with ground truth data. These results were obtained by
averaging results over all 5 test sequences. They show the NN-EC and all FVG
methods provide similar accuracy to the exhaustive method for a fraction of the
computational cost and although ECV, SVNN and NN check fewer planes, they
provide worse accuracy.
Further, Table 7.25 provides a more detailed summary of the previously pre-
sented TSR implementations applied to only the S1-S5 test data sequences (i.e.
the real data). In this table, p-values are computed comparing the raw results of
the corresponding method to the exhaustive method using the Wilcoxon signed
rank test. To remind the reader, the purpose of each method was to investigate
the hypothesis that TSR can be applied to scene recovery to decrease computation
without adversely effecting the accuracy of recovered scenes. These results show
that the ECV, SVNN, NN and NN-EC methods, although performing less compu-
tation than the exhaustive method, produce statistically significant less accurate
recovered scenes. These results also show that all FVG-based TSR implementa-
tions provide a decrease in computation without adversely effecting the accuracy
of recovered scenes. Although the three FVG-based methods produce (statistically
significant) more accurate recovered scenes than the exhaustive method, as pre-
viously mentioned, the ground truth data was created by hand and thus provides a
source of error. Given this source of error, even airing on the side of caution it can
still be said that these methods produce recovered scenes with similar accuracy
to the exhaustive method. Thus recovered scene accuracy has not been reduced
under the inclusion of these TSR implementations.
Therefore, from the work presented in this section, it can be concluded that
the initial hypothesis is supported. Practically, this means the principles of TSR
can be applied to a scene recovery method for the creation of terrain models used
for geometric asset LoS analysis. Decreasing the amount of computation required,
thus increasing the efficiency of any such recovery method.
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(a) Comparison of the average number of planes checked per quadrilateral recovered.
(b) Average recovered scene difference.
Figure 7.51: Summary of the previously discussed TSR implementations.
Method No. Planes p-value Difference(m) p-value
Exhaustive 318.48 - 0.83 -
ECV 5.07 6.81× 10−87 1.43 1.19× 10−36
SVNN 252.22 1.29× 10−86 1.57 2.03× 10−48
NN 80.96 4.49× 10−86 1.24 1.82× 10−45
NNEC 214.84 7.23× 10−87 1.01 3.86× 10−16
FVG 12.10 6.86× 10−87 0.76 7.52× 10−7
FVG-L 11.65 6.86× 10−87 0.75 5.72× 10−8
FVG-LU 14.33 6.86× 10−87 0.76 2.27× 10−6
Table 7.25: Summary of the presented TSR implementations, applied to the S1-S5
test data sequences.
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7.5 Other Scene Recovery Methods
The following section has a dual purpose. Firstly, the previous planar recovery
method results will be compared with recovery results of other methods from
literature, providing a context for these results. The previous section demonstrated
the TSR framework can be applied to scene recovery to decrease computation
without effecting accuracy. However, this was only demonstrated for a single
recovery method. The second purpose of this section is, therefore, to investigate a
hypothesis stating other scene recovery methods can include the TSR framework
to decrease computation without effecting accuracy of recovered scenes. This will
be investigated by applying the FVG-LU implementation to other scene recovery
methods, which search for feature correspondences in a parameterised 3D manner.
For completeness, the FVG-LU planar recovery method will be included in this
discussion.
The following compares the previously presented scene recovery methods with
others from literature as applied to the S1-S5 data sequences. The methods pre-
sented can be divided into four categories: 1) the methods presented by this work,
2) 2D image feature matching methods, 3) sparse 3D recovery methods (for which
only the feature matching elements of the methods are used) and 4) dense stereo
recovery methods.
The first group of other methods match 2D image features between image
frames. These methods include: SIFT1 (Lowe [2004], Zhang et al. [2009a]), Harris
corners2 (Li et al. [2006], Rachmielowski et al. [2008]), KLT1 feature tracking
(Tomasi and Kanade [1991]), SURF3 features (Bay et al. [2008]) and ENFT1
(Zhang et al. [2010]). A further method is presented matching image quadrilaterals
(computed by the method described in the preceding section) across images frames,
using Normalised Cross Correlation to compute correspondence (referred to as
NCC in the results).
The second group of methods use sparse 3D recovery methods discussed in li-
terature. It should be noted, however, that only the feature matching component
of each of these methods are used in the following experimentation. The sparse 3D
recovery methods used include: PTAM (Klein and Murray [2007]), MonoSLAM
(Davison et al. [2007]), locally planar patches (Molton et al. [2004]) and affine
1Implementation: G. Zhang, Z. Dong, H. Jiang and Y. Shao, ACTS: Automatic Camera Tra-
cking System, ACTS 1.2, 29th August 2010, Application, http://www.zjucvg.net/acts/acts.html,
last accessed: 12th March 2011
2Implementation: P. Torr, A Structure and Motion Toolkit in Matlab, 24th May 2002, Mat-
lab, http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CVonline/LOCAL COPIES/TORR1/index.html, last
accessed: 12th March 2011
3Implementation: H. Bay, A. Ess, T. Tuytelaars, L. Van Gool, SURF: spee-
ded up robust features, SURF version 1.0.9, 20th December 2006, Matlab,
http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/ surf/download ac.html, last accessed: 12th March 2011
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transformations (Chekhlov et al. [2007b]). Each method requires detected fea-
ture points for recovery, FAST corner detection (Rosten and Drummond [2006])
is used for this purpose. Corner detection was performed in two ways. First,
corners were detected so that at least one corner was detected inside every image
quadrilateral recovered by the previous TSR methods - considering the image as a
whole. This method can detect multiple corners in a single quadrilateral area. The
second method, therefore, considers each image quadrilateral area independently
and performs corner detection starting with a highly scaled version, moving to
lower scales until a feature is found. A third method of feature detection used the
corner points of quadrilaterals recovered by the TSR methods for features. These
three variants are indicated in the following result by suffixes of -All, -F and -MP
respectively.
The final group of methods considered comprises of dense stereo recovery me-
thods: dense stereo recovery (Hile and Zheng [2004]), smoothed stereo recovery
(Alagoz [2008]) and scaled stereo recovery (Jinhai [2007]).
Results for a version of each the sparse and dense stereo methods are also
presented which incorporates the TSR framework (as implemented by the FVG-
LU method). These methods are suffixed TSR. Note, methods suffixed with ‘Non-
TSR’ use the same value range as the TSR method but with none of the framework.
These methods require epipolar lines to search along. The generation of epipolar
lines between images is performed in a general, parameterised manner. Using the
notation in Figure 7.52. A single point for an epipolar line associated with a pixel
is computed as a point along a line between the camera focal point and pixel under
consideration, a distance from a plane with selected normal and offset value from
the focal point (relative to the image plane). If the pixel position in terms of the
image plane is p = (x, y), converting into the 3D space p′ = (x− ICx, y− ICy, 0),
where ICx and ICy are the central coordinates of the image plane. The equation
of the line thus becomes L = F + s(F − p′). The plane normal and focal offsets
are n and V respectively. First, a check is made if the line and plane are parallel,
if so n · (F − p′) = 0. If not, for a value of u from the plane, a point which passes
through the new plane is P = F + (n× e), where, by Pythagoras’ theorem:
(u+ V )2 =
(nx
m
× e
)2
+
(ny
m
× e
)2
+
(nz
m
× e
)2
(7.42)
and rearranging gives:
e =
√
(u+ V )2m2
n2x + n
2
y + n
2
z
(7.43)
where, nx, ny and nz are the x, y and z components of n andm = max{nx, ny, nz}.
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The point of intersection (np) is thus computed as np = F + si(F − p′), where
si =
n·(P−F )
n·(p′−F ) . Updating this 3D position in terms of camera movement to a
neighbouring image frame and projecting np back into the image plane gives the
coordinates of this point in the next frame. This process is repeated for a range
of u values, storing unique pixels in the neighbouring frame. Thus creating a set
of pixels which represent the epipolar line.
Focal point-pixel
line (L)
Camera Focal
Point (F)
Plane
Offset (V)
Pixel (p)
Plane
normal (n)
New epipolar
point (np)
Plane distance
to point (u)
Image
plane
Epipolar
plane
Figure 7.52: General epipolar line construction.
To recover 3D information for comparison with ground truth, the feature cor-
respondences computed by these methods are used in combination with the al-
ready known ego-motion of the sequences to recover 3D position. Also, where
necessary, parameters used by any of these methods were optimised for the gi-
ven data set through experimentation. Finally, these other methods considered
recover 3D information of the same image areas recovered by the TSR methods
of Section 7.4. The region growing method for coping with distant image data
means entire images are not recovered. This is determined for the other methods
presented here by analysing the results of the sequences recovered by the previous
Exhaustive method.
With regards to the recovery of scene information using the TSR enhanced me-
thods, there are two other implementation details which should be noted. Firstly,
Geometric Constraint 1 (see Section 7.2.2.3) is applied to the creation of epipolar
line points (all others are not applicable). Secondly, the measure for determining
reprocessing is computed thusly. Compute the four corner points of a quadrilateral
surrounding the current point being recovered:
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qp1(x, y) = p(x− S, y − S) (7.44)
qp2(x, y) = p(x+ S, y − S) (7.45)
qp3(x, y) = p(x+ S, y + S) (7.46)
qp4(x, y) = p(x− S, y + S) (7.47)
where, p(x, y) is the current point under consideration and S is half the size of
the quadrilateral. The recovered values of n, V and u are used with the previously
described epipolar line creation method to compute the position of qp1..4 in the
adjacent image. This results in two quadrilateral image areas which can be conver-
ted into squares and compared using SAD, using the Equations 7.11 and 7.19 -
providing a very similar measure to that used by the planar and TSR recovery
methods for determining the need for reprocessing.
Table 7.26 presents the results of all these methods. Instead of using the num-
ber of quadrilaterals checked to describe computation time, average time (mea-
sured in seconds) to process each frame is used. Denoted by the column heading
Av. Time (s). The column headings S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5 denote the average
difference between each frame and the ground truth (measured in metres) for the
corresponding sequence. Finally, the column Diff. (m) presents the average diffe-
rence for all the sequences. These results show that overall, methods which search
for feature correspondence along epipolar lines produce more accurate recovered
scenes, from the used data, than those searching the 2D image plane. Ignoring
the TSR extended methods, the most accurate recovered scenes were produced by
the Affine-Non-TSR method. But, for less than one-tenth of the processing time,
FVG-LU recovers scenes 25cm less accurate. The quickest recovered scenes were
produced by the PTAM-Non-TSR method. But, for an extra 0.23s processing time
(per image) FVG-LU recovers scenes which are 38cm more accurate. Therefore,
FVG-LU does not produce the most accurate or quickest recovered scenes, but it’s
results provide a competitive trade-off between accuracy and computation time.
These results also show the addition of the TSR model consistently reduced
recovery time. However, the relative time reduction seen by each method varies.
The inclusion of TSR generally produced less accurate results. Both LPP and
Affine Features were the worst effected, decreasing accuracy by approximately
16cm on average. But, the accuracy of PTAM was not effected and the accuracy
of the Scaled stereo method improved. Tables 7.27 and 7.28 demonstrate the
statistical significance of integrating the TSR framework with 3D scene recovery
methods in terms of processing time and recovered scene accuracy (respectively).
Note, in these tables the Planar method refers to the method described in Section
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Method Av. Time (s) S1 S2 S3 S5 S5 Diff. (m)
Exhaustive 18.86 0.55 0.68 0.82 1.05 1.03 0.83
ECV 0.96 1.35 2.05 0.90 1.43 1.43 1.43
SVNN 15.04 0.86 1.07 0.85 2.28 2.79 1.57
NN 5.77 0.87 1.46 1.47 0.99 1.45 1.24
NN-EC 15.14 0.78 0.92 1.39 0.49 1.47 1.01
FVG 0.78 0.36 0.58 0.72 1.01 1.15 0.76
FVG-L 0.75 0.35 0.56 0.70 1.01 1.14 0.75
FVG-LU 0.93 0.37 0.59 0.70 1.03 1.14 0.76
SIFT 2.6 1.50 1.53 3.57 6.05 3.75 3.28
Harris 6.76 9.24 10.12 12.37 11.14 4.95 9.56
KLT 2.4 4.02 6.48 4.27 6.16 3.47 4.88
SURF 12.1 35.65 23.70 11.42 12.43 5.66 17.78
ENFT 8.91 1.40 1.68 3.20 11.07 2.69 4.01
NCC 2040.0 9.96 12.35 13.96 18.74 13.23 13.65
PTAM-All 9.77 1.59 1.08 1.16 1.84 1.48 1.43
PTAM-MP 2.99 1.32 0.91 0.97 1.46 1.41 1.21
PTAM-F 0.89 1.52 1.12 1.15 1.54 1.46 1.36
PTAM-Non-TSR 0.70 1.01 1.06 1.08 1.37 1.12 1.13
PTAM-TSR 0.46 0.86 1.18 1.24 1.26 1.11 1.13
MonoSLAM-All 11.19 0.95 1.15 1.30 0.98 1.58 1.19
MonoSLAM-MP 6.09 1.05 1.18 1.46 1.16 1.64 1.29
MonoSLAM-F 1.89 0.99 1.15 1.40 1.12 1.55 1.24
MonoSLAM-Non-
TSR
0.93 1.08 0.70 0.92 1.19 0.92 0.96
MonoSLAM-TSR 0.48 1.28 0.77 1.10 1.23 0.96 1.07
LPP-All 11.41 0.91 1.02 1.08 1.11 1.25 1.08
LPP-MP 6.78 1.03 1.19 1.28 1.44 1.08 1.20
LPP-F 1.96 1.11 1.16 1.25 1.42 1.19 1.23
LPP-Non-TSR 1.32 0.66 0.64 0.57 0.52 0.62 0.60
LPP-TSR 0.61 0.69 0.80 0.71 1.03 0.57 0.76
Affine-All 15.19 1.29 0.78 0.83 1.13 1.11 1.03
Affine-MP 10.62 1.41 1.55 1.59 1.75 1.62 1.58
Affine-F 3.17 1.45 1.51 1.50 1.74 1.60 1.56
Affine-Non-TSR 9.98 0.45 0.43 0.53 0.51 0.52 0.49
Affine-TSR 0.82 0.68 0.64 0.75 0.71 0.42 0.64
Dense stereo-Non-
TSR
119.09 0.92 0.92 1.59 1.29 1.76 1.30
Dense stereo-TSR 41.16 0.97 0.97 1.68 1.35 1.81 1.35
Smoothed stereo-
Non-TSR
119.29 0.70 1.09 0.81 1.46 1.61 1.12
Smoothed stereo-
TSR
41.36 0.72 1.12 0.86 1.52 1.65 1.16
Scaled stereo-Non-
TSR
33.24 1.05 1.09 0.85 1.11 1.15 1.05
Scaled stereo-TSR 5.59 0.76 0.66 1.08 0.93 1.18 0.91
Table 7.26: Comparison of the TSR methods with others from literature.
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7.2. Further, Table 7.29 shows the ratio of TSR method to non-TSR method in
terms of recovered scene accuracy and image processing time. These results show
that, on average, adding the TSR framework to a scene recovery method decreases
computation to a third for a 9% decrease in recovered scene accuracy.
Method Av. Time (s) - Non-TSR Av. Time (s) - TSR p-value
Planar 18.86 0.93 6.86× 10−87
PTAM 0.70 0.46 8.90× 10−87
MonoSLAM 0.93 0.48 6.90× 10−87
LPP 1.32 0.61 6.86× 10−87
Affine 9.98 0.82 6.86× 10−87
Dense stereo 119.09 41.16 4.49× 10−86
Smoothed stereo 119.29 41.36 4.49× 10−86
Scaled stereo 33.24 5.59 4.49× 10−86
Table 7.27: Statistical significance of integrating the TSR framework with scene
recovery methods in terms of average image processing time.
Method Diff (m) - Non-TSR Diff (m) - TSR p-value
Planar 0.83 0.76 2.27× 10−6
PTAM 1.13 1.13 0.63
MonoSLAM 0.96 1.07 4.72× 10−27
LPP 0.60 0.76 1.44× 10−24
Affine 0.49 0.64 3.23× 10−21
Dense stereo 1.30 1.35 2.21× 10−76
Smoothed stereo 1.12 1.16 4.63× 10−63
Scaled stereo 1.05 0.91 2.39× 10−59
Table 7.28: Statistical significance of integrating the TSR framework with scene
recovery methods in terms of average recovered scene difference.
Method Mean Diff SD Diff Mean Time SD Time
Planar 0.96 0.44 0.05 0.04
PTAM 1.04 0.36 0.67 0.10
MonoSLAM 1.12 0.23 0.54 0.09
LPP 1.26 0.50 0.48 0.07
Affine 1.32 0.60 0.08 0.02
Dense stereo 1.04 0.03 0.36 0.08
Smoothed stereo 1.04 0.04 0.36 0.08
Scaled stereo 0.90 0.09 0.16 0.10
Average 1.09 0.29 0.34 0.07
Table 7.29: Mean and standard deviation results of TSR/Non-TSR ratios for scene
recovery accuracy (Diff) and average image processing time (Time).
Table 7.29 presents the ratio of average computation time per frame and is
thus biased according to the average time to perform one check by each method
(which will be different). Thus, Table 7.30 presents the average number of checks
performed for a recovered feature by each method, for both the Non-TSR and TSR
variants of each method. Here, one check refers to a single action performed to
compute a similarity measure between an initial feature position and one candidate
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position. These results show that in terms of number of computations performed,
extending the method with TSR reduces computation to 6% on average.
Method Non-TSR TSR Ratio
Planar 318.48 14.33 0.04
PTAM 3279.45 390.41 0.12
MonoSLAM 4069.25 116.03 0.03
LPP 4049.36 121.00 0.03
Affine 2047.78 144.29 0.07
Dense stereo 33.83 2.51 0.07
Smoothed stereo 33.83 2.51 0.07
Scaled stereo 26.59 2.00 0.08
Average 1732.32 99.14 0.06
Table 7.30: Ratio of the average number of checks made per feature for the Non-
TSR and TSR variants of the recovery methods.
With regard to the hypothesis considered in this section that other scene reco-
very methods gain the advantages the planar recovery method did in the previous
section, from inclusion of the TSR framework. Experimental evidence has been
provided showing all methods gain a decrease in computation by including the
TSR framework. But the experimental evidence indicates less accurate scenes are
recovered under such inclusion. Thus, under these results, the hypothesis is refu-
ted. However, as previously discussed, data used in these experiments was ground
truthed by hand. Also, observing the results of Table 7.26, the maximum decrease
in accuracy for including the TSR framework is 16cm. Therefore, this decrease in
accuracy could be a result of inaccurate ground truthed data. But, it can still be
observed that on average a large decrease in computation is made for only a small
decrease in accuracy when including the TSR framework.
7.6 Example Recovered Image Sequence
For completeness, Figure 7.53 presents example results from a recovered sequence
(S1 from the previous data sets). This example includes image frames from the
original sequence, screen shots from an application rendering a texture mapped
3D model and a long shot of a textureless render of the whole recovered sequence.
For more examples, see Appendix C.
7.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, a method for planar scene recovery of terrain-based information
captured from a forward-facing rail bound vehicle has been demonstrated. Expe-
rimental evidence provided demonstrates (in the data of concern in this research,
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(a) Sequence image 0. (b) Sequence image 60. (c) Sequence image 119.
(d) Example recovered scene screen shot
1.
(e) Example recovered scene screen shot
2.
(f) Example recovered scene screen shot
3.
(g) Textureless rendered view of the full 3D scene
in which the ground plane and row of trees
present in the sequence recovered can be obser-
ved.
Figure 7.53: Example 3D recovered sequence including (a)-(c): images frames
from the original sequence processed, (d)-(f): screenshots from a custom appli-
cation which renders the recovered 3D scene information and texture maps the
original image data onto the result and (g): a textureless render of the entire scene
recovered.
at least) there is a relationship between image features and recovered scene infor-
mation.
This chapter has further demonstrated how this relationship can be exploited,
by the proposed concepts of TSR, to improve performance of 3D scene recovery.
Naive methods appear to provide computational benefit when applied to small
sequences from the forward-facing camera data. However, these benefits do not
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generalise to longer sequences or other data, especially data which experiences
complex camera movement. Nearest Neighbour-based methods have been shown
to provide computational advantage, but require an error checking mechanism to
avoid convergent search ranges, which decrease accuracy. However, the selection
of neighbourhoods for search range reduction may still not be optimal, creating
inaccurate results if one group of image features maps to multiple value ranges.
Since the multi-linked Gaussian models of FVG are able to represent this one
feature to multiple values mapping, they provide superior performance. Finally,
refined search spaces must be updated in terms of camera motion if advantages
are to be seen in general.
Further, some of the presented TSR methods in this chapter have been shown
to perform competitively with other methods from literature when applied to the
data required for recovery in this research. With regard to these other methods
from literature, it has also been shown how the TSR concepts can be implemented
in terms of FVG-LU. On average, these TSR extended methods checked 6% of
the candidate feature points checked by the normal methods. Even including
the computational overhead of the TSR relationship model, this still provided a
decrease in processing time of 66%. Across all methods considered, this increase
in efficiency was achieved for a (possible) small decrease in accuracy of 9%.
In terms of raw data accuracy, Section 2.3.6 highlights that real world elements
which appear further away from the camera will be captured less accurately in the
image data. A combination of processing images in reverse chronological order,
only recovering new image elements (Section 7.2.1) and the region growing/image
differencing method (Section 7.2.2.7) means that only real world elements are re-
covered which appear close to the camera in any given image frame processed.
Such elements are the most accurately captured. Further, recovering only close
image elements solves the disadvantage of difficult recovery for distant image fea-
tures mentioned in Section 3.4.4. In fact, performing an analysis of recovered
scenes, the average distance from the camera of a recovered plane is 9.18m, which
(using the data from Figure 2.6 in Section 2.3.6) corresponds to an accuracy of
1.08cm per pixel. The average maximum distance of a recovered plane is 34.00m,
corresponding to a data accuracy of 2.94cm per pixel. Another disadvantage of 3D
scene recovery methods mentioned in Section 3.4.4, solved by the proposed scene
recovery scheme is that of recovering image areas lacking texture - these areas are
detected by the image differencing operation of Section 7.2.2.7 and not recovered.
Finally, one of the challenges associated with the proposed research of this
work is the creation of efficient algorithms to process large volumes of data in an
acceptable amount of time. The TSR framework and FVG-LU implementation
presented in this chapter provide a method for improving efficiency (decreasing
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computation time) of scene recovery algorithms. Achieved by exploiting the iden-
tified advantages of the data used in this work - temporal information, camera only
motion and strong image structure. In terms of the previously presented example
(Section 1.4.1) the terrain in 108,000 image frames for 160Km of track can be
recovered by the planar and FVG-LU method in 53 hours, or by the PTAM and
FVG-LU method in 13.8 hours. Thus, the extended PTAM method can recover
terrain for all 16,000 Km of UK track in 57.5 days, using only the single computer
hardware described in this work.
Chapter 8
Analysis of Recovered Terrain
Data
8.1 Introduction
Three-dimensional scene recovery methods discussed in the previous chapter only
create a model of the terrain within processed data. To determine asset LoS within
such a model, additional geometric analysis is required.
In Section 8.2, sequence segments recovered from the previously described asset
LoS test data (as recovered by the planar and TSR method of Section 7.4.9) are
presented along with a description of terminology used in the rest of this work.
This section also describes a simple geometric analysis method for determining
asset LoS, alongside the results of such analysis.
The terrain data recovered by the previous scene recovery process will be ap-
plied (in the next chapter) to terrain LoS analysis. Section 8.3 of this chapter
presents a discussion of the requirements on the terrain data in terms of not only
terrain LoS analysis computation but also end user output for both asset and
terrain LoS analysis. This discussion shows the current planar terrain data is not
appropriate for this task and draws inspiration from literature to indicate how it
can be extended to be appropriate. The implementation of such extensions in pre-
sented in Section 8.4 along with experimental results showing the extended data
is capable of providing more accurate asset LoS results.
To conclude the work presented regarding asset LoS analysis, Section 8.5 com-
pares all considered methods. Finally, Section 8.6 concludes this chapter.
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8.2 Recovered Data and Initial LoS Results
8.2.1 Example Recovered Sequences
Figure 8.1 presents example recovered sequence segments from the LoS data des-
cribed previously in Section 4.3.1.2. This data and all recovered data referred to in
the remainder of this thesis has been recovered using the FVG-LU TSR and planar
recovery method of Section 7.4.9. This method was chosen because it intrinsically
recovers planes without further processing.
8.2.2 Terminology
This section presents terminology used in the remainder of this work with regards
to recovered 3D scenes. Figure 8.2 shows an image from a test sequence and
part of the recovered terrain from the corresponding sequence. In this particular
sequence, the signal to the left of the scene is the asset of interest. The key items
of terminology are labelled in Figure 8.2(b):
Observation points The position of the train with respect to the recovered 3D
sequence, at each frame of the sequence. Overall, these points represent the
movement of the train through the recovered sequence, i.e. these are the
observation points from which asset LoS is tested.
Asset point The 3D location of the asset centre under consideration, within the
recovered sequence. This single point is used in LoS analysis to determine if
the corresponding asset is visible - the assumption is made that this point
accurately represents the asset. This 3D point is computed from the ground
truth data corresponding to the asset. Thus, a complete system would re-
quire another method (possibly object recognition-based) to detect the pre-
sence of each asset under consideration in two successive images (to allow 3D
recovery of central asset position). However, presented results assume that
such a method is in place and produces results as accurate as the ground
truth data.
Recovered plane segments The plane segments, forming the terrain model,
recovered using the previously described method.
Recovered plane segment corner points The four corner points which form
the recovered plane segment.
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(a) Image from sequence 13. (b) Recovered sequence segment. Note, the right-hand side has
been removed so the details of the bridge can be better seen.
(c) Image from sequence 16. (d) Recovered sequence segment.
(e) Image from sequence 18. (f) Recovered sequence segment.
Figure 8.1: Example recovered sequence segments.
8.2.3 Initial Asset LoS Results
The following provides initial asset LoS results, with regard to recovered terrain
data from the LoS test sequences of Section 4.3.1.2. Results using terrain recovered
with the ECV, SVNN and FVG-LU methods (Chapter 7) are presented. The
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(a) Image frame taken from sequence processed containing asset.
Recovered plane
segments
Asset point
Observation points
Plane segment
corner points
(b) Partial recovered 3D sequence - only the ground and left-hand side of the sequence have
been rendered, improving the clarity of this diagram.
Figure 8.2: Partial example 3D scene recovery demonstrating the 4 key terms used
in the remainder of the research in relation to recovered 3D sequences containing
assets (observation points, asset point, plane segments and corner points).
results in this section are intended to demonstrate the accuracy of the previously
described planar recovery and TSR methods applied to longer image sequences,
indirectly by asset LoS analysis. That is, it is assumed asset LoS analysis will be
accurate if recovered scenes are also accurate.
8.2.3.1 Computing LoS
For each observation point within a recovered sequence, LoS is determined by che-
cking the line segment created between observation and asset point for intersection
with any of the recovered plane segments. If intersection occurs with at least one
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plane segment, LoS to the asset is obstructed from that observation point.
For asset point (A), the i-th observation point (Oi) and the j-th set of plane
segment corner points (cpj0 ,cpj1 ,cpj2 ,cpj3), the following steps are used to test for
intersection.
The equation of the line between Oi and A is given as:
Li = Oi + s(A−Oi) (8.1)
The plane segment normal:
nj = (cpj1 − cpj0)× (cpj2 − cpj0) (8.2)
where, × stands for cross product. The point of intersection along the line Li
is thus given by:
sij =
nj · (cpj0 −Oi)
nj · (A−Oi) (8.3)
Substituting into Equation 8.1, the point of intersection is:
Lij = Oi + sij(A−Oi) (8.4)
Since a plane segment is under consideration, it must be checked that Lij lies
within the bounds of the segment. This is achieved by projecting cpj0 , cpj1 , cpj2
and cpj3 onto an image plane defined at the observation point position (forming a
2D polygon) and projecting Lij onto the same image plane and testing if this point
lies within the polygon. For which Algorithm 2 is used, where Point is a construct
containing an x and y coordinate, Point[] is an array of points, containing a
number of elements equal to array.Length, array[i] is the i-th Point of array
and point.x and point.y are the x and y coordinates of point.
Thus, the line segment between Oi and A intersects the plane segment de-
fined by (cpj0 ,cpj1 ,cpj2 ,cpj3) if sij ≥ 0 ∧ sij ≤ 1 and pij = true, where pij
= InsidePolygon(S2I(Lij), [S2I(cpj0),S2I(cpj1),S2I(cpj2),S2I(cpj3)] ), where
S2I(x) projects the 3D point x onto an image plane.
8.2.3.2 LoS Results
Table 8.1 presents the asset LoS results for recovered data from the different
methods, in terms of correctly identifying asset LoS intersection from observation
points. In this context, False Positive refers to when an asset can be seen from
an observation point when it should not and False Negative refers to when an
asset cannot be seen from an observation point when it should. The data created
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Algorithm 2: Determining if a 2D point resides inside a polygon.
Point → x, y
Boolean InsidePolygon(Point p, Point[ ] polygon)
begin
Point p1, p2
Boolean inside = false
if polygon.Length < 3 then
return inside
Point old point = polygon[polygon.Length]
for (i = 0; i < polygon.Length; i+ +) do
Point new point = polygon[i]
if new point.x > old point.x then
p1 = old point
p2 = new point
else
p1 = new point
p2 = old point
if (new point.x < p.x) == (p.x ≤
old point.x)∧ (p.y−p1.y)× (p2.x−p1.x) < (p2.y−p1.y)× (p.x−p1.x)
then
inside =!inside
old point = new point
Return inside
by the FVG-LU method produces the lowest false positive and false negative
rates. This is also the TSR-based method which produced the most accurate
scene reconstructions in the previous experiments of the TSR implementations.
Thus, the FVG-LU method produces more accurately recovered terrain data when
applied to longer sequences than either of the two naive methods, ECV and SVNN.
Method False Positive Rate False Negative Rate
ECV 0.62 0.11
SVNN 0.32 0.17
FVG-LU 0.29 0.11
Table 8.1: False positive and negative rates for asset LoS analysis from recovered
3D sequence data.
Plane segments recovered from sequence data will not be completely accurate
(observation of results in the previous chapter demonstrate this). Therefore, it
is hypothesised that asset LoS analysis accuracy can be improved if LoS from
an observation point is considered obstructed when the line between it and the
asset point is within a given distance of any recovered plane segment. This is
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achieved by computing the minimum distance between Li and the lines formed
by −−−−→cpj0cpj1 , −−−−→cpj1cpj2 , −−−−→cpj2cpj3 and −−−−→cpj3cpj0 . Figure 8.3 presents the different LoS
false positive and negative rates for different distance thresholds for recovered data
from each of the three methods. Further, Table 8.2 presents the false positive and
negative rates for the best performing threshold. This was determined by the
threshold corresponding to the lowest value of
√
FP 2 + FN2, i.e. the Euclidean
distance from (0,0), where FP and FN are the false positive and negative rates
respectively. In practical terms, increasing the distance threshold, increases the
false negative rate and decreases the false positive rate as more observation-asset
lines are considered obstructed. These results show that all methods produce
more accurate results under this scheme, with FVG-LU still producing the highest
accuracy. Thus supporting the presented hypothesis.
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(a) ECV
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(c) FVG-LU
Figure 8.3: Changing false positive and negative rates for asset LoS analysis consi-
dering different distances to the closest planes as representing intersection, using
the 3D scene recovery results from the three different methods considered for dif-
ferent acceptance plane distances.
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Method False Positive Rate False Negative Rate Threshold (m)
ECV 0.26 0.22 1.24
SVNN 0.22 0.22 0.67
FVG-LU 0.08 0.14 0.22
Table 8.2: False positive and negative rates for asset LoS analysis from recovered
3D sequence data for best distance threshold.
8.3 Terrain Requirements
The following discusses requirements with regard to the terrain data used for both
asset LoS analysis and subsequent terrain LoS analysis. First, two key require-
ments of the data are presented, along with reasons why the current representation
is insufficient. A brief discussion of terrain data representation in literature is pre-
sented, from which inspiration is drawn for the extension of current planar terrain
data.
8.3.1 Requirements
8.3.1.1 Clear Output
AMSs were first presented in Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.1) of this work. In which
it was observed that one of the key roles of such systems is to present data in
a meaningful way to the end user. This is a concept which must be embraced
here. However, the current planar data representation is very cumbersome (for
example, within a 10m segment, there are on average 438 plane segments) and
hence associated results cannot be presented clearly.
8.3.1.2 Terrain Growth
Terrain LoS analysis is interested in terrain elements that not only currently cause
a problem, but also those which could pose a problem in the future, i.e. if they
move or grow. Allowing predictive maintenance schedules to be created. Single
plane segments cannot themselves be grown since they have no volume - the seg-
ment can be grown along its own plane but this does not represent accurately how
objects with volume (which terrain elements should be) grow.
8.3.2 Methods for Data Representation
In literature, there are two main types of representation used for terrain data.
Raster methods divide the area of interest into a series of cells, all points in a
cell are assumed to have the same elevation (Maloy and Dean [2001]). Triangular
Irregular Networks (TINs) represent a series of known elevation points in groups
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of three, each defining a triangular plane (Maloy and Dean [2001]). Examples of
each type are shown in Figure 8.4.
(a) Raster terrain data structure. (b) TIN terrain data structure.
Figure 8.4: Terrain data structure examples for the same raw data.
As highlighted by Florani et al. [1994], TINs adapt well to terrain features
as they can deal with irregularly distributed data sets. Further, Ruiz [1995] and
Goodchild and Lee [1989] pointed out that this also means fewer points can be
used by TINs to represent data. Increasing efficiency in both data representation
and processing (Kim et al. [2004]). Lee [1991] also argued that raster methods
are deficient because an assumption is made that each raster cell defines a single
elevation plane, when this is not the case. However, Shen et al. [2008] observed
that raster terrain data can be very accurate by using a high sampling resolution.
But, this requires lots of memory and processing time.
Despite the drawbacks of raster and advantages of TIN, Wang et al. [1996],
Kaucic and Zalik [2002] and Shen et al. [2008] all pointed out that raster grids are
commonly used, primarily because of the simplicity of their data structure.
8.3.3 Meeting the Requirements
The planar data structure currently recovered bears a strong similarity to the TIN-
type data structure. However, as already pointed, it contains too much information
to provide clear output and the planes cannot be grown appropriately for predictive
maintenance. But, as highlighted by the literature previously mentioned, this type
of data will produce accurate results. Raster-based terrain and methods, however,
are much simpler in their representation of data. Possibly providing clearer output
for end users, if large raster cells are applied.
The proposed solution therefore creates a hybrid, raster-TIN representation.
Plane segments will be segmented into semantic groups relating to different parts
of the scene. Since transportation corridors with strong scene semantics are being
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used, it makes sense to divide the scene into ground, left and right categories
(based on rail track area). Figure 8.5 demonstrates an example of this. Each
semantic category in the image plane will be used to create segmented bounding
cuboids in the recovered scene space - representing raster cells. Recovered planes
are then assigned to the bounding cuboid which they intersect. Planes inside
the generated cuboids will be used to compute LoS results (providing accuracy).
But the cuboids will be used for displaying the results (providing simplicity in
end results). Further, each cuboid structure can be applied to grow the planes it
contains. Thus both requirements are met.
The proposed solution is similar to that presented by Wenzhong [2000] in
that planar, TIN-like information is combined with a volumetric representation.
Except, in this work, the volumetric representation will be used to provide clear
output of results relating to the TIN information and to alter the TIN data.
Whereas Wenzhong [2000] used the TIN information for visualisation. Work in the
remainder of this chapter discusses both the creation of this hybrid representation
and it’s application to asset LoS analysis.
Figure 8.5: Example image segmented into ground (green), left (blue) and right
(red) and distant image data (grey) categories.
8.4 Extending Recovered Data
The following section discusses the computation of the previously discussed hybrid
terrain data, to meet requirements for both asset and terrain LoS analysis. This
method involves segmenting recovered planes using both semantic image and train
movement information and then computing bounding cuboids around segments.
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8.4.1 Segmenting Planes
Recovered planes are segmented by firstly dividing into semantic categories using
image data and then each division is subdivided according to the direction of
travel. A bounding cuboid is then computed such that it surrounds each of these
subdivisions.
8.4.1.1 Division into Semantic Categories
Since scene recovery methods applied to the data in this work are corridor map-
ping, it seems natural to divide the plane segments into the categories of ground,
left and right. Representing the ground and walls of the corridor recovered. This
division is achieved by utilising semantic information present in the image data.
Specifically, the presence of rails in images indicates the ground area. Section 5.2
discusses the detection of rail tracks in images.
For any image recovered, a mask (M) is produced of equivalent pixel size.
Every pixel in this mask is labelled with a colour representing ground (green),
left (blue), right (red) or distant image data (black i.e. ignored) categories. The
following method is used to produce this mask. First, the following points are
computed from the rail track pixels detected in the image:
x1 = min(Ri(x)),∀i ∈ R, where Ri(y) = H
2
, y1 =
H
2
(8.5)
x2 = min(Ri(x)),∀i ∈ R, where Ri(y) = H, y2 = H (8.6)
x3 = max(Ri(x)),∀i ∈ R, where Ri(y) = H
2
, y3 =
H
2
(8.7)
x4 = max(Ri(x)),∀i ∈ R, where Ri(y) = H, y4 = H (8.8)
where, R is the set of rail track pixels and H is the height of the image. These
points are then used to compute the outside left and right-hand edges of all the
rail track pixels. For the left-hand rail track pixels, this is computed using the
steps of Algorithm 3, where Point has the same meaning as used in Algorithm 2
and RI is a binary image where 0 represents background pixels and 1 represents
rail pixels. Similarly, for the right-hand rail track pixels in Algorithm 4.
The gaps between the top and bottom of these left and right-hand edges are
filled, producing a completely connected boundary. The image area within this
boundary represents the ground area. The remainder of the image area is divided
into left and right using:
M(x, y) =
{
left if x ≤ x1 ∧M(x, y) 6= ground
right if x ≥ x2 ∧M(x, y) 6= ground (8.9)
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Algorithm 3: Compute left-hand rail pixels
begin
LeftEdge = Point[]
for y = y1...y3 do
x = 0
while RI(x, y) = 0 do
x = x+ 1
Point p
p.x = x
p.y = y
LeftEdge.Add(p)
for i = LeftEdge.Length− 1...1 do
if LeftEdgei(x) 6= LeftEdgei−1(x) then
for x = LeftEdgei(x)...LeftEdgei−1(x) do
Point p
p.x = x
p.y = LeftEdgei(y)
LeftEdge.Add(p)
Figure 8.6 shows some masks created from images using this method.
(a) Image 00000226. (b) Image 00012430. (c) Image 00027241.
(d) Mask created for image
00000226.
(e) Mask created for image
00012430.
(f) Mask created for image
00027241.
Figure 8.6: (a)-(c): Typical input images with detected rails marked in magenta,
(d)-(f): the corresponding masks produced from the input images.
Now, it is possible to categorise every recovered plane segment into ground,
left or right based on the position of the corner points in the original image it was
recovered from. In the case of a plane spanning multiple segments of the mask,
it is labelled as both. Figure 8.7 shows an example labelled point cloud of plane
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Algorithm 4: Compute right-hand rail pixels
begin
RightEdge = Point[]
for y = y1...y3 do
x = width of RI
while RI(x, y) = 0 do
x = x− 1
Point p
p.x = x
p.y = y
RightEdge.Add(p)
for i = RightEdge.Length− 1...1 do
if RightEdgei(x) 6= RightEdgei−1(x) then
for x = RightEdge(x)...RightEdgei−1(x) do
Point p
p.x = x
p.y = RightEdgei(y)
RightEdge.Add(p)
segment corners, for a part of one of the recovered sequences, categorised using
this method.
8.4.1.2 Subdivision of Semantic Categories
Plane segments belonging to each semantic category are further subdivided into
strips, perpendicular to the direction of train motion. To compute these strips,
firstly, a reduced set of the observation points is created. First the original obser-
vation points are interpolated to provide finer accuracy. They are then reduced
such that one is kept every Xm along the path travelled by the train.
A set of lines (defined by gradient and intercept) are created using this set of
reduced of observation points, as shown in Algorithm 5, where Line is a construct
containing values for both the gradient and intercept of a line, l.gradient and
l.intercept are the gradient and intercept of Line l, RL is an array of constructed
lines and RL.Add(l) adds the Line l to array RL.
Next, the corner points of each plane segment are binned into N − 1 bins,
where N is the number of reduced observation points. If the corner points for one
plane segment span multiple bins, a copy of the plane segment is stored in both.
For a given point (p), the bin index (b) is computed using:
b = i, if RLi(z) > p(z) ∧RLi+1(z) < p(z) (8.10)
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Figure 8.7: Example point cloud representing plane segment corner points segmen-
ted into ground (green), left (blue) and right (red) categories using the previously
described method. In this view, the ground area, left and right regions can clearly
be seen. Units in this graph are metres.
where, RLi(z) = (RLi.gradient× p(x)) +RLi.intercept. Figure 8.8 shows the
results of applying this procedure to a scene divided into semantic categories - the
different colours of points represent the different subdivisions.
(a) Original division into semantic categories. (b) Subdivision of semantic categories into
strips.
Figure 8.8: Example of subdividing planes in semantic categories into strips per-
pendicular to the direction of travel.
8.4.1.3 Bounding Cuboids
The recovered plane segments for a sequence can now be divided into strips per-
pendicular to the direction of travel, each strip containing points relating to three
distinct areas of the image (ground, left and right). Each of these areas can now
be represented by the 8 corner points of a bounding cuboid. For any subdivided
group of plane segments, the following method can be applied to compute the 8
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Algorithm 5: Computing reduced observation point lines
begin
for i ∈ Reduced observation points do
next = i+ 1
if i = |Reduced observation points| then
next = i− 1
rx = Reduced observation pointsi(x)
rz = Reduced observation pointsi(z)
nx = Reduced observation pointsnext(x)
nz = Reduced observation pointsnext(z)
Line l = new Line
l.gradient = 0
if rx − nx 6= 0 then
l.gradient = (rz − nz)/(rx − nx)
l.intercept = rz − (l.gradient× rx)
RL.Add(l)
corner points which define the bounding cuboid.
The angle at which the scene points are relative to the horizontal is computed
using the bounding observation point lines previously used to bin the scene point
data:
θ =
1
2
(tan−1 RLsi .gradient+ tan
−1 RLsi+1.gradient) (8.11)
where, si is the index of the bin related to the set of binned scene points s for
which the bounding cuboid is currently being computed. The scene points under
consideration are then rotated by this angle and translated so the centre of the
region coincides with the origin:
sRT = (
−→s −−−−−−−−→(µx, µy, µz))×R (8.12)
where, µx, µy and µz are the mean x, y and z coordinates of s respectively and
R is a rotation matrix in the xz dimensions constructed using angle θ. The corner
points of the bounding cuboid (bc1 to bc8) are then computed using:
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bc1(x) = min(x)(sRT ), bc1(y) = max(y)(sRT ), bc1(z) = max(z)(sRT ) (8.13)
bc2(x) = max(x)(sRT ), bc2(y) = max(y)(sRT ), bc2(z) = max(z)(sRT ) (8.14)
bc3(x) = min(x)(sRT ), bc3(y) = max(y)(sRT ), bc3(z) = min(z)(sRT ) (8.15)
bc4(x) = max(x)(sRT ), bc4(y) = max(y)(sRT ), bc4(z) = min(z)(sRT ) (8.16)
bc5(x) = min(x)(sRT ), bc5(y) = min(y)(sRT ), bc5(z) = max(z)(sRT ) (8.17)
bc6(x) = max(x)(sRT ), bc6(y) = min(y)(sRT ), bc6(z) = max(z)(sRT ) (8.18)
bc7(x) = min(x)(sRT ), bc7(y) = min(y)(sRT ), bc7(z) = min(z)(sRT ) (8.19)
bc8(x) = max(x)(sRT ), bc8(y) = min(y)(sRT ), bc8(z) = min(z)(sRT ) (8.20)
where, minx,miny and minz are functions returning the minimum value in the
corresponding dimension for a set of points and maxx,maxy and maxz return the
maximum. Finally, the bounding cuboid points are rotated and translated back
to coincide with the original position of the scene points:
bci = (bci ×R−1) +
−−−−−−−→
(µx, µy, µz),∀i ∈ 1..8 (8.21)
Figure 8.9 shows the bounding cuboids (blue lines) computed from a recovered
sequence. For improved clarity, the observation points (red points) have been
included in this diagram.
Figure 8.9: Complete example sequence divided into bounding cuboids, shown
from a top-down perspective.
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8.4.2 Asset LoS Analysis from Bounding Cuboid Data
It is possible to use only the bounding cuboid data previously described to com-
pute asset LoS analysis. For any sequence, obstruction between the LoS of one
observation point and the asset point is computed by determining if any bounding
cuboid intersects the observation-asset point line. For a single observation point
and bounding cuboid, such a test can be made by determining if the observation-
asset point line intersects any of the lines of the bounding cuboid’s top face in
the (x, z) plane. If an intersection exists and the line appears anywhere below the
face, the bounding cuboid obstructs LoS. This method is summarised in Algorithm
6 using the notation of Figure 8.10, where Obs refers to the current observation
point.
Asset (A)
Obs (O)
(X0,Y0,Z0)
(X1,Y1,Z1)
(x0,y0,z0) (x1,y1,z1)
(x2,y2,z2)(x3,y3,z3)
Figure 8.10: Intersection terminology.
Figure 8.11 presents an example of executing this method for the recovered
scene demonstrated in Figure 8.9. Red points represents observation points which
can see the asset (black point), blue points are observation points which cannot see
the asset and only those bounding cuboids which cause obstruction are included
in the diagram.
Figure 8.12 shows the effect on asset LoS analysis for different sized bounding
cuboids. These results show that larger bounding cuboids result in more false
positives and fewer false negatives. Even though this seems logically incorrect,
observe that the previous bounding cuboid LoS method does not account for
when an observation point is inside a bounding cuboid. Hence, when this scenario
occurs, more false positives result. However, even if this inside a bounding cuboid
check was added to previous method, false positives would decrease, but false
negatives would increase.
Table 8.3 presents the LoS results for the FVG-LU recovered data converted
into bounding cuboids (using the optimum distance interval for bounding cuboid
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Algorithm 6: Compute the intersection between a observation(Obs)-
asset(Asset) point line and a bounding cuboid (BC)
Boolean ComputeIntersection(Obs, Asset, BC)
begin
X0 = Asset(x), Y0 = Asset(y), Z0 = Asset(z)
X1 = Obs(x), Y1 = Obs(y), Z1 = Obs(z)
x0 = BC1(x), y0 = BC1(y), z0 = BC1(z)
x1 = BC2(x), y1 = BC2(y), z1 = BC2(z)
x2 = BC3(x), y2 = BC3(y), z2 = BC3(z)
x3 = BC4(x), y3 = BC4(y), z3 = BC4(z)
intersection = false
d =∞
if X1 < X0 then
tempX = X0, X0 = X1, X1 = tempX
tempZ = Z0, Z0 = Z1, Z1 = tempZ
M = 0
if X1 −X0 6= 0 then
M = Z0−Z1
X0−X1
C = Z0 − (MX0)
for i = 0...3 do
j = i+ 1
if i = 3 then
j = 0
xa = xi, za = zi
xb = xj, zb = zj
if xb < xa then
tempx = xa, xa = xb, xb = tempx
tempz = za, za = zb, zb = tempz
m = 0
if xa − xb 6= 0 then
m = za−zb
xa−xb
c = za − (mxa)
x´ = c−C
m−M
if x´ ≥ x1 ∧ x´ ≥ x3 ∧ x´ ≤ x2 ∧ x´ ≤ x4 then
interflag = true
interx = x´
intery = (m1x´) + c1
if interflag then
t = interx−Assetx
Obsx−Assetx
height = Assety + (t(Obsy − Assety))
if height ≤ ay then
intersection = true
return intersection
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Figure 8.11: Asset LoS analysis of a sequence with regards to a particular asset
(black point) using only cuboid data.
Figure 8.12: False positive and negative rates for asset LoS analysis with bounding
cuboids partitioned with different distance intervals.
size in terms of false positives and negatives, which corresponds to 0.1m). Under
the title of continuous vertical boundaries, results are presented for the application
of a method very similar to those presented by Lovell [1999], Lovell et al. [2001],
Nehate and Rys [2006] and Ismail and Sayed [2007]. This method assumes conti-
nuous vertical boundaries on the left and right-hand side of the ground areas. If
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any asset, observation point line segment crosses these boundaries, LoS is blocked.
As the results show, this assumption results in fewer false positives but many more
false negatives and provides evidence that the asset LoS analysis is not a trivial
problem in this application. The same can be seen in the use of cuboids. Perhaps
as expected, because the cuboids created cannot represent the finer details of the
data.
Method False Positive Rate False Negative Rate
Cuboid LoS 0.06 0.60
Continuous Ver-
tical Boundaries
0.00 0.80
Table 8.3: False positive and negative rates for asset LoS analysis from computed
cuboid data.
8.4.3 Combining Planes and Cuboids
Planes are now segmented into groups according to the created bounding cuboids.
The LoS intersection for a single bounding cuboid of planes can therefore be com-
puted in the following manner: compute intersection between the observation
point-asset line and the cuboid, if intersection exists test the intersection of each
plane within the bounding cuboid. Such a method has the potential to decrease
computation time for asset LoS analysis, whilst maintaining the LoS result accu-
racy of the previous plane-only method. Table 8.4 presents both LoS results for
this and previous methods, in combination with computational results. In this
case, computational results are given in terms of the average number of items che-
cked per sequence, either bounding cuboids, plane segments or both. Note, C&P
refers to the method using both cuboids and planes and the bracketed numbers
refer to the distance threshold for closest plane intersection acceptance (i.e Section
8.2.3.2). For completeness, Figure 8.13 presents the best C&P results for different
sized bounding cuboids. These results reflect those in Figure 8.12.
Method False Positive Rate False Negative Rate No. Checks
Cuboids 0.06 0.60 25330
Planes (0.00) 0.29 0.11 64606289.35
Planes (0.22) 0.08 0.14 64606289.35
C&P (0.00) 0.31 0.03 5604775.05
C&P (0.22) 0.11 0.04 4970040.8
C&P (0.58) 0.04 0.04 4869687.0
Table 8.4: False positive and negative rates for asset LoS analysis from recovered
3D sequence data, for different methods.
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Figure 8.13: False positive and negative rates for asset LoS analysis with bounding
cuboids and planes partitioned with different distance intervals.
These results show that just using the bounding cuboids for asset LoS analysis
provides the worst results for the least computation. Using only the planes for
asset LoS analysis induces the highest amount of computation and the combina-
tion of cuboids and planes provides a comprise between the two basic methods in
terms of computation. Further (for similar plane-distance thresholds), the C&P
method produces similar false positive and fewer false negatives than the plane
only method. This drop in false negatives is caused by the C&P method filtering
out planes which could cause a false negative result in the cuboid intersection
stage of the method. Also, because of this filtering stage, the C&P method can
use a bigger plane-distance threshold, providing a drop in false positives with only
a small rise in false negatives. Note, all the C&P results were computed by ex-
haustively searching for the best bounding cuboid distance interval in terms of the
reduced set of observation points created, regarding false positives and negatives
produced (the best C&P results, last row in Table 8.4, were produced using a dis-
tance interval of 1.4m). Thus, as supposed earlier, the combination of cuboid and
plane data in asset LoS analysis does allow for a decrease in performance without
negatively effecting results. In fact, the combined cuboid-plane asset LoS analysis
produced more accurate results.
8.4.4 Line-of-Sight Validation Videos
In Chapter 1, it was suggested that an advantage of the work performed lies in the
easy verification of LoS results computed (Section 1.4). Thus, a further type of
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output created from the LoS results takes the form of LoS Validation Videos, which
allow end users to easily assess the quality of results computed. For every asset
processed, one validation video is created. The first frame of a validation video is
at the asset position and the video contains image frames in reverse chronological
order from this point. Text indicating asset visibility and terrain intersecting asset
LoS are overlaid on each video frame. Figure 8.14 presents example frames from
one such LoS validation video created.
(a) First frame - asset visible.
(b) Later frame - asset not visible, terrain elements intersecting asset LoS
are highlighted blue.
Figure 8.14: Example frames created for an asset LoS validation video. In this
example, the asset of interest is the level crossing shown in (a).
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8.5 Comparison of all Asset LoS Methods
Finally, for comparison, Figure 8.15 presents the best achievable combined false
positive and negative values for every asset LoS method presented in this work,
for assets appearing at different distances ((FP 2 + FN2)0.5, where FP and FN
are the false positive and negatives respectively). These combined false positive
and negative values were computed for each method by finding the best method
parameters, at each distance, in terms of the average number of false positives
and negatives across images in all test sequences. For reference, Figure 8.16 shows
the results obtained under this scheme assuming an asset is always visible or
not visible. The intention of Figure 8.15 is to demonstrate the robustness of
each method with regard to the captured effects in data, which are caused by
changing asset-camera distance. (Note, since all 2D object recognition methods
provide the same results, it is assumed the asset can always be seen, only one is
presented in the graph as a representation of all). These results show two things.
First, all 2D (recognition and tracking) methods decrease in performance with
increasing distance, as the data presents more scope for errors with increasing
distance. Second, the method based on 3D recovered data and geometric analysis
provides the best accuracy at all distances, with no increase in asset LoS error with
increasing distance. Thus, geometric analysis of recovered terrain data for asset
LoS analysis is more robust to changing asset-camera distance than the object
recognition and tracking methods presented.
Figure 8.15: Combined false positive and negative values for all asset LoS methods
presented in this work.
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Figure 8.16: Combined false positive and negative values for assumed asset visi-
bility.
Also, Figure 8.17 shows the differences between Asset Sighting Distance (ASD)
computed by all methods and the ground truthed data (taken as the closest po-
sition to the asset where LoS becomes obstructed), using the same methods and
parameters as for Figure 8.15. These results show, again, scene recovery (TSR)
produces the most accurate results. This is because, the 3D scene recovery of
terrain data is not effected by any of the data difficulties highlighted in Section
3.1. That is, the system for scene recovery was constructed such that only close
image elements are recovered, ignoring the effects of distant image data.
8.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, initial asset LoS results have been presented for terrain data re-
covered from test sequences using previously described planar recovery and TSR
methods and a given geometric technique. These results demonstrate the possible
accuracy achievable by such methods and show that when applied to longer image
sequences the naive ECV and SVNN methods produce less accurate reconstruc-
tions than the more considered FVG-LU approach.
Further, this chapter has discussed the applicability of the raw, recovered pla-
nar data to future performed terrain analysis. Indicating that it is deficient in
terms of clear end user output and capacity to grow terrain elements. As such,
using concepts of terrain data from literature, a hybrid approach was proposed
combining accuracy and output clarity. In fact, presented results show it is possible
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Figure 8.17: Mean and standard deviation (SD) differences between ground tru-
thed ASDs and those computed by the different methods.
to produce more accurate LoS results using less computation with this hybrid ter-
rain model than the raw data. In terms of the LoS literature discussed in Section
2.4.7, the proposed hybrid model combines the high accuracy of exact methods
(the recovered plane segments) with the computational reduction of approximate
methods (the bounding cuboids). Example results demonstrating how LoS analy-
sis can be presented to the end user in the form of LoS validation videos have also
been presented.
This chapter concluded the work regarding asset LoS analysis by comparing
each of the methods presented in terms of errors produced, considering the test
data used. These results showed that all 2D-based methods produce more errors
in asset LoS analysis for increasing asset-camera distance (as the scope for more
error increases) and the 3D scene recovery and geometric analysis method does not
produce such increasing error rates. In terms of the research challenges mentioned
in Chapter 1 (Section 1.4.1), these results summarise the robustness of methods
investigated in terms of data used - 2D-based methods are less robust than 3D-
based. Thus, if any of the methods presented in this work are to be applied to
the task of asset LoS analysis, it should be the 3D scene recovery and geometric
analysis method.
Chapter 9
Terrain Line-of-Sight Analysis
9.1 Introduction
The previous work presented in the chapters of this thesis focusses on LoS analysis
between sets of points within a terrain model and the resulting information which
can be computed (such as ASD). As pointed out in Chapter 1, this provides
useful information regarding assets. But for asset ASD to be corrected efficiently,
analysis of the terrain surrounding an asset in terms of effect on LoS should also
be presented. Further, highlighted by the research challenges presented, this needs
to be done objectively. Thus, this is the focus of this chapter.
Section 9.2 begins this chapter with a brief discussion of points raised in the
literature review, reacquainting the reader with the motivation for this work. Fur-
ther, an objective (but computationally intensive) method for terrain analysis is
presented. To allow terrain analysis to be performed efficiently, a novel metric is
proposed which is intended to replicate the results of this method.
The terrain models used in this work can be very large. Section 9.3 thus
presents a method of applying the previous metric to an approximate data repre-
sentation. Shown to produce similar results to an exact terrain method for less
computation. Section 9.4 presents another contribution of this work, demonstra-
ting how efficiency of terrain analysis can be improved further by decomposing
the 3D problem into a series of 2D problems, to which binary search techniques
can be applied.
Section 9.5 of this chapter ties all of the previous work done, involving both
asset and terrain LoS analysis, together and provides the reader with example
information (from real data) which can be presented in end user reports. Quali-
tative analysis of results produced is provided, highlighting the usefulness of work
performed. Finally, Section 9.6 concludes the work performed in this chapter.
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9.2 A Metric for Automated Terrain Analysis
In the following work, terrain elements refer to the segmented regions formed by
the bounding cuboids discussed in the previous chapter, each of which contain
segmented planes from recovered sequences. That is, the combined bounding
cuboid-plane terrain data corresponding to the recovered 20 LoS test sequences is
used in this section. Further, some of the methods involved in the following dis-
cussion employ an exhaustive approach and thus are computationally demanding.
Therefore, to allow computation to be performed within the time constraints of
this work, the optimum bounding cuboid size identified previously of 1.4m (see
Section 8.4.3) cannot be used. Instead, the terrain of each sequence is divided
into 100 equal sized segments, providing 100 left, 100 right and 100 ground ter-
rain elements. This represents the terrain data used in the following work, unless
otherwise stated.
For ease of construction, the figures in this section represent terrain elements
as bounding cuboids. Further, the task of analysing terrain elements for one
sequence is seen as ranking in terms of the effect elements have on asset LoS.
Allowing troublesome terrain elements to be easily identified.
9.2.1 Recap of Current Methods and Literature
The main focus of LoS analysis methods presented in literature (see Section 2.4.7)
is the computation of intervisibility between sets of points with respect to a terrain
model. However, in the application presented, analysis of the terrain model with
respect to the intervisibility of points would provide useful information for both
current and future maintenance schedules. Current methods for performing such
analysis are provided by companies such as Network Rail (Network Rail [2007])
and ADAS UK Ltd [email: Buckland10]. However, such analysis is typically
manual. As already highlighted, manual methods are associated with the problems
of slowness and subjectivity (Beyerer [2003], Shirvaikar [2006] and Bohlool and
Taghanaki [2008]). A further advantage presented by a computer-based system
for performing the required analysis is, the computer can consider terrain elements
composing a large terrain model simultaneously.
9.2.2 Objective and Exhaustive Terrain Analysis
With regard to the presented work, one of the key items of information, in terms
of the discussion presented in Chapter 1, is the ASD. Thus, given a set of terrain
elements, observation points and an asset point, objectively, the terrain element
which effects ASD the most is the one which when removed from the terrain model
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provides the biggest increase to ASD.
Thus, objective, exhaustive terrain analysis can be achieved by computing the
terrain element for which the biggest increase in ASD is given. Once this terrain
element has been identified, it can be removed from the terrain model and added
to an output list. The process then repeats. If, for any iteration of this method,
no terrain element can be removed to increase ASD all terrain elements are grown
a fixed amount. This whole process continues until either all terrain elements
have been removed or a fixed total growth distance has been reached. If removed
terrain elements are added to the tail of the output list, this list automatically
provides terrain ranking for a sequence.
For the terrain LoS analysis, it is important the planes can be grown to identify
problematic areas of terrain in the future. Bounding cuboids and the planes within
them are grown by expanding along a line between the bounding cuboid centre
and the point which is to be expanded. That is, an assumption is made that
terrain elements grow from their centre, equally in all directions. Note, it is also
assumed that all terrain elements grow at an equal rate. For any point (plane
segment corner point or bounding cuboid point) p, expansion by a distance d with
a bounding cuboid centre BCav is given by:
pG = (p(x) + xG, p(y) + yG, p(z) + zG) (9.1)
where,
xG =
{
x′ if p(x) ≥ BCav(x)
x′ ×−1 otherwise (9.2)
x′ =
√
d2
1 + (DIRy
DIRx
)2 + (DIRz
DIRx
)2
(9.3)
yG =
{
y′ if p(y) ≥ BCav(y)
0 otherwise
(9.4)
y′ =
√
d2
(DIRx
DIRy
)2 + 1 + (DIRz
DIRy
)2
(9.5)
zG =
{
z′ if p(z) ≥ BCav(z)
z′ ×−1 otherwise (9.6)
z′ =
√
d2
(DIRx
DIRz
)2 + (DIRy
DIRz
)2 + 1
(9.7)
where,
−−→
DIR = −→p −−−−→BCav. Note, yG is set to zero to prevent the planes going
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into the ground, as this would not make sense. The sub-figures of Figure 9.1 show
the cross section of a recovered sequence segment and the results of applying this
growth technique to one of the left-hand side bounding cuboids and contained
plane segments for different distances.
(a) Original. (b) Growth of 0.45m.
(c) Growth of 2.25m. (d) Growth of 4.50m.
Figure 9.1: Example of growing planes within a terrain element.
Figure 9.2 shows an example ranking produced using this method. In this
example, the terrain elements are coloured in a manner proportional to their rank.
Terrain elements with a high rank are white, elements with a low rank are black.
This result shows that the terrain elements of the left-hand side of the track are
correctly identified as higher rank than those on the right-hand side. For clarity,
the ground terrain elements have been removed (as done so with other figures in
the remainder of this work) as it is assumed these cannot effect LoS.
9.2.3 A Proposed Metric for Terrain Analysis
The following presents a novel metric which it is proposed can be used to compute
similar information to the previous exhaustive method, but could be used to reduce
required computation. As such, two items of information are used - the terrain
elements minimum obstructing distance and the growth required to achieve such a
distance (if it does not already exist). Each of these is discussed in the following.
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Figure 9.2: Example terrain ranking produced with the exhaustive method. Since
this sequence only represents (approximately) 200m of track, the higher accuracy
data with a bounding cuboid size of 1.4m was used in the production of this result.
9.2.3.1 Minimum Obstructing Distance
The minimum obstructing distance of a terrain element is defined as the closest
distance of all the observation points obscured by the terrain element:
MOD(T ) = min(D(asset, obsi),∀i ∈ OBS where OBSTRUCT (T, obsi) = true)
(9.8)
where, T is the terrain element under consideration, OBS is the set of all
observation points, D(asset, obsi) returns the distance between the asset and ob-
servation points (asset and obsi respectively) and OBSTRUCT (T, obsi) returns
true if the terrain element obstructs obsi, otherwise it returns false. This concept
is demonstrated in Figure 9.3.
Asset
Closest obstructed
observation point
Minimum obstr
ucting
distance
Figure 9.3: Minimum obstructing distance of a terrain element.
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For any set of terrain elements, the lower this minimum obstructing distance
is, the more important the associated terrain element is with regard to asset LoS.
Consider the example shown in Figure 9.4. Clearly, terrain element A should
be removed before terrain element B, as the minimum obstructing distance is
much closer for A. This concept also extends to groups of terrain elements which
appear together. This is shown in the (albeit) simple example of Figure 9.5. The
terrain element marked 1 has the lowest minimum obstructing distance and has
the greatest impact on asset LoS. For example, even if all other terrain elements
are removed, the asset LoS will still be blocked by terrain element 1.
Asset
A
B
Closest observation
point blocked by A
Closest observation
point blocked by B
Figure 9.4: Comparing minimum obstructing distance.
Figure 9.5: Minimum obstructing distance in terrain groups.
9.2.3.2 Growth
Not all terrain elements will obscure observation points and hence will have no
associated minimum obstruction distance. However, it is possible to compute
what the minimum obstruction distance would be in the future. This growth is
computed as the minimum distance between the terrain element and the set of
lines created between the asset point and observation points:
GROWTH(T ) = min(DLINE(T,
−−−−−−−→
AssetObsi),∀i ∈ OBS) (9.9)
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where, DLINE(T,
−−−−−−−→
AssetObsi) returns the distance between terrain element T
and the line created by the asset point (Asset) and the current observation point
under consideration (Obsi) and OBS is the set of all observation points. This
concept is shown in Figure 9.6, where the terrain element (white rectangle) would
require to grow horizontally the distance demonstrated by Growth to block LoS
from the observation point (grey circle). The minimum obstructing distance is
then the distance from the asset associated with this blocked observation point.
Asset
Growth
Minimum
obstructing
distance
Figure 9.6: Terrain element growth and minimum obstructing distance.
The lower this growth value, the more important the corresponding terrain
element with respect to asset LoS. This is highlighted in Figure 9.7 where terrain
element 3 is the most important as it requires the least amount of growth to
intersect with the LoS between the asset and an observation point.
Figure 9.7: Terrain element growth example.
9.2.3.3 Rank
Computing the minimum obstruction distance and terrain growth for each terrain
element, it is possible to produce a ranking. This ranking sorts the elements so
that those which cause the closest obstruction, the soonest are ranked higher. This
is achieved by sorting terrain elements into ascending order in terms of computed
values of growth and the minimum obstruction distance. Such an example is
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shown in Figure 9.8 and Table 9.1, the numbers represent the ranking of the
terrain element - lower means the terrain element is more important.
Figure 9.8: Terrain ranking example
Terrain MOD Growth Rank
A b - 1
B d - 2
C k 1.5 5
D k 2.5 7
E k 3.0 8
F k 4.5 9
G k - 4
H j - 3
I k 2.0 6
Table 9.1: Terrain ranking data for Figure 9.8.
9.2.3.4 Applying the Metric to Terrain Data
The metric is applied in a similar manner to the original exhaustive method. This
method stores a list of all terrain elements in a sequence. Each terrain element
within this list is considered in turn and LoS is checked between the asset and all
observation points. The terrain element which causes the closest obstruction is
removed from the list and added to the output (ranked) list. In the event that no
terrain element is found to cause an obstruction, all terrain elements are grown
by a fixed amount. This process repeats until no terrain elements remain in the
original list. The following discusses issues regarding terrain element growth in
this method. Figure 9.9 presents the results of applying this metric to an example
sequence.
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Figure 9.9: Example terrain ranking produced with the proposed metric, analysing
the same sequence as presented in Figure 9.2 - this result also uses the more
accurate (1.4m) bounding cuboid data.
9.2.4 Quantitative Analysis of Metric
It is hypothesised the previous metric can be applied to terrain data, producing
similar ranking results for less computation when compared with the previous ex-
haustive ranking method. To test this hypothesis, both the exhaustive method
and metric were applied (as previously described respectively) to the terrain data
recovered from the set of 20 LoS test sequences. Each terrain element was given
a unique label and the rank computed by each method was stored with the cor-
responding label. Figure 9.10 compares the rank produced by each method for
all terrain elements in all sequences. Further, Figure 9.11 shows the difference in
computed ranks for the top X elements of the ranking procedure (for all terrain
elements). This shows, on average, the rank computed by the metric is less than
2 away from the rank computed by the exhaustive method. Since, the maximum
number of terrain elements considered in a sequence is 200, the percentage rank
error is 1%. Finally, in terms of computational complexity, the exhaustive method
requires bc2× obs× gi number of plane intersection tests in the worst case and the
application of the metric presented only requires bc × obs × gi in the worst case,
where bc relates to the number of bounding cuboids in the terrain, obs the number
of observation points and gi the number of increments considered when growing
the terrain. In experimentation, terrain was grown from 0m to 10m at increments
of 0.04m. Thus, these results provide evidence supporting the hypothesis terrain
ranking produced by the exhaustive, objective metod can be replicated by the
proposed metric, for less computation.
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of terrain rank values computed by the exhaustive me-
thod and metric.
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Figure 9.11: Average difference in ranking values computed.
9.3 Approximate Terrain Representation
The previous section demonstrated a metric which can be applied to compute
the proposed terrain analysis. Similar to LoS analysis methods discussed in the
literature review (Section 2.4.7) the following hypothesises an approximate terrain
representation can be used, decreasing the computation required to rank terrain
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elements whilst not effecting accuracy too much.
9.3.1 Overview of Method
The computation of terrain element rank is a relative measure - comparing terrain
elements with the other terrain elements present in a sequence. It may therefore
be possible to use the bounding cuboids only to compute this measure (not the
segmented planes as done previously). In such a case, the minimum obstructing
distance and growth can be computed by comparing a bounding cuboid with
all observation points in a sequence. Testing for intersection and computing the
closest distance between the external boundaries of the cuboid and all observation-
asset point lines.
Algorithm 7 provides an overview of this method, where BC is a construct
containing the 8 corner points of a bounding cuboid, it’s computed minimum obs-
tructing distance (MOD) and growth (growth), ComputeIntersection(Obs,
Asset, BC) is defined in Algorithm 6 in Section 8.4.2 and ObsDistance(Obs,
Asset) computes and returns the distance between an observation and asset point
(Obs and Asset respectively). ComputeDistance(BC,Obs,Asset) is defined
in Algorithm 8, where
−−−→
A0A1 refers to a line between points A0 and A1 and
each bounding cuboid (BC) is composed of 12 lines representing the edges of
the cuboid. LineLineDistance(L1, L2) is defined in Algorithm 9 and Figure
9.12(a), LinePointDistance(x0, x1, x2) in Algorithm 10 and Figure 9.12(b) and
PointPointDistance(a, b) computes and returns the Euclidean distance bet-
ween the two points a and b. The ranking is performed by sorting into ascending
order on growth, then minimum obstructing distance, using Quicksort (Cormen
et al. [2009]).
(a) Line-line distance (b) Line-point distance.
Figure 9.12: Example of information which can be used in reports.
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Algorithm 7: Bounding cuboid ranking overview.
begin
for every BC ∈ bounding cuboids do
intersection = false
intersection distance =∞
growth min =∞
growth distance =∞
for every Obs ∈ observation points do
i = ComputeIntersection(Obs,Asset, BC)
d = ObsDistance(Obs,Asset)
if i = true ∧ d < intersection distance then
intersection distance = d
intersection = true
growth = ComputeDistance(BC,Obs,Asset)
if growth < growth min then
growth min = growth
growth distance = ObsDistance(Obs,Asset)
if intersection = true then
BC.MOD = intersection distance
BC.growth = 0
else
BC.MOD = growth distance
BC.growth = growth min
Rank all BC in bounding cuboids
9.3.2 Comparing with the Exact Terrain Method
The exact and previous inexact bounding cuboid methods which apply the descri-
bed metric are compared via the rank number produced for each terrain element.
Figure 9.13 plots the ranks computed by each method for all terrain elements in
each sequence. If both of these methods produced the same result, this graph
should be of the form y = x and have a correlation value of 1. These results
produce a correlation value of 0.8214 (in fact, the best fitting linear line to this
graph has an equation of: y = 0.8214x + 17.2). Further, Figure 9.14 shows the
difference in (relative) rank values computed between the two methods for the top
x ranked elements for all test sequences. This value is computed using:
ARRD(x) =
N−1∑
j=0
x−1∑
i=0
|i−BCR(i, j)|
x×N (9.10)
where, j = 0..N − 1 iterates over the test sequences, BCR(i, j) is the rank of
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Algorithm 8: ComputeDistance(BC,Obs,Asset)
Double ComputeDistance(BC,Obs,Asset)
begin
growth =∞−−−→
B0B1 =
−−−−−−−→
Asset, Obs
for each line
−−−→
A0A1 ∈ BC do
[sline, tline, dline] =LineLineDistance(
−−−→
A0A1,
−−−→
B0B1)
if sline ≥ 0 ∧ sline ≤ 1 ∧ tline ≥ 0 ∧ tline ≤ 1 ∧ dline < growth then
growth = dline
[tAB0 , dAB0 ] =LinePointDistance(B0, A0, A1)
if tAB0 ≥ 0 ∧ tAB0 ≤ 1 ∧ dAB0 < growth then
growth = dAB0
[tAB1 , dAB1 ] =LinePointDistance(B1, A0, A1)
if tAB1 ≥ 0 ∧ tAB1 ≤ 1 ∧ dAB1 < growth then
growth = dAB1
[tBA0 , dBA0 ] =LinePointDistance(A0, B0, B1)
if tBA0 ≥ 0 ∧ tBA0 ≤ 1 ∧ dBA0 < growth then
growth = dBA0
[tBA1 , dBA1 ] =LinePointDistance(A1, B0, B1)
if tBA1 ≥ 0 ∧ tBA1 ≤ 1 ∧ dBA1 < growth then
growth = dBA1
dA0B0 =PointPointDistance(A0, B0)
if dA0B0 < growth then
growth = dA0B0
dA0B1 =PointPointDistance(A0, B1)
if dA0B1 < growth then
growth = dA0B1
dA1B0 =PointPointDistance(A1, B0)
if dA1B0 < growth then
growth = dA1B0
dA1B1 =PointPointDistance(A1, B1)
if dA1B1 < growth then
growth = dA1B1
return growth
the terrain element corresponding to i in sequence j as ranked by the bounding
cuboid method. For example, the results of Figure 9.14 show that for the top 200
terrain elements ranking differs on average by 0.1, or 20 places. Further, the top
60 ranked elements differ by 0.02 or 1.2 places.
In terms of computational complexity, the exhaustive method requires bc ×
obs × gi number of checks in the worst case, where bc relates to the number of
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Algorithm 9: LineLineDistance(L1, L2)
(Double, Double, Double) LineLineDistance(L1, L2)
begin
L1 = P (s) = P0 + s(P1 − P0) = P0 + su
L2 = Q(t) = Q0 + t(Q1 −Q0) = Q0 + tv
The vector wc = w(sc, tc) is perpendicular to the line direction vectors u
and v and this is equivalent to it satisfying the two equations: u ·wc = 0
v · wc = 0
By substituting wc = P (sc)−Q(tc) = w0 + scu− tcv, where
w0 = P0 −Q0:
(u · u)sc − (u · v)tc = −u · w0
(v · u)sc − (v · v)tc = −v · w0
If a = u · u, b = u · v, c = v · v, d = u · w0, e = v · w0, solve for sc and tc:
sc =
be−cd
ac−b2
tc =
ae−bd
ac−b2
d(L1, L2) = |P (sc)−Q(tc)| = |(P0 −Q0) + (be−cd)u−(ae−bd)vac−b2 |
return (sc, tc, d)
Algorithm 10: LinePointDistance(x0, x1, x2)
(Double, Double) = LinePointDistance(x0, x1, x2)
begin
t = −(x1−x0)•(x2−x1)|x2−x1|2
d = |(x0−x1)×(x0−x2)||x2−x1|
return (t, d)
bounding cuboids in the terrain, obs the number of observation points and gi the
number of increments considered when growing the terrain. In experimentation,
terrain was grown from 0m to 10m at increments of 0.04m. The computational
complexity for the approximate terrain representation is: bc× obs+ (bc× log(bc)),
where the additional (bc × log(bc)) comes from the expected running time of the
Quicksort algorithm to sort the processed bounding cuboids into correct rank
(Cormen et al. [2009]).
In terms of the actual computation for the previously performed experiment,
the exhaustive method performed (on average, for each sequence) 99,477,023
checks and the bounding cuboid method performed only 251,816.51, where checks
are the number of planes and/or bounding cuboids checked for intersection. So,
the bounding cuboid method performs 0.25% the number of calculations of the
exhaustive.
Therefore, evidence has been provided supporting the hypothesis that approxi-
mate terrain data can be used in the terrain ranking procedure to provide similar
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Figure 9.13: Comparison of exact and bounding cuboid method’s Ranking.
Figure 9.14: Difference in rank produced by the two methods for the top X ranked
elements.
rankings to the previous method, which uses more exact terrain data, for less
computation.
9.4 Improving Efficiency using Binary Search
The previous bounding cuboid ranking method could be inefficient since every
bounding cuboid/observation point combination is checked. Considering the dia-
grams of Figure 9.15, this problem might be able to be decomposed into a series
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of 2D search problems. Each of the three diagrams represent the set of observa-
tion points (greyed) which must be considered to determine both the minimum
obstructing distance and growth of a single terrain element (the white rectangle).
That is, all the white observation points do not need to be checked. For the first
diagram, if the terrain element does not intersect any observation-asset line then
growth will be computed from the highlighted observation points which have been
selected. These observation points are selected according to distance from the as-
set point, being greater than or equal to the distance of the terrain element from
the asset.
If the terrain element does block LoS then minimum obstructing distance will
be computed from the set of observation points within the extrema of the XZ and
YZ angles between the asset and terrain element (the second and third diagrams).
For each terrain element now considered, 5 items of information are computed:
• Distance from asset point.
• Minimum and maximum XZ angles with respect to the asset point.
• Minimum and maximum YZ angles with respect to the asset point.
Figure 9.15: Decomposition of bounding cuboid ranking problem into a series of
2D problems.
Using this information, binary search could be applied to determine the mini-
mal and maximal observation points satisfying constraints as shown in Figure 9.16.
Such points can then be used to search for the minimum obstructing distance and
growth for the terrain element under consideration, potentially reducing required
computation.
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Figure 9.16: Minimal and maximal observation points satisfying constraints.
Under this scheme, a bounding cuboid would be categorised into one of the
following:
1. Blocking - the bounding cuboid blocks LoS between the asset and at least
one observation point, see Figure 9.16.
2. No points behind - the cone created by asset and bounding cuboid contains
no observation points behind the cuboid in the XZ plane (i.e. that would be
blocked), see Figure 9.17.
AssetAssetx
z
x
z
z
y
Asset
Figure 9.17: Bounding cuboid that has no points behind.
3. Too low - the bounding cuboid blocks observation points in the XZ plane
but has insufficient height (i.e. in the YZ plane), see Figure 9.18.
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Figure 9.18: Bounding cuboid that is too low.
The following work, therefore, hypothesises the previous approximate terrain
ranking procedure can be decomposed such that binary search techniques can be
applied, decreasing overall computation when applied to real data whilst main-
taining terrain element ranking accuracy. The next subsections look at the com-
putation of terrain element rank in terms of the three terrain element categories
previously identified. To this end, 4 possible binary search-based methods for ap-
plication to this problem are introduced. This is followed by a discussion of the
terrain rankings produced by each method.
9.4.1 Blocking Cuboids
9.4.1.1 Naive Distance
The first method considered, creates an AVL tree (Cormen et al. [2009]) of ob-
servation point distances. For every bounding cuboid processed, the AVL tree
is searched for the observation point closest to the bounding cuboid in terms of
distance from the asset. All of the observation points at a distance equal to or
greater than this are then searched in a similar manner to the exhaustive bounding
cuboid method. This method is summarised in Figure 9.19.
9.4.1.2 AVL Trees
The second method uses two AVL trees, one for distance and the other for XZ
angle, computing the minimum and maximum observation points in terms of XZ
angles closest to the current bounding cuboid. If the distance associated with
either of these points is less than the closest point determined from the distance
AVL tree, they are swapped for this one. The resulting range of observation points
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Figure 9.19: Naive distance filtering.
is then checked for compliance in the Y Z plane in terms of angle. Algorithm 11
summarises this AVL tree method, where Closest(tree, value) returns the index
in the tree of the node with the closest value to value, ObsDistance(Obs,Asset)
is as defined previously and AngleYZ(Obsi, Asset) returns the angle between
Obsi and Asset in the Y Z plane.
9.4.1.3 Quadtree
The next method replaces the two AVL trees of the previous method with a single
Quadtree (Finkel and Bentley [1974]), searching the resultant tree for observation
points which comply to both the distance and XZ angle constraints. The range
of observation points found are checked for Y Z angle compliance, like in the
previous AVL tree method. Algorithm 12 summarises the Quadtree method, where
Range(q, d0, d1, XZ0, XZ1) returns a list of nodes in quadtree q between distance
d0 and d1 and XZ plane angle XZ0 and XZ1.
9.4.1.4 AVL-PAVL
The standard AVL tree discussed previously may produce errors if a certain confi-
guration of bounding cuboids and observation points is present. Observing the
arrangement in Figure 9.20, the AVL tree method would proceed to select points
A and I as those closest to the bounding cuboid in terms of XZ angle. However,
because both are less than the distance between cuboid and asset, they will both
be reassigned to E (the closest point in terms of distance). Thus, erroneously
classifying the bounding cuboid as no points behind. The problem is, there are
observation points which can be selected behind the cuboid, but these are not as
close to the cuboid in terms of XZ angle as those in front. Thus, when com-
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Algorithm 11: AVL trees method
begin
treeD = create AVL tree of observation point distances
treeXZ = create AVL tree of observation point XZ angles
for every BC ∈ bounding cuboids do
intersection = false
intersection distance =∞
md = minimum distance of BC from asset
minXZ,maxXZ = minimum and maximum XZ angle of BC with
respect to asset
minY Z,maxY Z = minimum and maximum Y Z angle of BC with
respect to asset
indexmd = Closest(treeD,md)
indexminXZ = Closest(treeXZ ,minXZ)
indexmaxXZ = Closest(treeXZ ,maxXZ)
if ObsD istance(ObsindexminXZ , Asset) < md then
indexminXZ = indexmd
if ObsD istance(ObsindexmaxXZ , Asset) < md then
indexmaxXZ = indexmd
if indexminXZ 6= indexmaxXZ then
for all observation points (Obsi) between
indexminXZ and indexmaxXZ do
if AngleYZ(Obsi, Asset) ≥ minY Z∧
AngleYZ(Obsi, Asset) ≤ maxY Z then
intersection = true
dist = ObsDistance(Obsi, Asset)
if dist < intersection distance then
intersection distance = dist
if intersection = false then
Too low
else
No points behind
paring with the previous exhaustive bounding cuboid method, cuboids would be
identified incorrectly as not causing LoS intersection.
The solution to this problem uses a persistent AVL tree. A persistent AVL tree
is the same in principle to a normal AVL tree. However, every time an insertion is
made, a copy of the nodes traversed is stored (Myers [1982]). Thus, the resultant
structure has multiple root nodes. An example series of insertions is shown in
Figure 9.21. This way a complete history of the AVL tree created during the
insertions is stored, but as such, requires more space.
The persistent AVL tree is used in combination with an ordinary AVL tree to
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Algorithm 12: Quadtree method
begin
quadtreed,XZ = create quadtree of observation point distance and XZ
angles
max distance = max(ObsDistance(Obsi), ∀i ∈ observation points)
for every BC ∈ bounding cuboids do
intersection = false
intersection distance =∞
md = minimum distance of BC from asset
minXZ,maxXZ = minimum and maximum XZ angle of BC with
respect to asset
minY Z,maxY Z = minimum and maximum Y Z angle of BC with
respect to asset
Nodes =
Range(quadtreed,XZ ,md,max distance,minXZ,maxXZ)
if |Nodes| 6= 0 then
for all i ∈ Nodes do
if AngleYZ(Obsi) ≥ minY Z∧ AngleYZ(Obsi) ≤ maxY Z
then
intersection = true
dist = ObsDistance(Obsi)
if dist < intersection distance then
intersection distance = dist
if intersection = false then
Too low
else
No points behind
solve the presented problem as follows:
1. Create a standard AVL tree, based on distance (as before).
2. Traverse AVL tree, starting at the furthest distance working towards the
closest, every time a node is encountered add angle XZ node to a persistent
AVL tree.
3. Store pointers from nodes in distance AVL tree to corresponding root node
in persistent AVL tree.
4. Now, only those angle XZ nodes, behind a certain distance will be searched.
Algorithm 13 summarises this method and Figure 9.22 shows an example
construction for this method, where NXZ is the XZ plane angle associated with
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Figure 9.20: Illustration of the problem with standard AVL.
Figure 9.21: Persistent AVL insertion example.
the observation point of node N and ClosestPavl(p, xz, indexd) finds the node
in the PAVL tree closest to value xz, indexed by root node indexd.
9.4.1.5 Comparison Results
The following compares the results produced by these 5 methods (in terms of cor-
rectly identifying LoS intersections) with the previous bounding cuboid method.
Table 9.2 shows the results of this comparison, where Exhaustive BC refers to
the approximate terrain data method of Section 9.3. Average Checks refers to the
average number of checks made per sequence (i.e. bounding cuboid-observation
point intersection or tests of node values in a tree). FP(BC) and FN(BC) refer to
the false positive and false negative rate of identifying a bounding cuboid as being
intersecting. FP(I) and FN(I) refer to the false positive and false negative rate of
identifying observation points are part of a bounding cuboids intersection. These
results show that the naive distance method produces the most accurate results
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Algorithm 13: AVL-PAVL method
begin
treeD = create AVL tree of observation point distances
ptreeXZ = blank persistent AVL tree
for every node N in treeD, starting with the max do
Insert NXZ into ptreeXZ
for every BC ∈ bounding cuboids do
intersection = false
intersection distance = false
md = minimum distance of BC from asset
minXZ,maxXZ = minimum and maximum XZ angle of BC with
respect to asset
minY Z,maxY Z = minimum and maximum Y Z angle of BC with
respect to asset
indexmd = Closest(treed,md)
indexminXZ = ClosestPavl(ptreeXZ ,minXZ, indexmd)
indexmaxXZ = ClosestPavl(ptreeXZ ,maxXZ, indexmd)
if indexminXZ 6= indexmaxXZ then
for all observation points (Obsi) between
indexminXZ and indexmaxXZ do
if AngleYZ(Obsi) ≥ minY Z∧ AngleYZ(Obsi) ≤ maxY Z
then
intersection = true
dist = ObsDistance(Obsi, Asset)
if dist < intersection distance then
intersection distance = dist
if intersection = false then
Too low
else
No points behind
for a small decrease in number of checks made. The AVL method significantly
decreases the number of checks made but at the cost of lower accuracy. Speci-
fically, incorrectly identifying bounding cuboids as not intersecting (as suggested
in Section 9.4.1.4). The Quadtree and PAVL (persistent AVL) methods produced
similar accuracy, with the PAVL method requiring the least number of checks.
Overall, the binary search methods also produced accurate results in terms of
identifying observation points involved in intersections.
Table 9.3 presents the theoretical worst case times for each binary search me-
thod, where the complexity of each method has been divided into construction (of
trees etc.), search for the bounding cuboids growth and distance and sorting for
computing rank value. Note, the k in the methods search times refers to number
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Figure 9.22: Persistent AVL construction example.
Method Average Checks FP(BC) FN(BC) FP(I) FN(I)
Exhaustive BC 251,816.51 - - - -
Naive Distance 201,547.26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.000013
AVL trees 86,610.96 0.0037 0.2406 0.0160 0.0020
Quadtree 157,642.51 0.0008 0.0044 0.0012 0.0068
AVL-PAVL 72,748.31 0.00059 0.0044 0.0012 0.0089
Table 9.2: Summary of results for intersecting bounding cuboids.
of nodes searched for YZ angle compliance. Further, the values under the column
WRT present real worst case running times from the average sequence size (1,232
observation points and 200 bounding cuboids). These results show that every bi-
nary search method has a worse WRT than the exhaustive method (provided in
Table 9.2). However, observing the results in Table 9.2, these worst case values
are not reached when considering real data.
Method Construction Search Sort WRT
Naive Distance 2× obs(log2(obs)) bc(3(log2(obs)) + k) bc× log2(bc) 269,260
AVL trees obs(log2(obs)) bc((log2(obs)) + k) bc× log2(bc) 257,650
Quadtree obs× log2(obs) bc(log22(obs) + k) bc× log2(bc) 266,360
AVL-PAVL 2× obs(log2(obs)) bc(3(log2(obs)) + k) bc× log2(bc) 269,260
Table 9.3: Theoretical worst case times for the different ranking methods.
Thus, when considering real data, it is possible to apply binary search tech-
niques to identify intersecting bounding cuboids for a reduction in computation.
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9.4.2 No Points Behind
Any bounding cuboid which is classified as having no points behind has the growth
computed to the closest XZ angle observation point and the minimum obstructing
distance corresponding to this point. Note, the current quadtree implementation
cannot perform this.
9.4.3 Too Low
The growth and minimum obstructing distance for bounding cuboids which are
too low can be computed simultaneously when the points are iterated through by
the method checking for Y Z angle compliance. Thus incurring minimal additional
cost.
9.4.4 Summary
Combining the ranking results for blocking cuboids, no points behind and too low
for each method, Figure 9.23 shows the average relative rank difference (Section
9.3.2) for different numbers of elements. Since the current quadtree implemen-
tation cannot determine ranks for no points behind, to allow comparison of this
method the missing ranking results were used from the AVL-PAVL method. Thus,
simulating the extension of the method to include a step to rank terrain classified
as no points behind. For clarity, this graph has been divided into two. These
results echo those seen in Table 9.2. The naive distance method produces the
most similar results and the AVL tree method the worst. Further evidence for
this is provided in Table 9.4, which provides the average rank difference computed
between the binary search technique results and the exhaustive bounding cuboid
method. Since the average rank difference for most methods is less than 3 and
Table 9.2 shows binary search-based methods require less computation than the
exhaustive bounding cuboid method. It can be concluded the application of the
proposed metric to the bounding cuboid terrain data can be achieved by decom-
posing the 3D problem and using binary search techniques to reduce computation.
Supporting the initial hypothesis investigated.
Method Av. Index Difference
Naive Distance 0.22
AVL trees 5.23
Quadtree 2.31
AVL-PAVL 2.29
Table 9.4: Average index difference for the different binary search technique cuboid
ranks.
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(a) Ranked elements 1-40.
(b) Ranked elements 40-200.
Figure 9.23: Average differences between the ranking methods for different num-
bers of the top ranked elements.
9.5 Simultaneous Terrain and Asset LoS
Analysis
Instead of performing asset LoS and terrain analysis separately, it is possible to
combine the two. All intersected observation points can be stored during the
application of a binary search technique and tested for LoS obstruction (using the
previous bounding cuboid-plane LoS method) with the current terrain element
under consideration. ASD can be determined by storing a reference to the closest
of these obstructed points to the asset.
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The following provides example outputs of this combination, providing example
information which can be presented to end users in reports regarding asset LoS.
Such information includes:
1. A plot of the track, asset and surrounding terrain elements from a bird’s eye
view, where terrain elements are coloured in such a manner to indicate high
and low rank.
2. Observation points which cannot see the asset within a sequence - the black
points plotted over the track area.
3. The asset ASD - labelled on the terrain map.
4. Highlighting terrain elements on the original captured images.
Figures 9.24, 9.25 and 9.26 show examples of this information, where the white
colour for terrain elements indicates high rank and black indicates low rank. The
results in these figures were computed using the AVL-PAVL ranking method in
combination with the more accurate 1.4m bounding cuboid data (since the AVL-
PAVL ranking makes such analysis computationally feasible). As a final note,
although not currently done at the moment, it would not be difficult to tie the
information computed in this thesis with positioning information (such as GPS)
to provide locations of troublesome terrain areas.
(a) Terrain Asset LoS Map. (b) Image of terrain most effecting LoS.
Figure 9.24: Terrain, asset LoS and ASD information for test sequence 16.
9.5.1 Qualitative Analysis of Example Results
Chapter 1 highlighted a key advantage of this work is the use of image data
to quickly validate results produced. Thus, the following provides a qualitative
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(a) Terrain Asset LoS Map. (b) Image of terrain most effecting LoS.
Figure 9.25: Terrain, asset LoS and ASD information for test sequence 3.
(a) Terrain Asset LoS Map. (b) Image of terrain most effecting LoS.
Figure 9.26: Terrain, asset LoS and ASD information for test sequence 20.
analysis of the example results previously presented.
The asset of interest in Figure 9.24 is a sign behind a set of signals to the left
hand side of the track. Thus, it would be expected that the terrain which most
effects LoS of this asset is the set of signals. As expected, the reprojected terrain
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area most effecting LoS, presented in this result is the signal set.
The terrain of the sequence represented in Figure 9.25 is mainly flat, but the
tree highlighted (which is closer to the driver’s view than the surrounding flat brush
vegetation) is selected as the most troublesome terrain element (in the future) as
would be expected.
Observing the results of Figure 9.26, moving backwards from the asset position,
the track curves to the right. Thus it would be expected the right hand terrain
elements have more of an effect on LoS than the left hand terrain elements. This
result is evident in the terrain analysis presented - the right hand terrain elements
are all lighter in colour (higher in rank) than those on the left.
This qualitative analysis demonstrates that the results produced by the pre-
viously presented terrain analysis method make sense with regard to the processing
of real data.
9.6 Conclusions
Typical LoS methods are concerned with the inter-visibility of sets of points.
Whilst useful in previous chapters, this chapter has focused on an objective me-
tric for analysing terrain elements in a corridor mapping setting with respect to
asset LoS. By considering all terrain elements in an asset sequence, this chapter
demonstrates how elements can be ranked relative to one another, providing a
measure of their effect on asset LoS within the sequence. This was initially achie-
ved (objectively) by considering which terrain element can be removed from a
sequence to provide the biggest increase in ASD. It was shown how this scheme
can be replaced with a more efficient metric, shown to produce similar results for
less computation.
Since the terrain analysis problem has been posed as one of ranking terrain ele-
ments within a sequence, which is a relative measure, a method using approximate
terrain data was shown to produce similar rankings (to an exact data method) for
a reduction in computation. Further improvements in efficiency were gained by
decomposing into a series of 2D problems and applying binary search techniques.
The best of which uses an AVL and PAVL tree pair.
Example results show that computed terrain analysis can be presented in a
meaningful way to potential end users using the terrain data segmentation (boun-
ding cuboids) of the previous chapter in combination with a colouring scheme
linked the ranking of terrain elements. Allowing end users to easily identify trou-
blesome areas of terrain.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
The following chapter concludes this thesis. Summarising the work performed
and contributions made. Limitations of this work are acknowledged alongside
suggestions of further work. Finally, a discussion of the value of this research is
presented.
10.1 Research Summary
The work presented in this thesis is concerned with the automated analysis of rail-
way asset LoS properties from driver positions using 2D video data as input. This
analysis is not only concerned with important asset sighting distances, but also
the impact of surrounding trackside terrain on asset LoS. The work performed and
presented as part of this research can be divided into three key areas: monocular
video asset LoS analysis, 3D scene recovery and terrain LoS analysis. Research
performed and contributions made in this work in each of these areas are noted
in the following subsections.
10.1.1 Monocular Video Asset LoS Analysis
• The specific difficulties and advantages of the monocular video data used
in this work given the task of LoS analysis were identified, summarised in
Table 10.1.
• Given the analysis of data used, three different types of computer vision
method for asset LoS analysis were identified from literature and investi-
gated: object recognition, object tracking and 3D scene recovery used in
combination with geometric analysis.
• The literature review highlighted no previous in-depth analysis of identified
applicable computer vision methods (and the data used) when objects under
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Difficulties Advantages
Extreme decrease in scale Temporal information
Loss of contrast/detail Only camera experiences motion
- stationary assets
Observed asset blur Strong semantic structure within
captured scenes
Camera viewpoint changes
Partial/total occlusion of assets
Table 10.1: Difficulties and advantages identified with data used in terms of asset
LoS analysis.
consideration are effected by extreme distance changes. Thus, one of the
contributions made by this work was such an analysis.
• Analysis of object recognition and tracking methods performance showed
that as assets appear further from the observing camera, asset image areas
were both harder to localise and discriminate from the surrounding back-
ground. Providing less accurate asset LoS results with increasing asset-
camera distance.
• Presented experimental results which showed accuracy decrease with dis-
tance increase is due to asset image areas: 1) becoming more similar in terms
of colour to the surrounding background and 2) losing structural contrast
as assets appear further from the camera. Thus, even though methods were
applied which attempted to compensate for highlighted data difficulties, ac-
curacy still deceased under extreme asset distance changes.
• The LoS analysis performed by 3D scene recovery and geometric analysis
methods was shown to be tolerant to the effects caused by increasing asset
distance, producing the overall most accurate LoS and ASD results. This to-
lerance and high accuracy can be attributed to the construction of the scene
recovery method (from image sequences) which uses reverse chronological
processing to recover only the closest image elements in any given frame
of the sequence. Thus, the data advantages are exploited whilst, simulta-
neously, ignoring the disadvantages. However, such systems for complete
asset LoS analysis are the most complex, requiring methods for: 1) initial
asset detection and position recovery, 2) recovery of the surrounding terrain
and 3) geometric analysis of the recovered terrain model to determine LoS.
• Regarding the recovered terrain data used for asset LoS analysis, a contri-
bution is made in this work by the combination of recovered plane segments
for result accuracy and semantically computed bounding cuboid segments
created for clear end user output (and the application of a volumetric growth
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procedure for recovered plane segments in terrain LoS analysis).
10.1.2 3D Scene Recovery
• A process for scene recovery, applied to the task of recovering image se-
quences in reverse order was presented. Such a process has the advantages
that only close scene elements (i.e. those accurately captured in the image
data) are recovered and redundant information can be ignored in each reco-
vered scene of a sequence.
• Using a described, parameterised 3D planar recovery method, a relationship
between image feature and recovered scene information (considering recove-
red scene parameters relative to the camera) was demonstrated.
• A novel, general framework was presented which allows the integration of the
identified image-scene relationship information with scene recovery methods
to decrease the search space traversed when computing feature correspon-
dences, named TSR (for Temporal Search space Reduction).
• Naive methods were shown to provide quick execution. But produce poor
results in general when camera motion is unconstrained or sequences are long
(asset LoS analysis was used indirectly to show the accuracy of recovering
long sequences).
• Several methods for implementing TSR using unsupervised learning of the
image-scene relationship were presented, providing more accurate recovery
results than naive methods. However, these methods are shown to not be
without problem. Chief among which are: convergent search ranges which
are problematic when image features map to different recovery results, repre-
senting such a one-to-many mapping and avoiding the traversal of redundant
search ranges.
• Experimental results demonstrated that although assuming recovered scene
structure parameters are always relative to the camera position does not
adversely effect recovery of simple sequences too much, this assumption does
not hold in general. Inaccuracies caused by this assumption were mitigated
by updating search ranges according to camera motion from initial recovered
positions.
• The FVG-LU method performed the best considering all TSR implemen-
tations presented due to it’s ability to model one-to-many relationships in
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terms of image and scene information and it’s consideration of camera mo-
vement.
• So long as a scene recovery method can be parameterised in terms of sear-
ching for feature correspondence the TSR framework can be integrated. Re-
sults for doing so were presented for a set of recovery methods from literature
using the FVG-LU implementation. Results showed, on average, the inclu-
sion of FVG-LU resulted in only 6% of the number of checks made per reco-
vered feature. Even including the overhead time required for the inclusion
of the TSR relationship model, these extended methods still only required
34% of the processing time. The accuracy of these methods, however, was
reduced by 9%. But, because of potential error introduced by data ground
truthed by hand, this reduction in accuracy is only a possible reduction in
accuracy. Thus providing experimental evidence that the TSR framework
is able to improve the efficiency of a 3D scene recovery method for only a
small decrease in the accuracy of recovered scenes.
10.1.3 Terrain Analysis
• Using a novel metric, comprising of two pieces of computed information
(minimum obstructing distance and the growth required to achieve this dis-
tance), it was demonstrated how the effect of trackside terrain elements on
asset LoS can be objectively measured. Ranking terrain elements in order
of effect on asset LoS.
• Terrain ranking is a relative measure, computed regarding all terrain ele-
ments within a sequence. Thus precise terrain information is not required as
for LoS and ASD computation. Experimental results showed the approxi-
mate terrain information provided by segmented bounding cuboids can be
used in the terrain ranking procedure to alleviate the computational burden
associated with processing the individual recovered plane segments.
• A scheme was presented for dividing the 3D terrain ranking problem into a
sequence of 2D problems, which can be solved using binary search techniques.
For which, a pair of AVL and persistent AVL trees proved to provide the
best trade-off between computation and accuracy.
10.2 Research Limitations and Further Work
The following discusses limitations of the previously presented research and how
further work could compensate for such limitations.
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10.2.1 Limitations
In terms of a complete software system, the current 3D scene recovery, geometric
analysis approach (although the most accurate) is missing a key component -
a method which detects the presence of an asset for analysis. The presented
work assumes that such a method exists and uses the ground truth information
associated with test data to extract the required image information. Therefore,
to construct a complete system, further work is required integrating a method for
initial asset detection - possibly using object recognition.
A further limitation of the current 3D scene recovery, geometric analysis ap-
proach is that only a single point is used to represent the asset analysed in the
terrain model. Such a scheme will limit the accuracy of computed asset LoS analy-
sis because this does not accurately represent the shape and size of assets. Further
work must therefore be performed, investigating how to best integrate a complete
3D model of an analysed asset into previous LoS analysis.
There is no experimentation with regard to the image features used in the
TSR method of Chapter 7. That is, it is unknown if these are the best features
to use for this task or not. They were selected on the assumption that reasonable
results would be produced. To overcome this limitation an investigation into ap-
propriate features could be performed. This would take the form of expanding
the 2D feature set with many features that might be appropriate. Then, perfor-
ming an experiment which uses a feature selection method to pick the best set
of features with regard to 3D scene recovery accuracy. This experiment could
even be performed multiple times, applying different feature selection methods
and comparing/contrasting the features selected by the methods and the resulting
accuracies.
In terms of the implementation of the planar 3D scene recovery method in
Chapter 7, the division of the image into a regular grid in combination with the
image differencing/region growing method means that untextured grid cells are
simply ignored. Further work to overcome this limitation would revolve around
image segmentation. The required method would need to segment image areas
into quadrilaterals such that the edges border with different colour regions, as
shown in Figure 10.1. This way, 3D recovery would be possible because the best
fitting recovered plane would be found as the area bordering these regions in the
next image of the image pair used.
The terrain ranking method of Chapter 9 assumes uniform growth for all terrain
features. This assumption could be removed by classification of terrain features
(this could be achieved using the image features) into different types. For example;
ground, tree, bush, building. Then either pre-existing growth models could be
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Figure 10.1: Example segmented quadrilateral.
applied to the corresponding 3D data recovered for the terrain feature, or such a
growth model could be learnt from training data. Additionally, only qualitative
analysis of the ranking results produced has been provided. Even though these
results show the terrain ranking fits the data, quantitative evidence comparing
these results with manual trackside analysis would demonstrate the usefulness (or
uselessness) of the proposed method better.
As mentioned in Chapter 1 of these thesis, the work presented here does not
take weather information into account when determining asset LoS - assuming
that analysis takes place during clear weather conditions. Another possible area
for further work would therefore involve modelling different weather conditions
and their effect on asset sighting distances, integrating with computed LoS results
to update them according to different weather patterns.
Finally, the ground truthing of the 3D scene and sequence data (although
performed as accurately as possible) will provide a source of error because it was
done manually. Although this does provide a source of error, accuracy results
presented still indicate the performance of each method relative to others. This
could be addressed in future work by obtaining very accurate 3D information
regarding image sequences directly. For example, using a laser scanner to capture
3D point clouds related to the sequences processed.
10.2.2 Additional Further Work
Further, the mechanism for searching for plane of best fit (i.e. exhaustive) in
the planar recovery method of Chapter 7 is rather rudimentary. This method
was chosen so that work could begin quickly on developing the TSR concept. It
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should be noted that TSR is not reliant of this method, it only requires as input
some quantised distance and direction with which to reduce future search spaces.
If this system were to be implemented, it would benefit greatly from a method
which more intelligently searched for plane normals and offset values.
The planar recovery method presented in Chapter 7 only investigates the effect
of smoothing recovered planes within a recovered frame (the median filtering post
processing of Section 7.2.3.2), the effects of the smoothing recovered planes between
frames has not been investigated.
Another area which could be explored in terms of the planar recovery method
presented concerns the use of quadrilaterals in the scene recovery process, which
could be generalised to polygons (i.e. any shape).
One further experiment for which there was not enough time to complete was
to investigate the time savings made by the TSR method integration into other
methods for different search increments (the equivalent of VINC in Algorithm 1
of Section 7.2.2.6) along epipolar lines. Table 10.2 provides tentative results for
such an experiment for the Affine features method. These results demonstrate
that (potentially) using smaller increments provides bigger computational savings
relative to the original method.
Increment Diff Diff(TSR) Ratio Time Time(TSR) Ratio
5 0.49 0.62 1.25 18.95 1.27 0.07
10 0.49 0.64 1.31 9.98 0.82 0.08
20 0.56 0.68 1.23 5.56 0.60 0.11
Table 10.2: Accuracy (Diff) and computational (Time) results for non-TSR and
TSR versions of the Affine features method for different search increments along
the epipolar line.
Unfortunately, the data available for use in this work did not cover the same
location at different periods of time and so no comparison could be made between
terrain features affect on asset LoS at different times. This could be overcome by
simply obtaining more data. For more further work, it would also be interesting
to apply the concepts of TSR and the proposed implementations to other types
of data than used in this work.
Voxel Colouring methods were identified, in Section 3.4 of the literature dis-
cussing applicable computer vision techniques, as applicable methods to the given
problem. However, these were not investigated in the presented work. Thus, one
further avenue of future research could be the investigation of these methods in
terms of recovery accuracy given the used test data and whether the principles of
the TSR framework can be applied to improve efficiency.
Finally, it might be useful for end users to provide a global ranking of terrain
elements in terms of the factors discussed in Chapter 9. That is, ranking terrain
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elements between sequences, as well as within sequences. Thus providing end
users with the terrain elements which are globally the most troublesome in terms
of effecting asset LoS. Such an analysis could be achieved using the described
minimum obstructing distance and growth values, but performing the ranking
operation globally.
10.3 Research Value
In this research, analysis of computer vision methods applied to automated asset
LoS analysis has been presented. Paying particular attention to the effects of
extreme asset-camera distance to the performance of methods. Overall, 2D-based
methods were shown to be less accurate than 3D-based methods because of the
identified data difficulties. But the 3D-based methods required more complex
system architecture, combining several sub-methods.
The efficiency of 3D scene recovery methods was improved by the identification
and exploitation of a relationship between image and recovered scene information.
Methods were presented for learning such relationships in an unsupervised man-
ner, compensating for assumptions in recovery methods and avoiding traversal of
redundant search ranges.
Not only was asset LoS analysis considered, but so was the effect of terrain
elements surrounding assets. The computational burden of analysing large terrain
models in such a manner was reduced through the use of approximate terrain data
and decomposing the associated 3D problem into several 2D problems, allowing
more efficient binary search techniques to be applied.
Finally, the presented work considered presentation of information to the end
user in terms of clarity. All presented results provide useful information for com-
panies wishing to automate asset sighting analysis and how to go about this.
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Appendix A
Data
The following describes and presents examples of the data used in this work.
A.1 Raw Data
The raw data used takes the format of High-Definition (HD) video sequences
captured from a front-forward facing camera, mounted on-board a train. Captured
video frames have a resolution of 1920 pixels horizontally and 1080 pixels vertically.
Video sequences were split into individual image frames using MPlayer (available
at: http://www.mplayerhq.hu/design7/news.html, last accessed: 10th February
2011). In total, 54,794 images frames (spanning 2 video sequences) were obtained
in this manner.
A.2 Asset Data
This work is concerned with the visibility of railway assets at different distances.
Thus, the ground truthing of asset data from image frames proceeded as follows:
1. Identify image in which asset appears as close to the camera as possible,
whilst still appearing in the frame.
2. Select image frames corresponding to 1.2Km of track leading up to the image
of Step 1 (or the largest number of frames possible, if the asset appears at
the start of a sequence). This distance was determined using the ego-motion
computed in Chapter 5.
3. Ground truth asset position within each frame of step 2 (if the asset is
present) by creating a masked image, where all non-asset pixels are coloured
magenta (RGB = [255,0,255]) and all asset pixels remain as their original
colour.
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Figure A.1 shows an example of this masking procedure. From created masks,
it is possible to compute asset image position and pixel values and thus extract
template information. In total, 23 level crossings, 28 signs and 26 signals were
ground truthed in this manner. Figures A.2, A.3 and A.4 provide examples of a
level crossing, sign and signal (respectively) as captured in the image data used
in this work and extracted from images using the previous method.
(a) The original image. (b) The masked ground truth image.
Figure A.1: Example mask created during asset ground truthing.
Figure A.2: Example level crossing asset.
A.3 LoS Data
For the asset LoS data, 20 of the ground truthed asset image sequences were
selected. Each image of each sequence was further analysed, producing a file of
boolean flags indicating whether the asset of concern in the corresponding sequence
is visible or not.
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Figure A.3: Example sign asset.
Figure A.4: Example signal asset.
A.4 3D Scene Data
Ground truth 3D scene data (from the captured forward-facing video data) used
in this work was obtained by manually recovering the 3D position of points in
an image. These points were selected so they were evenly distributed across the
image, by dividing the image into a grid. However, if a point was in the sky
region or too far away (chosen subjectively during the ground truthing process) it
was not recovered. On average, 850 features were recovered per frame. To speed
up this process, a simple GUI-based program was created (screen grab shown in
Figure A.5(a)) which automatically computes the grid of points to be recovered
and presents them sequentially to the user. The user has the option of selecting
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the point which intersects with the ground plane in relation to the current point,
or ignoring the point.
(a) 3D scene ground truthing program. (b) 3D scene ground truthing notation.
Figure A.5: Manual 3D ground truthing of scenes.
Using the notation of Figure A.5(b), the 3D coordinates (X, Y, Z) of an image
point (x, y), using the corresponding selected ground point (gx, gy) are computed
using the following method. First, (gx, gy) are projected onto the rail plane using
the method described in Section 5.3.2, the resulting coordinates of this procedure
are denoted as (a, b, c). Then:
X = a (A.1)
Y = (ICy −H) + (H − (ICy − ((ICy − y)× (c+ f)
f
))) (A.2)
Z = c (A.3)
where, ICy is the y-coordinate of the camera centre, H the height of the image
and f the focal length of the camera (as defined in Section 5.3.2). Figures A.6,
A.7 and A.8 show example 3D scenes recovered in this manner.
In the experiments presented in this work, 2 data sets were created in this
manner:
3D Scene Recovery Data Set 50, non-consecutive, randomly selected images.
Image Sequence 3D Scene Recovery Data Set (Also referred to in text as
S1-S5) 5 sequences covering 520 images in total.
A.4.1 Typical 3D Scene Sizes
With regard to the 5 test sets of data used in Section 7.4, Figure A.9 presents
typical sizes of 3D structures in each set of data (so the accuracy results of each
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(a) Original image. (b) Manually recovered 3D scene.
Figure A.6: Example 3D scene ground truthing, image 10165.
(a) Original image. (b) Manually recovered 3D scene.
Figure A.7: Example 3D scene ground truthing, image 13301.
(a) Original image. (b) Manually recovered 3D scene.
Figure A.8: Example 3D scene ground truthing, image 12230.
method can be better evaluated).
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width = 8.88m
depth = 27.78m
height = 7.44m
(a) S1-S5.
width = 9.88m
depth = 9.89m
height = 2.20m
(b) Wall1/Wall2.
width = 10.34m
height = 5.98m
(c) Synth1.
depth = 3.07m
depth = 4.87m
depth = 5.19m
depth = 2.76m
(d) Synth2.
Figure A.9: Typical sizes of 3D structures present in data sets used.
Appendix B
Example Track Detection Results
Figure B.1 presents additional rail track detection results, computed using the
method described in Section 5.2.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure B.1: Example rail track detection results (black lines) overlaid on the
original corresponding image.
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3D Scene Recovery Results
(a) Sequence image 0. (b) Sequence image 50.
(c) Sequence image 100. (d) Example rendered screen shot 1.
(e) Example rendered screen shot 2. (f) Example rendered screen shot 3.
Figure C.1: Example 3D recovered sequence (S2).
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(a) Sequence image 0. (b) Sequence image 50.
(c) Sequence image 100. (d) Example rendered screen shot 1.
(e) Example rendered screen shot 2. (f) Example rendered screen shot 3.
Figure C.2: Example 3D recovered sequence (S3).
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(a) Sequence image 0. (b) Sequence image 50.
(c) Sequence image 100. (d) Example rendered screen shot 1.
(e) Example rendered screen shot 2. (f) Example rendered screen shot 3.
Figure C.3: Example 3D recovered sequence (S4).
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(a) Sequence image 0. (b) Sequence image 50.
(c) Sequence image 100. (d) Example rendered screen shot 1.
(e) Example rendered screen shot 2. (f) Example rendered screen shot 3.
Figure C.4: Example 3D recovered sequence (S5).
Appendix D
Converting Pixels to Metres
Throughout the work presented in this thesis, there will be the need to convert
between the pixel scene space and metres. The following describes this conversion.
The distance between the rail tracks (the gauge of the rail) is known to be 4 foot
8.5 inches. This is highlighted in Figure D.1.
Figure D.1: Rail Track Gauge
So, selecting 2 points which fall on a line perpendicular to the rail sections (see
Figure D.2) and using the methods presented in this work, it is possible to compute
the 3D position of these two points on the rail track. The distance between these
two recovered 3D points can then be computed. For example, a valid value for
the left hand point is (788,1045) and (1092,1045) for the right hand point. These
are respectively converted to (830.59,-630,88.24) and (1152.47,-630,88.24) in the
reconstructed scene space. Providing a Euclidean distance of 321.88 pixels. In
fact, on average the distance between two rails is 320 pixels (to the nearest whole
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Figure D.2: Rail Track Points
pixel), taken from a set of 1000 images. Using this, conversion between pixels are
metres can be performed thusly (note, 1 metre = 39.27 inches):
320 pixels = 4 ft 8.5 in (D.1)
= 56.5 in (D.2)
= 1.4388... m (D.3)
1 pixel = 0.004496... m (D.4)
Appendix E
E-mails
The following provides copies to the e-mails referenced in this thesis.
E.1 Buckland10 - Received 27/07/10
Tom
With regards to your questions.
1. We have carried out surveys specifically aimed at the risks posed by vege-
tation to sighting of signals, level crossings, etc. 2. Dangers from trees are many.
Our current survey work is confined to the risk of trees failing and hitting either
a rail or 3rd party target. This uses a specific risk assessment procedure adapted
for rail. In terms of other risks we have previously developed assessments relating
to trees reducing sighting, causing leaves on the line problems, obstructing drai-
nage, damaging infrastructure, etc. 3. We model in terms of risk. We understand
how long it takes different vegetation structures to move risk categories and so
we model the movement into different risk categories - this relates to risk from
leaf-fall but also gives indication of the vegetation density and proximity to the
line on railway sites. Under current research for the electricity industry we are
also developing tree growth models for over 1500 different bioclimatic zones in the
UK.
Martin Buckland Environment Director, ADAS UK Ltd. Secretary, Susie
Billinton 01235 438900 Business Line 01635 579096, Mobile 07774 446200 www.adas.co.uk
http://aplus.adas.co.uk A+ ADAS News and Views
E.2 Richardson10 - Received 23/07/10
Tom,
Thanks for your interest in our products to answer your questions:
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1) Under the description for your OmniSurveyor3D product, it is mentioned
that the user can ’Safely locate potential sites to position new line-of-sight assets
such as signals/traffic lights/speed cameras/road signs etc;’, what does this entail?
Is it the case that a user can look through the video using this software and
manually find areas providing maximal line-of-sight for a new asset, or are these
areas computed automatically by the software?
OmiSurveyor3D (OS3D) is a fully integrated geo-spatial video system. The
data collected and displayed in the system is a combination of video, GPS and
inertial data. Through OS3D, users can interrogated the video to identify an
assets position and dimensions, interrogation can be done either visually or by
manually picking points on the video. As well as identifying existing assets users
also have the ability to place virtual 3D models into the video to generate a ’To
Be’ view of the railway. Models are placed manually and position can be identified
through the various measurement tools that exist with the application. Once these
virtual assets/infrastructure are identified users then have the ability to undertake
line-of-sight checks.
2) Can either OmniSurveyor3D or OmniGauge (or both) be used to identify
if any terrain feature (i.e. a tree or other vegetation) is blocking the line-of-sight
from a specified track position to a particular asset? If so, is this done manually
by the user or automatically by the software?
If using OS3D the process of identifying obscuration, i.e from trees or infra-
structure, is a manual process. Once the line-of-sight has been set, the user can
play the video through and identify where potential areas of concern could be. To
factor in obscurations you would need to have a combination of both video and
laser (OmniGuage).
3) Typically, what would the cost be of collecting both video and laser data for
a 1Km section of track? Unfortunately, I can’t give you a price per km because
the costs is dependant on so many different factors. The video survey is only one
part of the offering and even this can be tailored to a client’s requirements, i.e
number of cameras, length of survey, type of cameras used etc. Along with the
survey is the provision of asset information, for some clients, OEL undertake the
identification of the assets for them, others prefer to do it themselves.
4) How much does a licence cost for both OmniSurveyor3D and OmniGauge?
One full licence of OS3D costs 5,000 with a yearly support cost of 500 after
the first year. The full licence has all functionality enabled - Signal sighting, asset
capture and measurement. If users simply want to view the video then they can
purchase a viewer licence at 1000 with a yearly support cost of 100 after the first
year. We also offer the option of coming to our office and renting a desk for the
day. The cost to rent a desk is 350.
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I hope this has answered your questions, if you need anymore information
please let me know.
Have a good weekend.
Regards Mark
E.3 Ferguson10 - Received 23/07/10
Hi Tom,
We operate aerial and terrestrial LiDAR for the design of new railways and
upgrade of existing railways. Essentially we provide a high resolution survey which
is then used by railway engineers for design work.
The cost of a survey for track would largely depend on the project size and its
location so it’s hard to place a cost on 1 km.
Optimisation of signal sighting and determination of visibility from the drivers
points of view can be done by importing the LiDAR data into a program like
solvSighting.
”The solvSighting software is closely coupled with Infrasoft’s MXRail track
design program, so that signal design can be conducted alongside track design.
SolvSighting enables design engineers to place signals in 3D, to mathematically
analyse the signal visibility, and to assess the signal visibility in its environment
using the visualisation system. Design engineers can interactively test options
for the placement of the signal viewed from any train path, as well as check
mathematically the sight lines from the driver’s point of view along those paths”.
Good luck with your PHD, I’ve attached a thesis by Jamie Uff that you may
find useful. If you wish to speak to him his current contact details are provided
below.
Jamie Uff BSc(Hons) PhD GMInstCES MIHT MCMI Senior Transport Tech-
nologist - UK Central Scott Wilson Ltd Nottingham T. 0115 907 7085 F. 0115 907
7001 M. 07917 584 226 www.scottwilson.com
Thanks,
Nick Ferguson
E.4 Ferguson10b - Received 27/07/10
Hi Tom,
For the purpose of your PHD you can write something like;
”For the as-built survey of linear assets, such as roads, transmission lines and
railways, companies that supply helicopter-based high resolution LiDAR services
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and produce working 3D engineering models of the asset typically charge between
800 - 1,200 per route kilometre. Typically the variance in price depends on the
location of the survey, the flying permissions required, the resolution of the survey
and the products requested”.
Cheers, Nick
Business Planning and Development Network Mapping
Unit B1G Fairoaks Airport Chobham Surrey, GU24 8HU Registered in En-
gland and Wales No. 634 7879
Tel +44 (0)1276 857800 VOIP +44 (0)5601 267281 Mob +44 (0)7500 112311
Fax +44 (0)1276 856367
nicholas.ferguson@network-mapping.com www.network-mapping.com
Appendix F
FVG Execution Example
The following presents example results of the FVG TSR method in terms of the
image-scene relationship model created. Specifically, in this example, the Wall1
synthetic test sequence has been chosen. For each step in the example detailed,
the image area recovered is presented alongside the 5 biggest (in terms of number
of members) elements of the FVG image-scene relationship model. For improved
clarity, only the mean red, green and blue colours of the feature distributions are
presented. Note, the value of the ground plane in the following image used is 0
and the wall plane is 400 for the first 18 images and -600 for the last image.
Figure F.1 and F.2 show the first quadrilateral processed from the first image
of this sequence, creating the first feature-value Gaussian pair of the model.
Figure F.1: First ground plane quadrilateral recovered in the first sequence image.
After the recovery of nearby ground planes (Figure F.3), the relationship model
is update as shown in Figure F.4. The larger of the two feature-value distributions
has been updated with the recovered ground planes, adding a second value distri-
bution because of a slight overlap of a ground plane quadrilateral with the wall.
Further, a second feature-value distribution pair has been added to the model due
to the difference in image features.
After the recovery of a single wall plane (Figure F.5) the relationship model is
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Figure F.2: First feature-value Gaussian pair created for the first ground plane
recovered.
Figure F.3: Further ground plane quadrilaterals recovered in the first image of the
sequence.
(a) (b)
Figure F.4: The FVG relationship model resulting from the recovery of more
ground planes.
updated accordingly to include a new feature-value distributions (Figure F.6).
After the recovery of one complete image from this sequence (Figure F.7) the
resulting relationship model (shown in Figure F.8) has been updated as expected -
updating the main red-yellow and blue distributions respectively. Processing of the
first 18 images of this sequence further updates these feature-value distributions
as shown in Figure F.9.
The relationship model created after processing the image for which the wall
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Figure F.5: Recovery of one wall plane in the first image.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure F.6: Relationship model after the recovery of one wall plane.
Figure F.7: Complete recovered first image.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure F.8: Relationship model after recovery of first image.
value changes (Figure F.10) is shown in Figure F.11. Of interest is the feature-
value distributions shown in Figure F.11(c) which show the new value Gaussian
added to the corresponding features, representing the change in wall plane offset
value.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure F.9: Relationship model created after processing the first 18 images of the
sequence.
Figure F.10: Recovered image in which the wall plane changes offset value.
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d) (e)
Figure F.11: Relationship model created after processing the first 18 images of
the sequence.
Appendix G
List of Publications
The following list publications made as a result of the work contained in this thesis.
A synopsis is provided for each publication, relating it to the work presented within
the thesis.
“A Survey of Object Recognition Methods for Automatic Asset Detection in
High-Definition Video”, Tom Warsop and Prof. Sameer Singh, CIS 2009 - Pro-
ceedings of 2009 8th IEEE International Conference on Cybernetic Intelligent
Systems, September 9th-10th, 2009, University of Birmingham, pages 20-25
Synopsis: Discusses different types of object recognition method applied to de-
tecting assets which appear at different distances from the camera (i.e. part
of the work presented in Section 6.2).
“A Novel Rail Pairing Method for Compact Rail Track Representation”, Tom
Warsop and Prof. Sameer Singh, 7th International Workshop on Intelligent Trans-
portation (WIT 2010), 23rd and 24th of March, 2010, Hamburg, pages 179-184
Synopsis: The rail detection method described in Section 5.2.
“Robust Three-Dimensional Scene Recovery from Monocular Image Pairs”,
Tom Warsop and Prof. Sameer Singh, 9th IEEE International Conference on
Cybernetic Intelligent Systems 2010 (CIS 2010), 1st and 2nd of September, 2010,
Reading, UK, pages 112-117
Synopsis: A first attempt at the planar recovery method (only) proposed in
Section 7.2 - includes none of the TSR framework and planes are not searched
for a generalised manner.
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“Reducing Search Space Traversal in 3D Scene Reconstruction”, Tom Warsop
and Prof. Sameer Singh, 2nd Computer science and Electronic Engineering Confe-
rence 2010 (CEEC 2010), 8th and 9th of September, 2010, University of Essex,
UK
Synopsis: Provides initial correlation experiment results indicating the presence
of a relationship between image and recovered scene information (Section
7.3) and proposes the NN TSR method (Section 7.4.5).
“Unsupervised Learning for Temporal Search Space Reduction in Three-Dimensional
Scene Recovery”, Tom Warsop and Prof. Sameer Singh, The International Confe-
rence on Computer Vision Theory and Applications, VISAPP 2011, Vilamoura,
Algarve, Portugal, 5-7 March 2011, pages 549-554
Synopsis: Presents the generic TSR framework and it’s components and the NN,
NNEC and FVG implementations of TSR. Further, some of the problems
with NN and NNEC are discussed (i.e. some of the work presented in Section
7.4).
“Unsupervised Learning for Improving Efficiency of Dense Three-Dimensional
Scene Recovery in Corridor Mapping”, Tom Warsop and Prof. Sameer Singh, To
appear at the 17th Scandinavian Conference on Image Analysis, SCIA 2011, Ystad
Saltsjobad, Sweden, 23-27 May 2011
Synopsis: Three-dimensional planar scene recovery using generalised plane crea-
tion (Section 7.2.2.2) and FVG TSR.
“Automatic Terrain Analysis in Railway Transportation Corridors with Regard
to Asset Line-of-Sight from Monocular Video”, Tom Warsop and Prof. Sameer
Singh, To appear at GeoComputation 2011, University College London, UK, 20-22
July 2011
Synopsis: Terrain ranking and improvements to computational efficiency made
with binary search techniques - Chapter 9.
